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MUKUNDA MADHAVA SHARMA

VEDA: THE ULTIMATE AUTHORITY
OF THE HINDU SCRIPTURES

The term scriptures means 'the writings considered sacred by any

religious group,' As such the Vedas are the most, sacred scriptures of

the Hindu religion, so much so that the later scriptures also declare

that the Veda is the ultimate authority (pramana) for all the contents

found in them. The later scriptures may briefly be enumerated as

follows: (a) the basic works of the six orthodox schools of philosophy

(cJarsana), (b) the Smrti or Dharmasastra works like those of Manu,

Yajnavalkya and others, (c) the Puranas, (d) the Ramayana and (e)

the Mahabharata,

The term veda, in singular, also stands for (a) the four Samhitas,

viz.,.Rg, Yajus, Saman and A&arvan, (b) the corresponding Brahmana

works, which include the (c) Aranyakas, which again include (d) the

Upanisads. Since, Upanisads and Aranyakas find a place in the Brah-

majna literature itself the aforesaid four-fold division of the Veda may
be said to be only two-fold. Sayana, in his Rgveda-bhasya-bhumika
'Introduction to the Commentary on the Rgveda' quotes Apastamba's

YajSaparibliasa (1.33) which maintains that," the mantras (i.e., the

Sainhitas) and the Brahmanas together constitute the Veda."
1

It is noteworthy that the aforesaid four different segments of the

Vedic literature were in a sense connected with the four Asramss
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or 'four stages of life' iu the ancient Indian society, viz,, those of

Brahmacarya, Gtohasth^, V&iaprastha and Saipnyasa. In the first

stage of Brahmacarya students learn the Saipliitas by heart; in the

second stage of Garhasthyasrama the householders perform sacrifices

(yajnas) as prescribed in the Brahma&a literature; in the third stage of

Vanaprastha, i.e. in the stage of the householder retiring to the forest,

the forest-dwellers take interest in the study of the Arariyakas:
2 and in

the fourth stage of Samnyasa persons become samnyasins or ascetics,

and take interest in the principles of renunciation as adumbrated in

the Upanisads,

Of the later scriptures, the basic works of the six schools of Hindu

philosophy recognise the Veda as the ultimate authority* The Mimamsa

philosophy and the Vedanta philosophy provide the best examples of

this recognition of the Veda as the ultimate authority. The Mimainsa

philosophy is predominantly pre-occupied with the very implications

and interpretations of the verbal expressions of the Veda. In final

analysis the Vedanta-darsana is the sum total of speculations on the

implications of a few statements of the Upanisads, e.g. tat tvam asi,

which are called Mahavakyas. The different schools of Indian philos-

ophy are classified into two groups, viz., orthodox and un-orthodox

on the basis of the recognition and non-recognition of the authority of

the Vedas and as such all the six schools of orthodox philosophy may
be taken to have recognised the authority of Veda without any further

axgument or illustration,

n

The Afanusamhita is the most exalted of all the Dharma-sastras or

Smrti works. The purpose of the Manusainhita is to lay down the pros

and cons of Dharma, which, to be very precise, means the righteous

duties. Hence, the question arises as to what authority will decide as

to what is right and what is wrong, Manu himself gives the answer

with the verse:

vedo 'khilo dharma&wlam smrtisUe ca tadvidam /
acaras calva sadizlnam atmanas tustir eva ca//

Manusainhita, 2,0
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The purport of this verse is as follows:

Veda is the authority for determining what is Dharma,
i.e. what is righteous duty. Another authority is the Sm?ti

work composed by, on the ideal conduct of, one who is well

versed in the Veda. Yet another authority is the behaviour of

the pious persons; and finally, in case of a conflict, one's clear

conscience is the authority to hinge upon.

As explained by Kulluka in his gloss on the above quoted verse of

Manu the Veda itself is recognised as the final authority by recognis-

ing the Smrti work composed by one who is well versed in the Veda

(tadvidain) as authority.

That the final .authority is the Veda is reiterated by Manu in the

very following verse as follows:

yah kascit kasyacid dharmo manuna parikirtitah/

sa sarvo 'bhihito vede sarvajnanamayo hi sah//
'

Manusainhita,2.7.

The purport of this verse is that all thai are recommended by
Manu as righteous duty for the people of different nature and stature

are already provided in the Vfcda, and indeed, Veda is the repository

of all knowldges.

The expression 'redo *iiii>' in the earlier verse quoted from the

Manu-samhita is significant. As explained by Kulluka this expres-

sion giving the plain meaning as
;whole of the Veda' conveys the

idea of the four Samhitas,viz. Rg, Yajus, Saman and Atharvan and

also the Brahmana literature which contains the vidhis (i.e. injunc-

tions) and the Arthavadas (i,e. statements or narratives in praise

of the injunctions) (^ 3fe4l*4$tiPm4dWtt *r *rif Jc^ifaKH-dkiji, Kulluka on

Mmusaxnhita
>2,6). This is how the word veda in singular number

may be taken to stand for the whole of the Vedic literature comprising

of Mantra, Brahmana, Aranyaka and Upanisad.

The illustrations drawn from the Manusawhita should, perhaps,

suffice to show that for the Dharmasastra or the Smrti literature
3

Veda is the final authority.
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III

Now, for examining as to how the Veda happens to be the ultimate

authority for the remaining types of the scriptures, the cases of the

Puranas, the Ramay&na and the Mahabharata may be taken together.

There is an oft-quoted celebrated verse which means as follows:

"The ideas contained in the Vedic literature should be elucidated with

the help of Itihasas and Puranas. The Veda, (Le. the Vedic literature)

is scared of one who is not well-read with the fear 'this one will kill

me". The original verse runs as follows:

This verse occurs in the following places: Mahabfiarata, 1.1.269;

Visnupurana, 1.201; Padwapurana, 5.2,52; Sivapurana, 5.1,35 and

Vasisthadharmasastra, 27.6. Ramanuja also quotes it as a Puranic

text.
4 The portion vedam samupabriphayet may also mean that the

Vedic literature is to be 'extended' or 'supplemented* or 'strengthe-
ned'.

5 Here it
K

has been preferred to take it in the sense of 'elucida-

tion of the Vedic ideas
5
in the light of the Tilaia commentary of the

Bainayapa, where the same idea is conveyed by the following verse :

^f <J *taifcHt ^g3T ^3 MRPiftcS I

It

Rama in the Tilaka commentary gives the following explanation:

Upabrwhana means the understanding of the implications in respect
of the various ideas of the Veda. With this very purpose of presenting
an elucidation of the Vedic ideas Valmlki imparted the knowledge of

the Ramayana to Lava and Kusa, who were already well-versed in the

Vedic lore. With this reference to vedopabrnthana, Valmlki himself

suggests that the fiamayana is meant to convey the very implications
of the.siuti (i.e. Vedas) and that the Ramayana is based on au au-

thority, viz. the Vedas; and that is how the Ramayana is adorable;
cf.

In this passage the word pramanya means 6a state of being based
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ou aa authority*, and from this very passage it may be gathered that
the Veda is the ultimate authority for all the adorable Hindu scrip-
tures like the RSmgya$a. Thus, the verse (i.e. itih$sa,purlQabhy&m }

etc.) for which the quoted passage is given as a gloss is intimately
connected with the question of Vedic authority. Hence, it should be
worth while to ascertain as to how the later scriptures, termed as
Itihasa and Purana, performed the task of upabrtnhana. Whatever be
the meaning of the term upabrmhana and whatever be the manner of

upabrtpbana, it must be acknowledged that the upabrmhana is an act
of the recognition of the importance and authority of the Veda. While
some of the later scriptures clearly declare the authority of the Veda,
the others acknowledge the same by implication with the help of var-

ious forms of upabrnpliana. Hence, follows an analysis of the various

types of upa&rmhana in the Itihasa and Puraaa works.

IV

Now the question is, what are the Itihasas and Puranas? -The types
of literature known as Itihasa and Purana were already'familiar in the
Vedic literature itself. For we have:

(i)
i4

3?ra^^^9OT^in^ *raft^*?" (draft;, 15.6.12)

(il)
"

3CT *?5cft ^2T fowRw^cU^ 5gi4$ 39$$- ^^5^]^ jftgro SOTMr
t 14.6.10.6)

(iii) '^<>w^i^'^i4>A%aft^<^*A<![Hi^
OT 7.1.1)

(iv) "4^ ^^^i^^ftjcitpi^ ia<HfcypiR "(^.3m.g. 2.4,10; 4.1.2; 4.5.11)

There axe numerous narra.tiyes in ,the Brahmanas which deal with
the; origin pfsome matter or some institution. Such legends of origin, to
which also $he creation-legends belong

8 are meant by the termpurana,
as we find it in the above extracts, while the term Itihasa or (akhyana)

9

in such places refer to the stories of gods, demi-gods and men; cf.
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6The story of PurQravas and UrvaSi as narrated in the Brfihmaija
literature is an ItihSsa, while the contents of the NSsadlya-sflkta

(Sigveda, 10.129), concerned with the initial stage of the creation of

the cosmos as retold in the BrahmaJja literature is Parana
5

. Thus ac-

cording to this explanation, even a part of the Brahmaia literature

may be an Itihasa on a Purana.

But in the extracMId$wy<i>wji ^3 <H{|MjttJta there seems to be a more

precise reference only to (i) the eighteen Mahapuranas and (ii) the

Mahabharata and the Ramayana by the terms purana and itihasa

respectively.

It is not difficult to understand the eighteen Mahapur^nas from the

term purana. The Mahabharata is called an Itihasa in the MahabhZ-
rata itself; cf.

ftftiBym, (1.62.22).

Elsewhere also, in the Classical Sanskrit literature, the

is invariably illustrated with a reference to the

example, Medhatithi, in his gloss on Manusainfcfia^ 3u222a says':

Ttos the Mahabhaiata is

a stock example of the term itihasa. But the Ramayana does not

call itself an itihasa. It is referred to by the
r

teni^ Kavya,
12 Gita*3

SamAita,
14 and Aiiyana.

15 But even then ii has come to be in vogue
to recognise the Ramayana also as an itihasa. No less an authority

than V, Raghavan inter-alia observes: "AH minor poems are derived

from the MaJiafeavya which is derived from the ifcihasa, the Ramaya&a,
and the Mahabharala wkkh are the only two survivals of the very

ancient Itihasa literature" ,

16

The Ramayana, decidedly <\nd severally calls itself an Akhyana as

iu the following places:

(i) atKNWwam-i gfrtf ^f^feRi (1.4.26)

(ii) y^^<ii^-w4g<^44&:i (1.4.32)

(iii) M^^i-w*^a=! UHMtMcf >ScR{ (1.5.3)

(iv) I^^<^WH n^Rg *i (6.128,118)

On the other baud, the Mahabhaxata also calls itself an Akhyana
so as to give the impression that the term akhyana is synonymous with

the term itihasa] cf.
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wWQ fS^J t

CTftW*! t (*WI. 1,2*82)

"The twice-born who is familiar with the four Vedas, the six Angas

(i.e. Sika, Kalpa, Nirukta, Jyotisa, Vyakarana and Chandas) and the

Upanisads, but remains without the knowledge of this akhyana, ue.

. the Mahabharata, he can never to recognised as an expert."

Maurice Winternitz also points out that these terms were at times

used as synonymous also.
17 On the strength of this casual synonymity,

perhaps the Ramayana also deserves to be recognised as an Itihasa

work.

In our opinion, an analysis of the later scriptures should show that

the term samupabrmhayet may have more than one implication, which

may be pointed out as follows: (i) Frequent repetitions of the Vedic

mantras in later scriptures, (ii) Expansion of precise Vedic concepts in

longer passages, (in) Reproduction of Vedic mythology, (iv) Creation

of a new mythology on the basis of Vedic poetic description of physical

events, and (v) Development of a Vedic philosophy into the form of a

legend.

Let us now have some illustrations of the said types of upabrmhana:

I. Repetition of Verses: Repetition of verses occur in different

forms, viz., verbatim reproduction of a whole verse, verbatim repro-

duction of one half of a verse, partial reproduction of original expres-

sion, and paraphrasing.

Whatever be the degree of fidelity to the original, any act of repe-

tition stands as a testimony to the later scriptures, recognition of the

authority of the Vedic text. The following illustrations are noteworthy:

(a) The Bhagavadgita is a part of the Mafiabiarafca, which is an

Itihasa. The Gita occurs as chapters XXIII to XL of the Bhismapaivan
of the Mahabharata. In the Gita there are repetitions of verses of the

Upaniads as follows:
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Gftl, 13,13 s= Svet&va^a lTpaai?ad, 3,18 (verbatim)

GJtS, 13,14 (first half) s .l^ttfvAtara ITputyui, 3,17 (first half)

GltS, 15,1 = Katha ITpaiusad, 2*3,1 (partial)

Gfta, 6.29 = Ka-Upanifad, 6 (similar in idea)

The following two verses of the Gfta are noteworthy:

15.18f.

Here the following two points deserve to be noted: (i)
Gfta ac-

knowledges the authority of the Veda. (cf. '^^Bfte* of verse 15.18),

(ii) the concept of yAfH is based on the Vedas. The very 15th chapter

of the Gifca is entitled g*irrtH4H The Vedic authority for the concept
of j^criM is as follows: "dw^N w^wi^^W^fl^kt ^gwlPi it 4few ^HRS ^=1

8.12.3). The very term f$$RR is

based on *3oro g^' of the Upanisad (vide; Bhagavadgita As Ii Js under

verse 15.18).

In fact the Gfta, is so saturated with the Upanisadic ideas that it

is itself called an Upanisad and that is how the Gfta is traditionally

referred to as the Gitopanisad. In the Gitamahatmya, it is stated

in the sixth verse that the Gita is the essence of the contents of all

the Upanisads with a brilliant literary imagery as follows; **A11 the

Upanisads are the cows, Lord Krsna is the milkman, Arjuna is the

calf, the honestly intelligent persons are the enjoyers of the milk, and

the milk is in the form of the great nectar of the message of the Gfta"
;

cf.

(b) The Bhagavatapurana is very intimately related to the Vedfc

literature which is referred to also as Mgama. In the very third verse

of the Purana, it is described as the sweet ripe fruit of the wish-

yielding tree in the form of the Vedic literature

Biagavata, 1.1.3). This Purana is so full of complicated Vedic philo-

sophical ideas that the capacity to understand the Purana is said to

be an acid test for the scholarship of the learned persons (vidyavatam
bi^gavate pariksa).

18
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In the Bhagavata also we have four types of repetitions of Vedic
verses almost similar to those we have noticed in case of the Bha-
gavadgita. Hence, a few illustrations:

(i) Bhagavata, 8.1,10 s= jsopairisad, 1 (verbatim).
19

(fl) Bhagavata, 3.29.42 ^Bopanisad, 6 (partial),

(iii) Bhagavata, 3.6.30 to 3*6.33 (four verses) present an expansion of
the idea contained in IZgveda, 10,90.12; Atharvaveda, 19.6,6, Ya-

: jurveda, 31.11. The single concerned verse occurring in said three
Sawhitas describes the origin of the four varnas (castes) from dif-

ferent limbs of the Supreme Person or God, The same theme
presented through four successive verses is a very suitable example
of upabriphana.

(iv) Bbagavata, 8.16.31 = figveda, 4.58.3 (similar in idea). This verse
: of the Rgveda is quoted in full by Srldhara in his commentary

for drawing attention to the correspondence between the Puranic
and the Vedic verses.30 Ukewise in many other places Sndhara
points out the Vedic sources' for different expression and ideas of
the Bhagavata Putana wifch an introductory comment like *&R ^
^:'(cf. e.g. commentary under Bhagavata, 8.3.5; 8.3.10; 8.3. J3;

8.3.10; 8.3.17, etc.).

II. Expansion ofprecise Vedic concepts in longer passages:We have already seen a type ofexpansion, in case ofthe idea ofRgveda,
10.90.12 being retold in as many as four verses of the BMgavata (vide
Lb,iii above). Then why should we have a new section on 'expansion
of pufecise Vedic concepts' ?

I'he reason for having this new section is that in the foregoing
coMext the 'reference to expansion of a Vedic idea cropped up in con-
nection with repetition of the same or almost the same verbal expres-
sions, the extent of expansion in such cases remain confined to only
a few verses. But the type of 3q*ansiou, to be discussed under the
present section is not necessarily connected with repetition of verbal
expressions and the enlargement might be co-extensive even with an
entire work. Hence follow a few illustrations:

the Mahabharata, containing 18 parvans, has been composed for
the upabfmhana of the Vedic ideas. The philosophy of the Veda is

printed by the Mahabharata in the form of a systematic elucidation
with the help of the IS chapters of the Gfta. The sum and sutetaaefc
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of the whole of the Gii& is given with the help of the 16 verses of the

second chapter where the traits of a Sthitaprajiia are elaborated.21

These 18 verses have a direct correspondence with the 18 stanzas

of the Isopanisad, which also contains the teachings of the Veda in

the most sublime form, in so far as it asks to 'enjoy with a sense

of renunciation'
22

like the Sthitaprajna who remains equally disposed

towards pleasure and pain, and loss and gain, etc.

The ideal of 'enjoying with a sense of renunciation' (

is the most essential teaching of the Vedas. This makes the first veise

of the Isopanisad so singularly important. Mahatma Gandhi wrote in

the Haiijan that if through some accident the whole corpus of the liter-

ature on Hinduism is lost, and only the first mantra of the JKopaaisad

happens to survive, that could sustain Hinduism for all time to come.24

The opposite spirits of enjoyment and renunciation involve a paradox,

and this very paradox is the ideal. In the Veda it is tried to be estab-

lished that the attitudes of the renouncer and the enjoyer may belong

to the personality of the same individual with the imagery of two birds,

belonging to the same tree, one of whom eajoys the sweet fruits of the

tree while the other simply goes on looking with a vacant look. This

imagery is contained in the celebrated verse:

dva suparna sayuja sakhaya,

samaoam vrisani paiisasvajate/

tayor auyah plppalam svadv atti

anas'-nana anyo abhicakaslti //
Jfcgveda, 1.164.20; Svetasva-

taropanisad) 4,6; Mundafropanisad, 3.1.1., etc.)

The attitude of equal disposition tbwardis pleasure and pain, loss

and gain, etc., involving the same paradox, as taught in the Gita'm the

context of the Sthitaprajfia, is thus warranted by a Vedic authority,

It niay be presumed that wliat is given in the IS parvans of the

Mahabharata is given again in the 18 Puranas and the 18 Upa-putanas,-

The same ideas are propagated most purposefully also through the

18 thousand verses of the jBiagavate-Purana. The recurrence of the

number eighteen
25

in this context is not merely a coincidence* Cor-

respondences like this lead us to the irresistible conclusion that the

Mahabhaiata and the Puranas and the Gita and the Bhagavata-Puxana
are all ontologically linked up. all of them deriving the basic inspira-

tion form the Vedic literature itself. For example, while analysing
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the tradition of the Bh&gavata-dharma in Mali&bh&rata, Sfintipai-vaa,

346,10, VaiSampayana tells Jananiejaya that this very religion is re-

told in brief in the Hatigh& (or the Bhagavadgh&). That the Gh& is

related to the Upanijads is already indicated.

Like the number eighteen connected in different \vays with Maha-
bharata and the Puranas, the number of the verses found in the

Mahabharata and Ramayana is also very significant, and what is more
important is that this number also ingeniously warrants the relation of
the epics with Vedic literature. The Mahabharata grew from an origi-

nally smaller size to its present form through three prominent phases.
In the initial stage it had 8,800 stanzas, and in the second stage it

came to contain 24,000 stanzas and at this stage it was without the

'secondary stories'; cf.

5 Wd*j(6dJHl

(*?5t .1.1.52)

On the otheir hind it is traditionally believed that the legend
of Rama has been originally sung in one hundred crore verses, and
Vahniki presented the same in an abridged form in his own Ramayasa
containing twentyfour thousand verses, five hundred cantos and seven

cWI wtwut ^5^ 33 WQlfe ?|tfe^| | {^Pffp 1.4.2)

Rama, the coHomentator, in his TzJafca commentary, says that the

Ramayana is an abridgement of the original one hundred crore verses,
and the nuihber

j

twerityfour thausand signifies that the Ramayana is an
elabofation ofthe ktiowledge of the supr^ppe self, which is epitomized
by the GSyattiifaantra of tbe Veda, containing twentyfour letters:

qqm ^PfvRt^^vdN>M $vww4Wifls*ktt Tilaka on 14.1.

The same significance may perhaps be attached to the Afahabia-
ratfa also which in its rudimentary form (pertaining to the second stage
of development) confcaias twentyfour thousand veises. The twenty-
four letters ofthe GSyatrl-mactra became expanded to the twentyfour
thousand verses of the Ramayana and the Mahabharata respectively.
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According to
the_above explanation, the Ram&yana is an up&brm-

h&na of the Gayatrl-mai:
f

-:.a, which contains the significance of the
Veda (vedartha) in a nutsiiell. The commentator further asserts that
the first canto of the RStn&yaifa embodies the substance of the whole
epic and that Valrniki, with a view to suggesting that the first canto
conveys the very purport of the Gayatn-mantra, has deliberately star-
ted the first canto with the first letter of the Gayatrl-mantra and
concluded the first canto with the final letter of the Gayatri-mantra
Thus the first letter of the Gayatri is to and the Raraayana, 1.L1 also'

begins with to (tep4 svadhyaya, etc.). The last letter of Gayatri is
t and the last letter of the first canto is also t (/anas' ca sudro W
raaiatvam jjat.

27

FYom the foregoing analysis it appears to be a fact that the
yana, the Maiabizarata and the Puranas were meant for a systematic
expansion of the Vedjc thoughts. This expansion was in the form of
elucidation as well as in the form of being made accessible to more
and more people irrespective of caste, literacy and illiteracy. In this
context it is noteworthy that the Mafiafaiarate and the Puranas are aM
attributed to Vyasa,

28
There is also an opinion that all the 18 Paranas

and as massive a book as the MababhSrato could not have been pro-duced by one single author. Hence, Vyasa is, perhaps, a generic name.There were many Vyasas. Whosoever was engaged in compiling or
composing the Maiafefcarata or one or more of the Puranas was called
a Vyasa. From this presumption it follows that the name Vyasa was
connected with the ftmetion so named. In view of this it may be
suggested that Vyasa was called Vyasa because of expanding com-
pact ideas of the Ve^a into elaborate oarratives of the MafiaMarate
or/and the Puranas. The word vjasa means also diffusion or exten-
sion. VS. Apte in his Sivdeats' Sanskrit goglish Dictioaaiy gives the
etymology of the name yyasa. with the words:wVyasa vedaa yasmat sa
tasniad vyaaa iti smrta 'since he expanded the Vedaa (or, since he
arranged the contents of the Vedas) he was named Vyasa'. The word
vyasa need not mean 'arrangement' alone, but should mean, more ap-
propriately, bwpiana (i,e. expansion) also. It may be pointed out
that when a compound word (like pftanibara) is expounded with a
sentence (like pitan ambaraip:yasya sai), the compound is called a

^rnasa.
while the sntice, containing the expounded idea, fe called

the
^asavakya. Hence, Vyasa, as the composer of Mahabharata and

Puranas was involved in the act of expounding the Vedic ideas in more
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III. Reproduction of Vedic mythology;
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These are poetic descriptions of a physical phenomenon, That an

clement of poetry is hivc-S^I here is suggested also by Yaska with the

expression; 3*fe 3m$ ^; j,'hvs very precise poetic description of the

sun has ultimately developed into the legend of Balicalana, i.e. the

legend of the deception of Bali by Visnu
:
in his dwarf incarnation by

way of asking Bali for as much land for placing only 'three steps*. This

legend is given in six cantos of the eighth book (i.e. VIII. 18-23) of the

Bhagavata-Purana. There are numeious other such Puranic legends,

the origin of which may be traced back to certain Vedic statements,

which just provide the threcd for developing the same into an entire

canvas. Such legends make a legion. Yet, it should be worth the

while to mention one more case relating to a scripture other than the

Puranas.

The story of sage Gautama's wife Ahalya and her adultery with

Indra is given in the Adikanda (i.e. Book I) of the Ramayana. The de-

tails have at least three different versions.
32 This shows that, the whole

story was fictitious. Be that as it may. The whole story depicts Indra

as a paramour of Ahalya. The Vedic basis or authority for this story, in

our opinion, may be traced back to the Vedic epithet 3UM$ sire applied
to Indra. Allusion to Ahalya is found in Satapatha-Brahmana, 3.4.18,

Jatminiya-Brahmaiia* 2.79 and Sadvimsa-Brahmana, l.l.
33 But very

little about the illicit connection between Ahalya and Indra can be

known from these allusions. For instance, in the Satapatha-Brahmana,
3.3.18 we have only the two words ahalyayai jarah and nothing more.

The passage containing these two words runs as follows:

In this passage there are references to the initial words of a few

mantras to be recited for the pleasure of Indra. One of such mantras
is referred to with the two initial words:3j^n$3iR:. A literal translation

may be presented as "Paramour of Ahalya*. But, the details of the

story were not to be found in the Vedic literature.
3'1

In view of the

paucity of details about the love episode it may be worth the while

to seek a more relevant meaning of the two words: ahalyayai jarah
as follows: Indra is more celebrated as the rain-god. In the Vedas
Indra is profusely eulogised for releasing the rains. Because of his

rains even such a land which is unfit for being cultivated, for being
ploughed, may turn into a fertile ground having abundant growth of
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grains. Just as a paramour impregnate a wom&a by mating, Indra

also can bring forth fertility even to a hard land which is unfit for

ploughing. The Sanskrit xvord hala means 'plough'; Lalya means 'fit

for being ploughed'; ahalyS. (as an adjective to bhumih in feminine)

means 'that which is not fit for being ploughed'. Hence, it may be

presumed that ahaly&yai jarah in the partially quoted Vedic mantra

means "Indra, who like a paramour brings forth fertility even to the

land which is unfit for being ploughed". This is a poetic way of saying

the plain fact that Indra can bring fertility even to the dry land and

the very twist in the expression provides the thread for weaving the

later love-legend of Ahalya and Indra.

V. Development of a Vedic philosophy into the form of a

legend;

This is another type of upabrmhana and a single illustration should

suffice to show how a reference to the Vedic authority may be useful

for finding a justification for an otherwise unjustifiable episode.

The Rasa-lila episode of the Bhagavata-Purana covers five chap-

ters of the tenth Book, and those five chapters (10.29 to 10.33) are

together referred to as Rasa-paiicadhyayL To understand the episode

properly we have to know also the episodes of Katyayani-vrata and

Vastra-harana found in an earlier chapter (i.e. 10.21) of the same

tenth Book of the Purana. As the story goes the girls of Vraja ob-

served the Katyayam-vrata in order to have Krsna as their husband.

As a part of the ritual they took a bath in the Yamuna, keeping aside

their garments. Krsna stole away their clothes and Krsna returned the

same only when they surrendered to him as his maid servants. K$sna
became pleased with them and promised to fulfil their desire to have

him as their man in course of time (10.21). In the next autumn season,

in a full-moon night, Krsna, with the mesmeric music of his flute so

captivated the minds of the girls of Vraja, most of whom already got

married with others, that they left their husbands and other superiors

and other members of the family and rushed to the bank of Yamuna
to have a love-sport with Krsna. As promised, he fulfilled their desire

by indulging in acts of love-sport (10.29.46). Thu$ receiving love from

Krsna, the women developed a sense of superiority complex (10.29*47).

Reacting to this sense of ego, Krsna disappeared from the sight of the

Gopls. They lamentably pined for Krsna as described in Bhagavata^
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10,30 and 10,31, Then Krsija once again caine back to give them

company (10.32.2), FinJly they started dancing what is called the

Rasa-dance, or Rasa-krIcU or Rasa-utsava (10.33.2-3). Rasa is a type

of dance, where the dancers standing hand in hand make a complete

circle. In the present case Krsna multiplied himself into a number

matching with the number of Gopis and placed himself in the midst of

every succeeding pair of two Gopis (10.33.3 and 20), This is how the

Gopis and Krsna enjoyed the night and only at the close of the night,

the women retired to their respective homes reluctantly (10.33.39).

In this episode the adorable deity Krsna himself is shown to have

been indulging in erotic dalliances with the wives of others. By all

ethical standards that was not meet and proper. Hence, it becomes

imperative on our part for enquiring the real implications of the story.

According to one explanation the whole episode was historically

true. The place called Vraja, the cowherd women and Krsna were all

real things of the past. That Krsna could multiply himself into so many

prototypes was also a fact thanks to his divine powers. According to

another explanation the whole story is a Puranic fiction meant for

representing a philosophical idea symbolically.

If we accept the first explanation we have to find solutions to cer-

tain ethical problems also. In the last few verses of the last chapter

of the Rasapancadbyayl (10,33.27-29) itself king Pariksita raises the

questioii as "to how the action of L6rd Krsna can be ethically justified?

Then Sufca, the interlocuter, tries to justify the action of Lord Krsna

in nine verses (10.33.30-38).

Pariksita says: Krsna was the God Himselfand incarnated on earth

only for stabilising ethical principles (Dharma) and for eradicating

what is non-ethical. Himself being a protector of the limits of Dharma

(ethical principles) why should He touch the wives of others? The Lord

had no desires to be fulfilled; yet why did He indulge in deplorable

activities?

Suka says; Krsna was a superior being. He is not to be judged

by standards applicable to ordinary persons. The fire can burn both

the pure and the impure. Likewise the superior person also caii per-

form even what is unethical aud that makes no difference for himJn
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emulation of the superior the ordinary person also should not perform
an unethical deed even in imagination. One should not emulate, for

instance, the Lord Siva's act of drinking the poison that arose out

of churning the ocean* Such an emulation will destroy the ordinary

person. Only the true words of the superiors are to be followed, and

only such deeds of the superiors which tally with their words may ,be

emulated. The superior person has nothing to gain from ethical deeds

nor also to lose any thing because of unethical deeds. He has assumed

the human form only for the pleasure of having a sport. Only for the

benefit of human beings He indulges in the sports like that of Rasalila.

Because of His magic powers, the husbands of the Gopls had the il-

lusion that the wives were all along staying by their side and as such

they had nothing to complain of.

Pariksita raised the question of ethical justification of the part

played by Krsjia and Suka's answer is also concerned with the justifi-

cation of the deeds of Krsna Himself. But it is obvious that this is not

enough for justifying the whok episode. It may be pointed out that

Krsna Himself told the Gopis that it is most diplorable on the part of

the married women to have affairs with a paramour (10.29.26), Thus

the part played by the Gopis yet remains to be justified.

Further arguments in defence, as culled from elsewhere, are as fol-

lows: As stated in Glta, 4.H, the God fulfills the desires of the devotees

by fiiaking Himself available & whatever form the devotees like. The

&opis desired to have Him as the husband and so he played the role

of a lover. The Gopis were born in Vraja only for the purpose of the

itasalSa. During the days of Rama, some of the Gopis were sages rsis,

some of the Gopis were even the presiding deities of the Upanisads.
35

The 1

Gopis were, in fact, created by the Lord from his own self as

playmates and the love-sport of Rasalila was like a child playing with

his own shadow (yatharbhakah svapratibimbavibhramah, Bhagavata,

10.33.17). It is further pointed out that the love-sport remained cou-

fined oiily to the extent of mutual caresses and nothing more and

Himself remained inwardly passive and did not get involved

the affair erotically (atmany avaruddhasauratah, ibid. 10.33.26).

For the devotees also this description of Rasalila does not evoke any

erotic propensity. Rather it evokes a sense of wonder and amagement
bo see the supernatural deeds of Lord Krsna. The very act of His

>eing multiplied into so many prototypes is so extraworldly that the
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devotees become more and more convinced of the divinity of the Lordand become more and mcse deeply devoted to Him.

In the Gita 3.21 it is stated that whatever is done by a superior
person is invariably emulated by others. Hence, it becomes very dffi-cult to accept the whole episode literally. Hence, let us examine thesecond explanation.

According to the second explanation the Rasaffla episode is a sym-
a *<*0h 1 a type of

women
-

self

h fcon
e nand there is only one Isvara (ie. the God or the Supreme self) Batyet fevara resides with each one of the Jivas. In tSa the God

3l H
r

ab^ ia

i beiDss (^^ * -''-** ^Lta^r^Ssi 1* k said that the ne^ r^s miden m aH beings (+ &*&&^ 6 .n)< This JJ
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ofjoy' (wrtM^qfr^H*^ The entire

life's journey ofan individual self is a ceaseless pursuit of Brahman, the

repository of complete unalloyed bliss. This eternal search of the com-

plete joy bhumananda is 'an eternal desire', or so to say 'the supreme

thirst'. Because of this basic nature of seeking the Supreme Bliss, it

becomes the habit of the individual self to perform all the worldly

affairs only out of a 'desire' (k&ma) to derive some happiness*
37

In

fact the jlya wants to go back to the Godhead, to get back the source

of Supreme. Bliss, As the Jiva seeks the God, and God also remains

evasive, there takes place a ceaseless game of hide and seek between

the jivas and the Isvara. This is hinted at by describing the sudden

disappearexjce of Krsna from the company of the Gopis in the verses

following 10,29.47 in the Bhagavata, So long as the jiva continues to

have its ego, it does not find the Isvara. That is why the real devo-

tefe gives up even the last vestiges of ego and completely surrenders

to the will of God and gets Him, This is hinted at by the episode of

Katyayanl-vrata. The Lord finds pleasure in being sought frantically

by the jlvas. This game of hide and seek is a pastime for the God,

That is why the whole creation is said to be a lila. The Rasalila, is

also a symbolic representation of this creation. Hence it is called a Itta

or a Jkrida. It is the inherent nature of a, child, to remain engrossed
in a game. Hence the Isvara is also said to be a child who never be-

comes an adult. That is why the Krsna of the Vastra-hara?a episode

and the RasalUa episode is delineated as a mere child. The circular

JLasa dance symbolically represents the whole cosmos, which is also

called the jagat-prapanca, i.e. the whole expanse of the cosmos. The
Sanskrit word jagat is derived from the root gam

;
to go'. The word

jaga means something which is constantly engaged in the act of going.
The cosmos is called jagat because it is always in a state of flux. The
microcosm is. only a replica of the macrocosm, which is in a state of

flux. The constant movement of the cosmos is supposed to be a dance
and the same dance is symbolically represented by the Rasa dance
or by fche dance of Siva, the Natarsja.

3* The circk of the RSsa dance
also represents the cosmos, wi^ich is also called Vilva-brahmaada. The
Sanskrit epithet contains the word anda meaning an egg. An egg need
aot necessarily be elliptical in shape. There axe eggs also of spheri-
cal shape. Here the circle of the Rasa dance represents the spherical
shape of the cosmos, the Visva-brahmanda. Yes, while the duck's egg
or the hen's egg is of oval shape, the egg of the fish or the tortoise is

spherical Incidentally, fish and tortoise belong to water and accord-

ing to Hindu scriptures the process of creation began with the creation
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of water and in that water the primordial seed of the cosmos in the

shape of an egg has been laid down (q TQKtwM ai<y 4MM^4^ Manu.Ll).
In this way a lot of symbolical implications may be presented by the

RasalUa episode. The most important implication, however, is that at

the culmination of their urge to reunite with the Godhead, the jlvas

(i.e. the individual selves) can derive the unalloyed complete joy of

reunion, and the Supreme Being also finds a sort of delight in play-

ing this game of reunion although He is Himself an embodiment of

complete joy (bhumananda) and has His all desires already fulfilled

(apteJcaaia)
39

to such an extent that He finds all the delights from

Himself (atenaxate afanaramafi)
40 and need not seek any delight from

any other source.

VI

Here, a question arises as to how the Gopis can symbolically repre-

sent all the jivas, for, there are male Jivas as well In this connection,

there is a parable prevalent among the neo-Vaisnava devotees.--As the

story goes, Saint Mira Bai used ta freely mix with thefcaafe devotees

for devotional services or devotional discourses. One day one of the

male devotees questioned if Mira Bai did not feel any inconvenience at

all in the company of the male devotees. Then Mira Bai replied that

there is only one male being in the whole of the universe and he is

Lord Krsna Himself and all other beings are female beings in relation

to this supreme male being Krsna (parama-pwusa-Krsna). Be that as

it may, the sum and substance of the whole of the RasalUa episode is

that the reunion of the jivas and the fsvara is as delightful as the union

between the male and female lovers. This imagery of the amorous dal-

liances of lovers is employed to bring home the idea of the intensity

of the divine delight of the jiva and the Isvara. If it is argued thafc

it sj&acks of a bad taste to employ this erotic imagery, then we may
point out thafc similar erotic imageries are profusely employed in the

Sufi literature of Islam- In the Holy Bible also, the Song ofSolomon of

the Old Testament, which is also highly enigmatic in its implications,

is full of erotic imageries with lines like the following ones:

**A bundle of myrrh is my well-beloved unto me; he shall lie all

night betwixt rny breasts".
41 A situation of separation of lovers, like

the one described in Bhagavata, 10.30 and 10.31
42

is found also in the

Song of Solomon* cf.
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"By night on my bed I sought him wbom m:-' soul loveth:

I sought him, but I found him not."

There are descriptions also of more intimate amorous caresses <po

in the said Song of Solomon.

In Everyman, a morality drama of Middle English literature,

Everyman is the principal character. When Everyman after hi*

death, in course of his approaching God, becomes free from his

sins and comes to be in the possession of a record only of good

deeds, he is addressed by an Angel as follows; "Welcome, the

elected bride of Jesus, you will go above your virtue* Now the soul

is detached from, the body. Your account is perfectly clear. You
will now step into heaven, where those who have lived a clear life

will enter before the Day of Last Judgement".
43

Here Everyman is called 'the elected bride of Jesus', and this is

also a case of erotic imagery. Parallel instances of erotic symbolism
in Hinduism and other religious may be a legion- But that is not go-

ing to help us in finding a justification for defilement of a spiritual

philosophical concept by way of being presented with an erotic im-

agery. Hence, we want to point out for the first time that this is & case

of upabrj|i&ana of a philosophical idea found in the Brliadaranyata-

Cpazij$ad, contained in the following passage:

3ttktehfH*l 3!ltH*l*H dfcbPJHW vilhHHH ($.35. 4.3.21)."

"This, verily is his form which is free from craving,

from vils, free from fear. As a man when in the embrace
of his beloved wife knows nothing without or within, so the

person when in the embrace of the iatellige^ self knows notfc-

tog without or within. That, verily, is his form in which ^is

desire is fulfilled, in which the self is his desire, m which he is

without desire, free from any sorrow*
5

.

44

In all probability this passage of the Brhadaranyaka-Upanisad Js

*e fi&al aulEiStiiy for the whole of tlie RasaJUa episode ofthe

-JPtirana. ^his is also most likely that many of the ideas
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expressions of this passage provided the model for the ideas and ex-
pressions found in the Pui-ana. For instance:

i. Upanisad lays emphasis on the imagery of embracing and em-
ployes the word K&m twice. The Purana also mentions embrac-
ing first whenever there is as occasion for referring to various types
of amorous carassiag (cf. a. bahuprasaraparirambha, etc., 102946
where pariramfoia means parisvariga and b. evam parlsvariga, etc.
10.33.17). In the PurSna also a word meaning an embrace occurs
twice*

it In the Upanisad there is emphasis also on the epithets aptefca-
aarn, afcnatamai* and afcamam. The following expressions of the
Purana seem to be modelled on and inspired by the said epithets of
the Upanisad:

(a) wjru^Mdwq, lQ.2d.42; wqnratefo ete% 10.33.20

(b) aiRRrt^igqft:, 10.33.9

(c) tttffi.mft*, 10.33,24; wifewm*i^
, 10.33,26.

Upanisad seems to have inspired the
expression flrtflRnv

(10.32.9) of the Purana.

It may be pointed oat that for creating stories and building up
mythologies also the later scriptures may be supposed to have a sanc-
tion from the Vsda, in so far as the Veda itself has set the model in
this direction. The Brahmanas have many a parable presented in theform of an artiavada. An artAavatfe is meant for praising a vidhi A
V4dlu enjoins a sort of ritual or religious activity and the arthavada

tejs
about the good effects of performing the enjoined ritual or the

religious activity.

J*
tfae S

f TjitS
also a good deal of weaving of stories is there.M. Wintermtz has made a very important observation as follows-To

say rt rn a word: what renders these hymns so valuable for us is thatwe see before us in them a mythology in the making. We see gods as
it were, arising before our eyes."

45 '
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, VII

It is surprising that even the traditional scholars did not fail to

recognise the actual physical phenomena which often provided the ba-

sis for building up a mythology. For instance, Indra is the rain-god.

Basically Indra is that force of nature which causes the rains. Indra

is a personification of a natural force. The natural force personified

as Indra dissolves a lump of cloud and causes rain. When the nat-

ural force is personified as Indra, the lump of cloud is personified

as an Asura (demon) named Vrtra. The authors of the Vedic ety-

mology (Niarukta) recognised Vrtra as cloud (megha) correctly. The
authors of the Itihasa type of worts recognised Vrtra as an Asura

named Tvastra. It may be remembered here that Itihasas contain

upafarmharia, and as such develop the mythologies as illustrated above.

Yaska, the author of the Nirukta, recognised very correctly the scien-

tific fact that rain originates from an interaction between water and

sun-rays. But as the story goes, a battle takes place between Indra

and Tvastra, who withholds the waters. When Indra kills Vrtra, the

waters get released. Yaska opines that the battle is only a 'symbol-

ical* representation of a physical phenomenon. Yaska, however, uses

the term upama (i.e. simile) in the sense of employment of symbols.

The mantras (i.e. the Samhitas) and the Brahmanas describe Vrtra

to be like a snake. Accordingly, the snake is said to have obstructed

the flow of water by enlarging its body. When Vrtra was killed, the

waters began to flow; cf.

In this passage Yaska also confirms that the Sainhitas and the

Brahmaaas also contained mythologies and, in our opinion, thus pro-

vided, the sanction for the creation of mythologies by the later scrijv

tures*

Yaska also very intelligently points out the mechanism of creating

a mythology as he says; anf^ff^^raf^i 3^iv*) 3Hc*agNHi 3*Ki*wi ^n^n^f

%5R*n ftm7.4). The idea is that the deities are by and large personifi-

cations of natural objects. The various aspects of the natural objects

ate also imagined to be the various accessories associated with the
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personality superimposed on the natural object. For instance, the sun

is personified as a deity. That deity is supposed to travel on a chariot

(ratha). According to Yaska's theory the chariot is nothing different

from the round orb of the sun. The basic component of the chariot

is the wheel, and the wheel is also round* Because of this similarity

in respect of the roundness the sun is supposed to travel not with an

elephant or a $wai, but by a chariot. The spectrum of the sun rays

is supposed to be the reins for controlling the horses of the chariot.

Like the spectrum spreading out from the sun the reins also spread

out from the fist of the charioteer* Incidentally the Sanskrit word *fire

means rays of light as well as reins* The chariot of sun is supposed

to be pulled by seven steeds. Presumably the number happens to

be seven because the sunlight consists of the seven colours which are

found when the sun light passes through a prism. Thus the chariot.,

the reins and the horses are all identical with the physical object called

sun. There is no real physical existence of the chariot, the horses and

the reins. Yet the mythology that the sun travels with a chariot pulled

by seven steeds has come to stay.

Thus it appears to be the fact that the later Hindu scriptures

are related to the Veda in some way or other and they stand on the

authority of, and have- a direct or tacit sanction from the Veda.
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acm<!*ifqfH<i HR^HI Although Srldhara recognises the difference in

reading yet he says that the concerned verse of the Upanisad is

just the same as the sloka of the Purana, cf.

Now the question arises as to what could have been the

reason for slightly changing the Vedic text. Presumably it is a case

of deliberate alteration so as to avoid the reproduction of a sacred

Vedic text in a uon-Vedk Purana work. But Svetasvatara, 3.16 is

reproduced as Gita, 13.13 without slightest change. It is not un-

likely that it was possible for the Gita was itself recognised as an

upanisad. In this case also there arises the question of propriety as

to how a popular Itihasa work like Afahabfiarafca include an entire

Upanisad like the Gita. Perhaps to meet this very exigency there

was an attempt to give the status of a Veda also to the Itihasa and

the Purana. Hence in the Bhagavata itself we have:
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1,4,20 and ffrOTBH*^ 3.12,39.
20. The concerned verse of the Rgveda: *OTft tfir srat aw TO, etc, is

quoted also by Patauj : In the Meh&bhSfya, Paspasalinika.
21. From verse 2.54 to verse 2.71.

22. eft rqctta ^Iki:, ^VimfHtf<, 1.

ty*ge?
a according to the Munaipsaka's maxim:

24. Cf. Eaiflan, dated 30.01.1937, p.405, quoted in Eighteen Principal
Upanisads, ed. Limaye and Vadekax, Poona 1968, page facing
p. 1. Cf. also/ "Have I not duly said that the world is not going
to lose

anything_even if all our Vedas are destroyed and only the
first mantra of Ishopanishad survives?" The Collected Works of
Mahatma Gandhi, Publication Division, Ministry of I & B Govt.
of India, vol. 65, p.89.

'

25. The Mab&bhSrata war lasted for eighteen days, and it witnessed
the the fall of eighteen aksauhinis of soldiers.

26.
"

27. nii4i^4ui,|,.|w iiw^i^wi^iMsbwi^^ iii?Tpz?f^n^^nP^^ Tilaka
on RamSysqa, 1.1.L

28- He is
Satyavatisuta-krsnadvaipayana-vyasa. Incidentally there is

ako a University in Indonesia, named after this Vyasa as
4t

Univer-
sitas Krisnadurpayarta'. The present address (as in January, 1994)
of that University is "Jalan Jatiwaringin, Pondok Cede, Jakarta
Indonesia,

29. This is a very plain translation. There are, and there might be,
other translations also.

30, Cl

i, Nirukta. 12.19.

31. <

ibid.

32. See V.S. Apte, Tie Student's Sanskrit-English Dictionary, under
the entry 'ahalyff.

33. A.A
:
Macdonel and A.B. Keith, Vedlc Index of Names and Sub-

jects, vbl.l, under the entry 'alialya maitrey?.
34. iulius Eggeling opines, This is another of Indra's low myth about

which very little is known", Tie Satapatha-Btahmana, Motilal
Banaxasidass, edn. 1942, pt. II, p. 81n.

35. Cf.
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Packnapurana, Uttaraklianda, quoted in Anandacandrika commen-

tary of Visvanathacakravarti under Ujjwlanilainani, Harivallabh^.-

prakarana, verse 4 If.

l: { I

wrar vrf^ft gi
Mi-Hull d^MPl^ STOTI I

Ujjvalamlamani, Harivallabha-prakarana, 45f,

36, Translation given from Radhakrishnan's Principal Upanishads^

London, George Allen Unwin, 1974, p. 548. Cf. also; tadaiks&ta

bahu syam prajayeyeti, Brhadaranyaka-Upanisad, 6.2.3,

37. 3ict7iH*^ f^R cMf^q^^^cl %5 c^fff^ql

i i Manu.2.4.

38. In his Orchestra, or a Poem on Dauncing (1596) Sir John Davies

(1569-1626) "represents Penelope as refusing to dance with t}ie

suitor Antinous, who thereupon proves to her that the exercise is

both ancient and universal, since elements and the heavenly bodies,

involved in rhythmic movement are so many dancers". Legouis a$d

Cazamian, History of English Literature, 1992 reprint, MacmiUan
India Limited, p. 317f,

39. Cf. Bhagavata, 10.33.29.

40. Cf. Bhagavata, 10.30.34.

41. Lines quoted from King Jmnes Version, 1611 as contained in tjje

American Bible Society, New York edn.

42. Incidentally, the description of separation in the Bhagavata is very

long and it is perhaps because the state of separation is the realty
for most of the jivas of the practical world.

43. Quoted from the edn of S.P. Sen Gupta, Prafcash Book Depofc t

Bareilly 243003, 5th edn. 1992.

44* Trans, as given by Radhakrishnan, op.cit,; Vide n. 36 above.

45, A History of Indian literature, vol. I, Part-1,
3rd edn, 1962, p.65.

46, Tie Nighantn and Nirvkta,, ed, L, Sarup, Delhi, (2nd rpt,},
. 52.





LOKESH CHANDRA

CULTURAL CONTACTS OF INDONESIA
AND SRILANKA IN THE EIGHTH CENTURY
AND THEIR BEARING ON THE BARABUDUR

1. Prof. J,G. de Casparis (1961) has written a fascinating paper
on the 'New Evidence on Cultural Relations between Java and Ceylon
in Ancient Times' based on the Ratubaka Inscription in Pre-nagari,
dated Saka 714=? A JD. 792/3. The 12th strophe of the inscription reads:

ay&m~iha jmasunoh padmapaneh Jcrpalolr' '

_

jina-vaxa-vinayoktaih sikgitanaxp, (ya]tuiam=

abhayagiri-vtiiarah karitah simhalanam

-

Caspars (1901:242) raises a Houbfc aboiit its syntactic i

tions: ^The instrumental case of what is probably a compound ending
w ^padadh could be an attribute to Jinavaravijnayol-az& but it is ctif-

filcult to see how any of the meanings of pads could be applied to the

words of the Buddha* It is therefore more likely that the instrumental

depends on tar/iai, an epither, referring to those who had the

built." The prose order of the strophe would be:

ayarn iha prathita...padaih jinavaravinayoktaih siksi-

sh^balanam yakinaip [kttej krpaloh jinasunoh
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It means:

"Here this Ab';ayagiri monastery consecrated to Jinasunu

Padmapani the Compassionate has been constructed for the

sake of Simhala monks who have been trained in the Vinaya of

the Buddha (jinavara) as enunciated (ukta) by the celebrated

(prathita) venerable (pada) .......... (name lost in the lacuna

of ten syllables)."

This is a crucial strophe for the cultutal history of Indonesia, and
merits consideration at length. Two main points axe emphasised in this

stanza, which were distinctive characteristics of the Abhayagiri*vashis:
~

(i) The Indonesian monastery was dedicated to Padmapani in his

Mahakaru^ifca aspect, who must have been predomineut at Abhaya-
giri. (ii) Digression from the Theravada Vinaya. so as to merit special
mention of the teacher who initiated the changes and whose name is

unfortunately lost though the traces of four atsaras on fragment e may
preserve the name of the founder of the Abhayagiri school,

1

namely
Dhammaruci (Zeyst 1961: 28), The differences between the orthodox
Mahavira and the Ahhayagiri-vihara were doctrinal and mainly on ac-
count of Vinaya rules. According to the Mahavamsa 33.95 MahStissa
was expelled from the Mahavifaara on account of his frequenting lay
families. At the instance of Sanghamitta ofAbhayagiri, king Mahasena
withdrew royal support from the Mahavihara as their monks did not
teach the correct Vinaya.

tt
lt is noteworthy that no accusation of

heretical doctrine was professed. Soon it became impossible for the
monks to continue to live in the Mahavihara, and after it had been de-
serted for nine years, its building material was removed to enrich the
Abhayagm^vihara.*' Some three hundred and sixfcyfour colleges and

gr^t
temples were uprooted and destroyed, says an ancient chronicle;and the spoils gathered from them went to enrich and adorn the home

ot Heresy, the Abhayagiri, which, now splendid in oraan*ents and richm possessmns, stopd pre-eminent over all as the greatest and wealthtest

notary
in Lanka" (Zeyst 1961:, 26). ThfAbblyagW moLt

ai fifth b

vLavat f
C m mnd that the Ma^^a canon divides theVinaya mto four and not five parts (Zeyst 1961: 28)
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lated it in a general way "having loius-llkc palm", vrhilc it means "he

who holds the lotus in his hand". Later on Padmapaiji is rendered

by Sarkar as "Lord with his lotus-feet" (sic !), The epithet krpaloh is

equivalent to Karunika or Mahakarunika which are synonymous with

Avalokitesvara.

3. The Abhayagiri-vasins were adherents of Vetullavada as is well

known from the Sinhalese chronicles Dipavamsa and Mahavamsa and

the commentary on the Kathavatthu. The reading vaitulya is found

in place of valpulya in the Kashgar manuscript of the Saddharma-

pundarika-sutra. The vulgate title Saddharma-pundarika-dharma-

paryaya is Saddharma-pundarika-Maharatna-Vaitulya-sutra in the

Kashgar manuscript and in one occurence the reading is vaitupulya

(Kern 1907:3.99), a clear indication of the transition from vaitulya to

vaipulya. Thus the Saddharrna-pundarika (= SP) was an important
sutra of the Vaitulyakas, and as such a scripture of the Abhayagiri-
vasins. This is confirmed by the fact that they had a monastery dedi-

cated to Padmapani in Indonesia. The 24th chapter of the Saddharma-

pundarika is a description of the miracles of Avalokitesvara (Ava~

lokitesvara-vikurvanetrnirdesa). In Japan, this chapter is treated as

an independent sutra and bears the title Kannon-gyo 'Avalokitesv&ra-

sufcra*. It is recited daily by Japanese devotees to ward off evils and

calamities. Avalokitesvara has vowed to save all beings in His infinite

compassion, where He is known as Daihi-shoja or Mahakarunikamuui.

The SP says that if a ship sailing on the ocean be cast on the Raksasi-

dvipa and if in that ship a single being implores Avalokifcesvara all

will be saved. In the Karan^avyuha devoted to the glorification of

Avalokitesvara, the Raksasi-dvipa is identified with Srilanka (Kern

1909:407* n.l): an ancient link between Avalokitesvara and Srilanka.

4, The sustained patronage of Sinhalese kings to Abhayagiri must

have stemmed from their deep belief in the miraculous protective pow-
ers of the SP (Visser 1935:2.021), The state is iu constant need of

stability and security; and this could be accomplished by the SP,

Theravada had no royal ceremonies; cither for the consecration or

well-being of the king, or for the stability of the State, Hence recourse

to other 1 sutras. The royal preceptors to the Thai king, in spite of his

foxing a follower of Theravada, are Saiva priests who discharge ritual

functions of State to this day. In Japan, from olden times this king

has been worshipped together with the Karunikaraja-sutra

) and SuvarnaprabJiasa-sutra (Saishookyo) as ^wonderful
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texts protecting the state*' (Jap, chingo kokka no myoten) by all the

sects (Visser 1835:2,702). during the early years of the advent of Bud-

dhism prince Shotoku con .plated a commentary on the SP in A,D. 615

(ibid.622). The blessing pswer of the SP was hivoked by its recitation

and making images of Avaloikitesvara not only to secure recovery of

imperial personages from illness, but also to suppress rebellion in order

to afford peace to the people (ibid. 640). This sutra was studied and

venerated as a "text of the utmost importance and blessing power"

(ibid. 677). In A.D. 836 the Japanese Emperor Nimmyo issued an

ordinance stating that the protective power of the SP was such that

it turned misfortune into felicity (ibid. 655).

5- Avalokitesvara images in Srilanka. From the 6-7th century
onwajds upto the present day the worship of Avalokitesvara has been

popular in Srilanka. Statuettes of him belonging to the 6~7th century,

axe at the Boston Museum of Fine Arts and from Elahera. The most

*e#iajkable of Sinhalese statues of Avalokitesvara for its height and

proportions, with a& Amitabba in his headdress, is the one found at

Buduruvegala, whose details are finished in stucco. The sunken relief

rock sculpture of Avalokitesvara at Weligaina {Southern province), the

ten-foot high Dambulla Avalokitesvara in the cave shrine of the eighth

century, the Situlpavva granite statue of the 7-8th century, Ambalan-
tofca head in limestone, and metallic images attest fche widespread wor-

ship ofAvalokitesvara in Sritenka. Culavamsa refers to the worship
of Avalokitesvara in the reign of ParakramabaJm II (1234-1269). The
renowned scholar Sn Raimla of the Totagamu vihara who lived during
the reign of Parakramabahu VI (1415-1467) was a devotee of Natha

AyaJoHtesYara. The veneration of Avalokitesvara during the reign of

Kirtisrirayasimha (1747- 17S2) is referred to by the Culavamsa* To this

day, worship of Avalokitesvara continues at the Natha-devale at Kandy
and Lofcesvara-Nabha-devale at Wegiriya (Mudiyanse 1967:8,38,11,10).

6, Esuan-tsang (Watters 1905:2,335) halted for some time at

Kancbi in A.D. 640 in the hope of visiting Srilanka. Prior to his depar-
ture the king of Siiphala died and the country was in disorder so much
so tbafc three hundred monks left the country and arrived at Kanchi.
ft cannot be ruled .out that in course of this exodus some of them
migrated to Indonesia, stayed on and established themselves there. In
times to come, in A.D. 792/3, an Abhayagiri vihara was constructed for

their denomination. Prof, de Casparis says: "The epithets referring
to-tlurhigh standard of learning of the Sinhalese need not imply more
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than the conventional kind of praise. If. is, howevni'. possible that they
were added in order to impress upon tht Javanese uiciiks that the Ab-

hayagiri' vihara, of which not many Javanese might have heard, was
not just an ordinary monastery but a place that enjoyed great pres-

tige in the Buddhist World". It should be noted that Arnoghavajra
had travelled from Central Asia for his initiation in Srilaoka, sailed to

Indonesia where he met his wouTd-be teacher Vajrabodhi in A.D. 718.

Vajrabodhi landed at Canton in A.D. 719. A year later Arnoghavajra
arrived at Lbyang in A.D. 720, He worked with Vajrabodhi iu China,
and on his teacher's death he left China in 741 for Srilanka and South
India to acquire new tantra literature, and in A.D. 746 king Silamegha
of Srilanka. sent through him letters and presents to the emperor of
China (Chou 1945:284-307). This is a clear indication that lines of

communication between Central Asia, South India, Srilanka, Indone-
sia and China were open and the sea route was frequented both for

trade and culture. Amoghavajra may have been initiated at the Ab-

hayagiri njonastery itself. The probability is that the Indonesians were

fully aware of the renown and glory of Abhayagiri of Simhala. It was
the monastery where Chinese scholars collected Sanskrit texts of the

viaaya and tanfcras, The cultural interflow between Srilaaifca and In-

donesia was brisk and lively as late as the fifteenth century when a

manuscript of the poem Janakiharaiia was procured from Indonesia

by king Parakramabahu VI of Kotte { 1410-1465). The author (Lokesh
Chandra 1979) has identified the 28 stanzas of the first canto of this

work in the Indonesian palmleaf manuscript or cakepan preserved at

the Leideu University Library Cod.Or. 5080, which affirms the pres-
ence of Jaixakiharaua iu Indonesia.

7. Besides strophe 12, Prof, de Casparis (1979) has deciphered
aixd translated the first three invocatory stanzas of this inscription

from Ratubaka and tried to link them with the Barabudur.

dhi-gambhira-guho [vara]smrti-$ilali sadvakya~dhatuj[j]vala

, wjafta'-prasravajiali samadM-ranarafl alpecchata-kaudarali/

yo [

tarn samvuddhar$iimeiumz=urj}ita-gunaii} jaiiogra-$aktin=uame

/A//

I pay homage to Sambuddha who is verily the Sunieru, of

vigorous qualities, aud endowed with awe-inspiring power of

knowledge, whose deep caves are [profound] wisdom, whose
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rocks are lofty tradition, whose Good Words are brilliant [like

the sheet of] metal (dhatu [of Sumeruj), whose cascades are

Love, whose fores is are meditation, whose glens are few de-

sires, who is not shaken by the violent tempests of the eight

ways of the world.

late cairsi-vaj:a-pr^vaJbi'Samayan==akramya(3) yo dipyate
vitrastah pxatiyanti tirthya-vrsabba yasya prabhav-oddhatah /
nana~dr$ti~[vi]marsa~vrnd&m~&pi yo bhasmikaroti ksa$at=
tarn sarvv-anu(4)[mba]uctha-pradahanaixi $addhaimma-vabniR=

name //2//

I pay homage to Him who is the fire of noble Dharma,
who shines forth quashing the prevailing beliefs of outstanding

heretics, struck by whose majesty the heretics [strong like]

bulls panic away in fright, who in an instant reduces to ashes

tbe numerous attachments to heresy and wiio batnsrj&wt all

bondages.

yah sunyatauimitto

mrmmoks-a&arasalj. subhasita-maharatnakaro hri-hradah/

-n&di-vegaih samapyayitam
=aiz2^

I pay obeisance to the Ocean of Supreme Virtues whose

nafcras and makaras are the thousands of disciples (of the first

seven stages) and the arhats (asaiksa, the eighth stage), who is

Voidness (sunyata) and causelessness (tainutta), whose only
essence (rasa) is complete liberation, whose is a great mine

of jewels: his wise words, whose conscientiousness (iri) are

like the splashing waters (hrada, [of the ocean]), nourished-

and-invigorated (samapyayifa) by the rushing flow of excellent

rivers which are deliberations on esoteric concerns; bounded

(vaddha) by clean (amala) shores (vela) which are immaculate

(aiirala) discipline and worship.

8. The first stanza compares the Perfectly Enlightened One (Sam-

buddha) to Sumeru which cannot be shaken by raging storms. The
components of the montane environs. are correlated to the Buddha:
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Sumeru Sambuddha

deep caves (guJifi) profound wisdom (dhl)

rocks (sila) lofty traditions (snuti)

shining metals (dhatu) good words (sadvakyz)
cascades (prasravana) love (maitrl)

forests (vana) meditation (s&wadhi)

valleys (teudara) few desires (alpecchata)
violent tempests eight ways of the world

( ugra pavana) (asta loka-dbarnia)

Dhi-gaxnbhira-guho is treated by Casparis as ''whose profound c$ves are

knowledge' which may better be rendered as 'whose deep caves are pro-

found wisdom 9

: gambhira meaning both deep and profound, implying

physical depth and spiritual profundity. SadvaJkyadh&tujjvalQ is trans-

lated by Gasparis as 'whose brilliance is owing to its relic: the Good

Word', dhatu does not refer to relics but to the precious metals like

gold, silver, saphire and amber that adorn the Sumeru mountain:

"he must imagine an earth surface (*bhumitala) made of

many jewels and strewn with gold sand. He blesses it with

the formula, Om cafe vtfra] hum svaJia.

Upon it he imagines an ocean of milk, free from such a

fault as fish-gills, adorned with such flowers as the red lotus

(padma) and the blue lotus (uipaJa), and over which soar

flocks of bejewelled birds- He blesses it with the formula, Om
vimala dhaha hum.

In the middle of this [ocean], he imagines a foursided

Sumeru mountain, adorned on all four sides with rows of stairs

made [respectively] of gold, silver, saphire (indranfla), aad

amber, all over which spring tip

'

wish-graatiiig trees (ia/pa-

vrfcsa) decorated with a thousand fluttering victory baimejrs.

He imagines rising above those to a height of rnanv yojanas

a lotus trunk which takes its origin from a shaft in the cen-

tre of Mount Sumeru, is graced with many jewels, has leaves

made of variegated jewels and [blossoms] whose filaments are

of gold, anothers of amber, and tops of pistils ringed by lines

of silver"' (Lessing/Wayman 1968:175),
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KandarS is translated by Casparis as 'Mount* but it meaus a narrow

valley, glen (MW); &ai izJenA dvyate iti kandara 'that which is cut

across by water': the na^tV valleys are counterbalanced by few de-

sires. Casparis reads a$t&blib=a(2)dki wherein the dubious acUu has
to be corrected to api which supplies the requisite emphasis* Caspasris
translates the third quarter as 'which is not shaken by the eight hor-
rible winds: the worldly qualities': horrible winds should be violent
winds and eight does not refer to them but to lokadharma, which
are enumerated in the Dhannasangraha 61: astau lokadharmali /
lahhah* aiab&alp, suJtkfun, duhkham, yafak, ayasah. zunda, prasainsa
cetl These eight are also enumerated in Pali texts (Dighanikaya,
Aiiguttaranikaya, Culla-niddesa, Patisambhidamagga, Vibhanga, etc.,

PTSD). This is a common epithet: anupalipto lokadkarmaih (Mvy.
873, LV.352.10) "not defiled by the ways of the world

1

, astalokadkarma-

nupalipta in Lalitavistara 275.5, Siksasaniuccaya 180.2- Sambuddka-
sumerum is translated as a genetive tatpurusa componad

u

the Sumeru
of the Buddhas1

by Casparis, while the Buddha antfSttmero are in

apposition: the Sumeru-like Buddha. ^ -t

9. Now let us take up the second stanza. Casparis reads the
first quarter as: Iok^=[\^]rssad^a-pravahi-samayan=akra2^ya yo
dipyate, and translates it as "which burns after having grasped the
tides (of the ocean) which ... ...(?)*. The reading has to be emended
to loke carrsi-vara , It refers to the Buddha who vanquishes the might
of the prevailing doctrines, carries the day and shines with the newly
won laurels. Dipyate k 'bums' in the case of fire, and 'shines forth'

in the context of the Buddha, Casparis translates the second quar-
ter as "by whose majesty the heretic bulb, excited, approach with-
out fear". It is contrary to the general tenor of the stanza wherein
the Buddha vanquishes the mightiest of heretics who vanish away in

fright; vitrastSh is 'frightened, alarmed, terrified' (MW): vi is intensive
and not privative (as taken by Casparis; 'without fear'). Pra^and
is not 'approach' but 'go away' or run away in panic, Uddkata in
the present context means struck out, pushed out T thrown away, up-
lopted. lu the third quarter Casparis reads nana-drsti[vi]sanka where
visaiiia is doubtful The word drsti 'view, opinion

1

, is "rarely in a good
sense* it is as in Pali, almost always wrong opinion, heresy" (Edgejr-
ton 1953:260). Five dcstis are enumerated in the Dharmasangraha
68, Mahavyutpatti 1955-59: satkaya-dfsti, antaigralia-drsti, withy*.
d$$& drsti-parawarsa, sSa-p^ramarsa. Drsti-paraina&a, 'clinging or
attachment to heresy* is paraphrased by the Abhidharmakosa v.15,18
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as hmocca-dP 'regarding as high what is low" (JEclgerton 1953:269-270),

The metre requires three syllables and so it ceiuuof havu par&UArsa

which comprises four syllables. Ir has to be fcub-stiiuitecl by vimaraa

which would also alliterate with the next word vnidam. Thus the con-

jectural visanka 'considerations' which does not fit into the context

can be replaced by rimarsa in the meaning of paramarsa "clinging to,

attachment to ...' (in a disapproved way) and we haw a powerful and

eloquent statement of the intentions of the author of the inscription.

In the fourth quarter the word anu(4)[niha]ndha is not quite clear.

Edgertou does not give this word, but vinibaiidha 'bondage, attach-

ment' is cited from Makavyutpatti 2199, 7232 and the Dasabkumika

51.14,15. The five bondages of the mind (cetaso vinibaiidha) are fre-

quently enumerated in Pali texts: Dlghanikaya 3.23S, AIaj.iimanika.ya

1.103, Anguttaranikaya 3.249, 4.461, 5.17, Vibkauga 477.

10, The third stanza commences with: saiksasaiksa-sahasra-cakra-

jnaiaro, translated by Casparis as 'whose makaras are the multitiudc

of those who are in training and those who are beyond training saiksa

and asadksa are technical terms. Saiksa is a disciple undergoing train-

ing in the first seven stages of religious discipline, while asalksa is

the eighth stage of. the arhat who no longer needs training (Edger-
ton 1953;S&). Cakia (Edgerton 1953:22 la) is one of the four states of

(desirable, happy) existence (in which gods and men may find them-

selves) enumerated in the Mahavyutpatti 1603-7 in the chapter on

catvari deva-mannsyajiam eakram. Similarly in Pali Ajiguttaranikilya

2.32, Sajpyutta-nikaya 1.16,63 (catucakka). The compound cafcra-

bheda 'sowing discard' (Mvy 0114), and the Pali cakkabheda, par-
allel with saxtghabheda, occurs in Vinaya 2.198, 3.171. As a tech-

nical term caira hardly fits our context. Though the reading cakra

may be explained, yet nakra would be preferable if it can be rea-d

on the stone inscription. That would counterpoise the saiksa, against
nakra 'alligator' and asaiksa contra nialcara. It would be better dic-

tion, Casparis reads sunyataiiisvaro where svaro is a dubious read-

ing. Sunyata (Edgerton 1953:532) is often associated with aazBjJtfa

aad apranibita in Saddkarmarpundarlka- 101*1, 136.13, 137.2, Lali-

tavistara 422.20, sunyatanimitta^pranihitam in Saddharnia^puridarffca

101.1, 13C;13, Sikasainuccaya 6.15 (Edgerton 1953:47b). In Pali it

is used as an epithet of vimokkba, nibbaqa, also as a. substitute for

the latter (Edgerton 1953:47a). In the inscription siinyatanisvaro (?)
is followed by mrmok&aikarasali and it would be better to read it

as sunyatanimitto. In the second quarter, subhnsitn-maliaratnakaro
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means that while the ocean is replete with riches of the
jdeep,

the

Buddha is an endless tvrisurehouse of noble words. Hrihr&dah is

translated by Casparis as 'tin? Lake of Modesty': can there be a lake

in the ocean? It should have a meaning more coherent in this pas-

sage. Sradin 'abounding in water (as a river)' MBh., Harivainsa,

Ramayana (MW. 1306-7), ^hrad Ho sound, roar ...', hradayati Ho

cause to sound, to refresh, delight'. The original meaning of hri may be

gleaned from the Pali phrases hiri-nisedha ^restrained by conscience',

iirf-baJa Hhe power of conscientiousness', Iiiri-inaiia
4
conscientious',

ahirika 'shameless, unscrupulous', hiriyati Ho feel conscientious scru-

ple* (Davids/Stede 1921). Tims hrada refers to the surging waters

breaking in the joy (Iirad/ilad) of waves, and this oceanic abandon

of the Buddha is the overflow of Cosmic Consiousness that He is,

The third quarter sangudh&rtha-vicarana is rendered by Casparis as

Hhe discussion on hidden(?) meanings'. It is a reference to the con-

stant development of Buddhist thought culminating in the esoteric

systems of the tantras. This becomes clear when we bear in naiad

that the present inscription pertains to a monastery of the Abhaya-

giri denomination, which was constantly in touch with development
of Buddhist thought in the mainland of India, in contradistinciton to

their opponents the adherents of Mahaviliara. The static orthodoxy of

the Theravadins of Mahavihara was in sharp contrast to the cvernew

philosophic dynamism of the Abhayagiri-vasins. This was predomi-

nantly In the context of the development of the esoteric (samgiidia)

doctrine of Tantras, which samapyayita 'nourished, invigorated and

refreshed' (MW) the new order. The torrentilal flow (rega) of mighty

(vara) rivers emptying into the ocean is put into bounds (vaddha) by
undefiled (amaJa) beaches (vela). This brings us to the fourth quar-

ter: siksa-vandana-vaddha-velam amaJana which is translated by Cas-

paris as 'whose tides reflect the praising of the (Three) Instructions'.

Here vela is not tide, but "coast, shore' (velayam
4on the seashore,

coastwise, MBh.' (MW.1018). Vela is "boundary of sea and land

(personified as the daughter of Meru and Dharini, and the wife .of

Samudjra)" (MW). Sifcsa are the Three Instructions of the Vinaya in

reference to moral conduct (adiusSajn), by the Sutra in reference to

thought, intellect (adbicittam), and by the Abhidhanna in reference

ta wisdom, insight (adhipiajSam). Vandaua is the first of the seven

$ets of worship (saptayidha anuttarapuja) which arc enumerated in

J>harmaattgraha 14. Siksa refers to the way of sra\takas and vandana

t.0 that .of Mahayana. This twofold division is well known in Tibet

(Lessing/Wayman 1968:17,21),
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11. The first three invocatory stauza# refer to Smneru, fire

and waters (amava). corresponding to the mahahrjlta or elements:

earth, water, fire and the fourth element \vind may be found in the

succeeding stanza. The four elements alone are recognised by Vasu-

babandhu in his Abhidharmakosa (Visser 1031:6). The fifth element

akasa 'ether' is uot included in his system. In the Vajradhatu mahama-
ndala too only these four elements guard its comer directions (Lokesh

Chandra 1972:464-467).

12. In the three stanzas the terms 18kadharma< saiksasaiksa, sunya-

taSuwtta refers to sravakayana (TheraVada). Subhasita-mahaiatna-

kara may veil an allusion to the Ratnakuta sutras. Ratnakara is the

name of a mountain in the Mahamayuri 253.32 (Edgerton 1953:452b),

and the Ratnakuta sutras of the Andhrakas are mentioned in the

Nikaya.-saiigralia as being prevalent iii Srilanka. (Mudiyansc 1967:17).

The Abhayagiri-vasins were assailed by orthodox Tlieravada sects but

remained unperturbed and unshaken (na saaifotmpifaJj). They went

on progressing into the ever-evolving world of Buddhism, from the

VedaUa/Vetulla/ Vepulla sutras into Vajrayana, The Nikaya-sangraha

explicitly states that their Vetulla-pitaka had texts of all shades of the

spectrum of Vetullavada from early Mahayana to Ratnakut-a and fi-

nally to the Tantras. Samgudhartha-vicarana-vara-nadi- vegaih sama-

pyayitam refers to the spread of esoteric (sanigudha) texts of the var-

ious tantras in Srilankas. This brings us to the consideration of the

denominational system or systems prevalent among the adherents of

Abhayagiri who went to Indonesia.

13. In the reign of Voharika Tissa (A,D. 209-301} the Abhayagiri-

vasins who "had earlier received a body of Vajjiputta monks from

Pallarama in India led by their teacher Dhammaruci, arc reported

to have adopted some views belonging to the Vetulya-vada
w

(Zcyst

1961:25). *In the time of Silakala (518-531) a Vaipulya Sutta

(Mahayana text) known as Dhaminadhatu was brought from India

by a merchant of KasI, named Purna. This text was readily accepted

by Abhayagiri and was honoured in the palace". In the niufch cen-

tury a follower of the ^Vajraparvata sect in India cam<? to reside in

Abhayagiri from where he spread his secret teachings" (ibid.26) "The

Abhayagiri monks seem to have kept up constant contact with var-

ious Buddhist sects and new movements in India, from which they

derived inspiration and strength,.. The Dhammarucikas of Abhayagiri

arc supposed to have accepted the Vetulya-pitaka. The Vetulyas or
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adherents of Vetulla-vada arc well known by name both in the Sin-

halese chronicles and in tV commentary to the Kathavattln? (ibid.27),

In Pali vetulla/vetulya occurs as a dissenting sect iu vada (Mah&vaipsa
36,41, Dlpvaxpsa' 22,45) and in vdin. Davids/Stede say that the

Tali form is not cjear; it probably rests on dialectical translation of

a later term". Vaitulya is a derivative of vitula 'incomparable', vi

'not
1

tula 'comparable', like alula. In Pali, which preserves an earlier

tradition, the form vepulla does not occur as a variant for vetullas.

14. The word vetulla is vaitulya in Sanskrit. In the Kashgar
manuscript of the Saddharnia-pundanka, the title is 'constantly*

siitram maliavaitulyairi bodhisattvotpadam (Keru 1909, Preface ix, 65

B.I) instead of the Nepalese sufcranfcam wah&vaipulyam bodhisattva-
\ravadam. In the Central Asian manuscript of the Mahaparinirvana-
sutjra written iu Upright Gupta script we get saxvamahayaaa-sutra

\wtulya-pwwi-&wtarsaddkarii2a ... (Hoernk 1916:95,8). Siksasainu-

ccaya (ed. Bendall 354.6, 415) cites from the Candrapradipa-s^ras (-
Sainadhiraja): vaitulyarsiksit&h, where Tibetan has zab~rgyas-$ag^is
bslabs which is a translation of vaipulya and dag-gfs is instrumental

plural. The Samadhiraja-sutra is also a VBipulya-sutra (Mudiyanse
167:18). In later njauuscripts vaitulya has beeu replaced by vai"-

pufya. Saddhaxma-pu^darBca calls itself a vaipulya-sutra-raja (1.3),

and speaks of the plurality ef vaipulyasutrani (46.4), vaipulya-sutrana

(98.3); This sulra also ternis itself as dhsgnm-paiyayam sutiantaip

ji^iavaapulyarp bodhmattvavavadan) (19.12), saddbarma-pundlarikam

(followed by the s^me four words as io 19.12) in 21.6, 22.15, 65.1,

saddbarma-pundaxikaip nama dbarmaparyayam sutrantam maliavai-

pulyam. Vaipulya and mahavaipulya are used as synonymous terms.

Lalitavistara speaks of itself as a mahavaipulya sutra: latitavistaro

nama dharmaparyayah sutranto mahavaipulya-nicayo bodhisattva-

kusafa-mula-jsawudbhai.'anah (4.18), laUtavistaro nama dharma-
paryaya-sutranto mahavaipulya-bodhisattva-vikrlditali (438.20),
vaipulya-sutra (7.9).

15, The Saddliarma-puzidarika, Lalitavistara and Samadhiraja are
three of the nine sutras (nava-dharmah) of the Buddhists of Nepal,
the other six being Lankavatara, Astasahasrika, Gandavyuha, Dasa-
bhiimika, Su^r3aaprabhasa and

Tathagata-guhyaka'(Guhyasamaja).
These nine texts might have formed a part of the Vaitulya-pifcafca of
the Vaitulyavadins, referred to in the Nikayasangraha 32, along with
other texts.
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1(5. The Saddharma-pundarika, Lalitaviscara and SamSdhiraja
were (Maha)Vaitulya/Vaipulya texts as is evident from these Sanskrit

texts themselves. The Tibetan and Chinese titles show that there

were other texts of the (maha)vaipulya class: The Avatamsaka is a

niahavaipulya sutra: it is entitled Buddhavatamsaka narna mah&vai-

pulya-sutra in the Tibetan Kanjur (Toh,44) and Mahavaipulya Bud-

dhavatamsaska-sutra in the Chinese translation (Nj.87~T.278, Nj,88=

T.279). The Mahavairocanabhisambodhi-vikurvit-adhisthana-vaipu-

lya-sutrendra-raja nama dharma-paryaya (Toh. 494, T.S48=Nj.530)
is the basic text (mula-tantra) of the division of carya-tantras,

17. The tradition of the Vaitulya/Vaipulya sutras starting with the

Saddharmapundarika, Lalitavistara and others continued to develop,

culminating in Vajrayana. This sequence of development is preserved
and owned in its entirety by the Vajrayana tradition in the following

classification:

A. (1) the biography of Sakyamuni

(2) compilation of the Word by the great sravakas in the Hinayana
tradition

(3) compilation of the Word in the Mahayaua tradition.

B, Sutras which show principally the Paremita-yana fall into four

groups:

(1) Vinaya-vastu arising from the first promulgation (Bkah) which

was the Wheel of the Law concerning the Four Truths (Toh.1-7)

(2) the Prajna-paramita side arising from the intermediate (pro-

mulgation) which was the Wheel of Law concerning lack of

characteristics (i.e. suuyata) (Toh.8-30)

(3) The Ratuakuta and Avatamsaka arising from the last (pro-

mulgation) which was the Wheel of Law concerning perfect-

discrimination (i.e. yoga experience) (Toh.44 Avatamsafca and

45-93 RatnaJcu^a)

(4) The. numerous sutras which pertain iu some measure to all

three Wheels of Law, arranged hi a single major class (Toh.94-

359).

C Tantras which show principally the Vajrayana fall into four groups:

(1) Auuttai-a-yoga-tantra (Toh. 360-478)

(2) Yoga-ta-ntra (Toh. 479-493)

(3) Carya-tantra (Toh.494-501)

(4) Kriya-tantra (Toh.502-827)
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1$, The Abhayagiri-vasins followed the same tradition of accepting
die entire evolution of Buddhism over the centuries* Hsuau-tsang says
that the Abhayagiri-vfisin? "studied both vehicles, and widely diffused
the Tripitakas" (Deal 186z.-2.247), which shows their ecumenical ap-
proach. The Nikaya-saugi-aha (p.20) records that in the reign of Sena I

(846*866) vajiriya-vada was introduced to the virankura monastery by
a monk of the Vajraparvata-nikaya of India, and the king accepted
these doctrines (Mudiyanse 1967:8). In a prior context the Nikaya-
saiigraha (p. 9-10, Mudiyanse 1967:17) enumerates the titles of 34
works of diffdrent divisions of tantras:

(1) Varna-pitaka of the Hemavatas
(2) Aiigulimala-pitaka of the Rajagirikas
(3) Gudha-Vessantara of the Siddharthakas
(4) Rastrapala-garjjita of the Purvasaillyas
(o) Alavaka-garjjita of the Aparasaillyas

Works of Vajraparvatavasins (6-34)

(6) Gudha-Vinaya
(7) Mayajala-tantra

(8) Samaja-taiitra

(9) Mahasamaya-tattva-tantra
(10) Tattva-sangraha-rantra
(11) Bliutadamara-taiitra

(12) ^ajranii'ta-tautra

( 13; Cakra-sainvai-a-tautra

(14) Dvadas'acakra-tantra

(15) Herukadbluita-tantra

(16) Mahamaya-tautra
(17) Padaniksepa-tantra
(18) Catuspista-tantra

(19) Paramardda-tantra

(20) Maricyudbliava-tantra

(21) Sarvabuddha-tautra
(22) Sarvaguhya-rantra
(23) Sainuccaya-tautra
(24) Raja-kalpa

(25) Heranibha-kalpa
(26) THsaniaya-kalpa
(27) Raja-kalpa
(28)

Vajra-gandhara-kalpa
(29)

Slarici-guhya-kalpa
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(30) Suddha-samuccaya-kalpa

(31) Maya-Marlci-kalpa

(32) Vaitulya-pitaka of the Vaitulyavadins

(33) Ratnakuta-sutras of the Andhrakas

(34) Aksarasariya-sutra of the Mahasanghikas

19. The aforesaid texts can be arranged into the following groups

according to the Vajrayana system of classification ( Lessing/Wayinan

1973:233-239):

Ratnakuta genre of texts (Toh.45-93, Ns.34)

Sutras:

Rastrapala-pariprccha (Toh.62, Ns.4)

Angulimaliya (Toh.213, Ns. 2)

Anuttara-yoga-tantras

Herukabhyudaya (Toh.374, Ns.15 Herukadbhuta-tantra.Tantras per-

taining to the Heruka group are Toll. 368-427).

Cakrasamvara-tantra (Toh.3S5, Ns.13)

Mahasainaya-tantra-raja (Toh.390, Ns.9 Mahasaniaya- tabtva-tantra)

MahSniaya-tantra-raja (Toh.425, Ns.16 omits raja)

Cafcuspltha-vikhyata-tantra-raja (Toh.430, Ns.18 Catuspltha-tantra)

Vajiamrta-tantra (Toh. 435, Ns.12)

Guhyasamaja-tantra (Toh.440, Ns. 8 Saniaja-tantra). The Guhyasa-

maja section extends from Toh.442 to Toh.453 (both inclusive,

Waymem 1973:235)

B$gyajaarmahatantra-raja (Toh.466, Ns.7 Mayajala-tantra)

Yoga-tintras

Tattva-saigraha (Toh.479, Ns.10 adds tantra)

Paxamadyanama mahyana-kalparaja (Toh. 487, Ns.19 Paramarda-

tantra)

Carya-tantra

Padanifcepa-tantra (Ns.17). Padaniksepa is one of the Eight Mahavi-

dySr^a in Shingon or Japanese mantrayana (Taisho Zuzo 164 no.l, 165

noi flachi-dai-iwyoo-zuzo ^figures of asta-niahavidyaraja', two scrolls

kept*4t the Daigoji monastery).

KriyS-tantras

MEya-Manci-jata-tantrad uddhrtam kalpa-raja (Toh.565, Ns. Maya-

Marici-kalpa)
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Marlcy-udbhava-tantra (Ns. 20), Madci-kalpa (Ns.24), Marlci-guhya-

kalpa (Ns. 29} can be compared to Toh,566.

Bhutadamara-mahatantra-raja (Toh. 147, Ns.ll B.-tantra).

General

Kriya-samuccaya (Toh.3305, Ns. 23 Samuccaya-tantra)

Trisamayaraja-sadhasa (Toh.3144,3401), Trisamayarsaanaya-sadhana

(Toh.3147) can be compared to Trisamaya-kalpa (Ns.26) and Rajar

kalpa (Ns.27)

Vajragandhara-kalpa (Ns. 28) can be compared to Vajragandhan-

sadhana(Toh.3260,3385,3594,3595).

20. The Nikaya-sangraha makes it explicit, beyond doubt that

the Ratnakuta and all the four divisions of Tantras were prevalent
in Srilanka among the Abhayagiri-vasins, who shared this rich pre-
Tantric and Tantric heritage with the Indonesians. The mention of

Tattva-sangraha-tantra (Ns.10), the basic text (mula-te&tra) of the

yoga-tantras is of special importance. Quotations from an explana^

tory tantra of yoga-taatras, namely, the Sri-paramadya-mastirarkalpa-
khanda (Toh.48S), also known as Adhyardha-satika PrajSaparamita in

its Chinese version, have beea traced in the Indonesian text San hyan

Kamahayanan Mantranaya (Jong 1974:469). The Tattva-sangraha is

important because it is visualised as the Vajradhatu-mandala. Its

graphic expression is a painting of this mandala. This mandala can
also be constructed as a gigantic architectural structurte, which in

terms of Tantric ritual is SdharotpattL In tantric rites meditation
with japa or muttering is divided into three sections: (1) preliminary
acts, (ii) main part, and (iii) terminating acts. The main part has,
inter alia, generation of deity in front in six steps. The first step is

adharotpatti or generation of the residence for the deities and the sec-

ond step is invitation to the deities to be resident therein (adieya).
These details have been cited earlier in paragraph 8. It has to be borne
in mind that the ocean (arnava) and Sumeru were vital to Tantric evo-
cation and elaborate reference to them in the invocatory stanzas of the
Ratubaka Inscription implies a Tantric milieu in which it was written.
The Ratubaka Inscription attains fundamental relevance to the defini-
tion of the general framework of Saileadra monuments for it provides
us the denominational context in which these works of great art arose
within less than a ccnturv.
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21. The Ratubaka Inscription provides the following footholds;

(1) The Abhayagiri-vasins were present in Indonesia in A.D. 792/3.

(2) As
^monastery

was constructed for them by a Sailendra king, in

which Padmapani was consecrated and Padmapani Avalokitesvara
steins from the Saddharma-pundarlka. The Ratubaka complex
could well be this monastery,

(3) The Abhayagiri-vasins followed Vaitulyavada which comprised Vai-
t(p)ulya sutras like Lalitavistara, Saddharma-pundarlka and the
Tantras as can be ascertained from the list of the Nikaya-saoigraha.

(4) The invocatory stanzas of the inscription refer to Sumeru and the
Ocean whose evocation is the first step in Tantric ritual. It implies
that they were written in the milieu of Vajrayana. The Sailendras
were followers of Vajrayana and the presence of Abhayagiri-vasins
was but natural. The fame of Indonesian centres of Vajrayana had
reached far and wide, so much so that Vajrabodhi and his disciple

Amoghavajra visited Indonesia in the eighth century, prior to their

journey to China where they resided for life, and translated Tantras
into Chinese to introduce Vajrayana there.

(5) The contacts of Abhayagiri with Indonesia and the multiplicity
of textual traditions followed at Abhayagiri lends confirmation to

the fast that the Sailendra monuments should also pertain to the

immensity (vaipulya) of the sutras and tantras, the various stages
of whose continuous development were preserved in tEe synthesis
of the ecumenical approach of Vajrayaaa, and that the Barabudiir
was an expression of this broad and universal approach. We cannot
but agree with Prof, de Casparis "that there are a number of

contemporary or near-contemporary inscriptions which may throw
light on the basic problems ofBarahudup"

1 though his presumption
will have to undergo modifications in details- For instance he says
that the Javanese text San hyad Kamahayanikan is based on "still

unidentified Indian prototype (or on several prototypes)": two of
the prototypes have been identified by Jong (1974), The Ratubata
Inscription does not refer specifically to any monument, certainly
not to the Barabudur, in the compound samvuddha-sumeru but

only to its general context indicated above. It points to the fact
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that the 8/9th century was the golden age of Vajrayana in Java,

when the Barabudur came into existence. As we have already

shown in a paper to b* published in the proceedings of the seminar

on *The Symbolism of die Stupa" held at the South Asia Institute,

Heidelberg in 197$, the Barabudur was the Sumeru, the residence

for the images of deities to be^ resident. Tfee bipolarity of the
adhara (Sumeru) and adheya, (deities) was also expressed in the
Barabudur being in stone and the deities in precious metals and
hence now lost.
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AJAY MITRA SHASTRl

BALAGHAT PLATES OF VAKATAKA
PRITHIVISHENA II: SOME REFLECTIONS

Though the Balaghat plates, which are now known to contain

so very important information about the reign of the Vakataka king

Prithivishena II, were found some time before May 1893 when they
were forwarded by the Deputy Commissioner of Balaghat to the Asi-

atic Society of Bengal,
1
they were first published together with facsimi-

les by F. ICielhorn in tfae Epigraphia Indica, vol.IX, meant for 1907-08.
2

They ^exe reportedly found 'hanging to a tree in the jungle.'

set consists of five plates, but only the first three plates bear

te first and the third only on one side: first only on the inner

side a?id jbhe third only on the first side. The other two plates axe left

unins^lxed, and similar is the case with the seal which is sliding on the

ring bijt bears no writing or device or both. Then again, in the first Ime

on the inscribed face of the first plate there is left uninscribed spare for

the wore! drishtaxn^ which, generally speaking, serves as authentication

marfe^Jpfae king's order just begins in line 35 which is the last line on

the filfrside of the third plat$? while the remaining plates including

the second side of the thrid one axe left blank. All these facts show

that the charter is left unfinished deliberately for some unascertainable

reason.

The extant text is engraved in the box-headed characters common
to Vakafcaka.charters, and is in Sanskrit prose the draft of which is
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mostly familiar from other charters of the blanch of the dynasty to

which the issuer Pjthivishepa II belonged, However, before the dis-

covery and publication of this charter we had the grants only up to

Pravarasena II. There is t 'en now no grant available of his son and

successor, Narendrasena> and this was then the only known grant of

his son Prithivishena IL Naturally therefore the description of Naren-
drasena and Prithivishena II till the time of the issue of this charter

had to be added. And it is here, viz., the description of Narendrasena
and Prithivishena II, that the importance of this charter lies primarily.
In fact, we were not aware of even the names of these two kings who
were brought to light for the first time by this charter. And for this

reason the record is of great historical value despite the fact that it is

left incomplete. Aud even now when we have as many as three other

records of this king, which are complete,
3

this inscription is of great
historical value for it brings to light a fact about his reign which is not

known from any other source.

The charter was intended to be issued from the king's temporary
residence (vasaka) at Vembara which V.V.Mirashi identifies with mod-
ern Bembal about twenty-eight miles east of Chanda (Chandrapur)
and two miles to the west of the river Wainganga.*

Mandhal Plates of Prithivishena II, Year 10

Vide: Line 17 for the expression

=ds^
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Upto Pravaraseua II the description is fairly common and well-

known from the grants of Pravataseaa II dated \i\ito hi* thirty-second

year.
5 But the description of Nareuclvaseua and his son Prithivlshena II

is, or rather was, entirely new and a contribution of this charter, In

connection with Narendrasena some phrases occur the reading and in-

terpretation whereof is a matter of controversy. Let us take note of

them. The first phrase in the description of Narendrasena was read as

purvv-adhigata^guna-visvtead=apalwita-van(m)sa-srlyah doubtfully

by Kielhorn6 followed by Mirashi.
7
Kielhorn was very doubtful about

the reading visvasad as would appear from the fact that he put an

interrogation mark after the akshara sa which was followed by Mi-

rashi as well. V.B. Kolte, while editing the Mahurjhari plates of this

king, also adopted this reading, perhaps without trying to verify

it. The only thing he did was to drop the question mark follow-

ing sa.
9 But while publishing the subsequently discovered Mandhal

plates of his tenth year I discovered that this reading was erroneous

and misleading as regards the five letters following ija and preced-

ing pa, and that the correct reading of this portion was vad=dayada
which revolutionised the interpretation of the entire passage which
now became a source of highly invaluable historical information about

king Narendrasena, Therefore the exact reading of the passage in

question is purvv-Mhigata-gunavad=dayad-ap^nta~vaihsa-sriyah^
Q

- Mandhal Plates of Prithivishena II, Year 10

Vide: Line 17 for the expression

purvv-adhigata-gunavad
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On checking the facsimile of the first side of the third plate of the

MShurjhan charter accompanying Kolte's paper witeie this expres-
sion occurs in this charter I was simply astonished to find that th*

suggested reading was miich clearer there and finally confirmed my
reading. The BalagbSJ great also appears to contain the same reading

though it became uncertain and doubtful -because of blurred engrav-

ing. No doubt whatever exists regarding the reading of the portion

puTvv-Sdbigata-gwia. The letter following it is apparently va, though
the lower portion of the square of the letter has not been accommo
dated in the plate: what is read as medial i is but a meaningless
inadvertent scratch. The next letter* though looking slightly like IrS,
is in fact wrongly engraved dda with its openings to right closed 6y
oversight. The following afcsbara is fctearty ya> and Kielhonj had lead
it as sa doubtfully in order to make the phrase yield some sense, and
others merely followed in fais footsteps. Thereafter in the facsimile

accompanying Kie&ornV paper there is a meaningless scratch which
is followed by d without a s&ofee ft* the medial a and was comctly
read by Kielhom as da. However, the other two plates (MSadhal
grant of his tenth year

11 and Mahurjharl charter of his seventeenth

year
12

) show the matr& of a wry cleaxly, wbich demonstrates that the

letter in question was there also intended as da. We may thus coil-

elude that the correct intended reading even in the Balaghafc charter
was pnrvv-^higata-gVMavad-day^-apahrita-vaih^ and it is

much clearer in the aforesaid two charters of his tenth and seventeenth

years.

What is the mast likely meaning of this expression? Kie&orn,
who first edited the Balagha$ charter, took the expression, as read

by him, as alluding to a conflict for succession and felt that Narea-
drasena took away the kingdom (probably from his brother),

1* To
Mirashi, it meant that Narendrasena from confidence in the excelfent

,

qualities previously acquired by him took away the (royal) fortune pf
(his) family

1

,

14 and he observed that no reference to a disputed sac-
cession was intended and that this is only a poetic way of stating (bat
Narendrasena attracted royal fortune by his noble qualities,

15
Accord-

ing to A.S, Altekar, the compound meant that Narendrasena 6
took

away the fortune of his family' and suggested a forcible seizure.
16 To

him, it alludes to the restoration of femily fortunes by Narendtfasena
after defeating the Nalas of Bastar who had for some time been in po-
sessiqntffasizeable portion of i;he Vakafcaka kingdom.

17
Kolte followed



this
interpretation and felf thit *'-

denoted 'one who suatclXto^^'^^
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alaghat Plates of PritLivfshena II
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This was the position till the said correct reading of the relevant

phrase was pointed out by us on the basis of the aforesaid M&ndha}
and Mahurjhari plates and as we have just seen, is also the intended

reading in the Balaghat charter. The compound thus restored becomes

highly important historically inasmuch as it alludes to an hitherto un-

known episode of the reign of Narendrasena wherein his dayadas were

involved. The phrase may be split up as pQrvam adhigata (paschad)

gunavata dayadena apahn ta vaihsa-srih yasya tasya
19 which would in-

dicate that Narendrasena had at first succeeded to his family fortune,

viz., ancestral kingdom, but was later deprived of it by his dayada or

d&yadas. The word dayada primarily denotes
6
heir or heirs to the prop-

erty, viz., sons or brothers with reference to each other who are entitled

to inheritance'. In case we were to adopt this primary sense, it would

follow that Narendrasena was divested of his kingdom or its major part

by his co-sharers., i.e, brothers or other close relations, in the later part

of his reign. We may therefore conclude that Pravarasena IPs demise

was followed by a conflict for the throne in which his son (or one of the

sons) Narendrasena at first succeeded, but later some other dayada or

dayadas had an upper hand and seized the family fortune from him.

But the word dayada has a secondary meaning as well, viz., a distant

relative or kinsman,
20 and if this meaning is applied in the instant

case, it may refer to some conflict between the two branches (the other

branch being that founded by Sarvasena I, viz., Vatsagulma branch)
of the dynasty during Narendrasena's reign wherein he was worsted.

21

It is very likely that this is the meaning intended here . The absence

of more dependable evidence makes it difficult to be more precise on

this point. There is, however, no doubt whatever that the phrase in

question throws welcome light on the history of that branch of the dy-

nasty whereto Narendrasena belonged and gives a lie to the hitherto

prevailing notion that the succession among the Vakatakas was peace-
ful and that the mutual ties between their two branches were always
cordial. It also demonstrates that Narendrasena's troubles were due

much more to his own kinsmeu than to any outside power. We are in-

clined to hold that while his succession was challenged by his unknown

brothers, perhaps with the knowledge and encouragement of the Vat-

sagulma branch, after Naienirasena's success in ascending the throne,

his contemporary ambitious king Devasena of that branch came out

openly against Narendrasena and occupied his kingdom or its major
portion. Thus, the correct reading and interpretation of this passage
sheds, a flood of light on an important critical phase in the reign of
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Narendrasena in particular and the annals oi' the two branches of the

dynasty in general

The statement following this expression that his behest? were obe-

yed by the rulers of Kosala (Chhattisgadh region), Mekala (Amara-

kaxitak area) and Malava (Malwa) presently in Madhya Pradesh as

well as that he kept in check the enemies humbled by his valour
22

look rather boastful in view of the critical situation he was put in

by his own kinsmen. We may perhaps take the second statement to

refer to his initial success against his kinsman who had obstructed

his accession. In any case at present we have absolutely no indepen-

dent evidence to sustain the claim of his success in these regions put

on his behalf in the records of his son* No records of the Vakatakas

during this period have as yet been reported from the area north of

the Narmada23 nor do the numerous inscriptions of other ruling fam-

ilies contain evea the slightest hint of Vakataka authority. In case of

Mekala this claim was till recently thought to find support on the basis

of assumed allusion to Narendrasena in the Bamhani plates hitherto

attributed to the Mekala Pa^dava.king Bharatabala, who was taken

to be his vassal.
24 This baseless assumption which was inspired by

the claim of Narendraseaa's authority over the Mekala king in this

as well as other records of his son3S has been knocked out of bottom

by the recently reported Mallar plates of the Pandava king Surabala

alias Udlr^avaira-This charter contains a prose sentence introducing

BharataoaJa's son and successor Surabala26 which is left out by inad-

vertence in the Bamhani plates which too were issued not by Bharata-

hala, hat his son Surabala* Moreover, as we have shown elsewhere,
27

Bharatabala and hife son Surabala flourished considerably after the

end of the Vakatakas and.that consequently there could be absolutely

uo Question of the two being connected in any manner. And as such

it is difficult to sustain these claims and understand their true nature.

We are aware, however, that the Gupta kiag Kumara Gupta I was in

great stress in the closing years of his reigu, and it is possible that

taking, advantage of their sovereign's difficulties some of his vassals

asserted their independence. In view of the cordial relations between

the Guptas and the branch of the Vakatakas to which Narendrasena

belonged till the end of this branch,
28

it is likely thai the Vakataka

king gendered valuable assistance to his Gupta cousin iii curbing this

rebellion and re-asserting his authority over these recalcitrant chiefs.

Narendraseaa may have played a vital role in these expeditions ei-

ther as a prince-commander or after his accession, and this formed the
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basis of the claim of victory over these chiefs on his behalf in his son's
records. It is also not impossible that taking advantage of his cousin's
problems he carried out hurried raids in these regions.

With reference to Prithivishena II, the donor of the charter, the
record employs the expression dvi-magna-vaihsasy-oddhactri. Both
Kielhorn and Miwshi, who edited this charter, surmised that the in-
tended reading probably was nimagna-vaxhsasy-oddhartn

30
and took

it to mean that Prithivlsheria II had raised his sunken family,
31

It ap~
pears, however, that the proposed emendation of the reading is totally
unwarranted and that the composer of this record deliberately added
the word dvi with the object of referring to the sinking and retrieval
of the family fortune twice, not once, by his patron. This finds sup-
port from a couple of Prithivishena IPs charters discovered thereafter.
These are the M^dhal plates of his tenth year and Mahurjharl char-
ter of his seventeenth year, both hailing from the Nagptir district of
Maharashtra.32 Both these records contain this expression, but with-
out the word dvi prefixed to it.

33
In these records the intention was

to refer to Prithivlhena II as one who had rescued his sunken femily.
It is only in the Bajaghat plates that we find the word dvi prefixed to
magna, thereby conveying that the Vakataka king had actually rescued
his sunken family fortunes twice. It is thus clear that Prithivishena II
had retrieved the fallen family fortunes only once up to the seventeenth
year of his reign and that sometinie after that the family forttmes b&d
sunk again and it became nec<*sary for him to restore the same once
again.Tfais situation was sought to be reflected by adding the word
dvi to the phrase which bad already found a place in his copper-plate
charters. It is difficult in the present state of inadequate informa-
tion to determine as to what these two calamities were. But it may
be reasonably surmised that the first catastrophe was apparently the
one that had led to Nareadrasena's loss of his kingdom or it? major

portion^due
to a close or distant relation(s), and the first task before

Prithiviehena immediately foUowing his accession must have been the
restoration fcf fallen family fortunes. This bad obviously been achieved

Iatesfc,iy
the tenfclt yea* of his reign.

3* The second calamity was in all

probability the Nala invasion resulting in the occupation ofa large part
Of the, realm including the erstwhile metropolis of Nandivardhana by
the :NaU king Bhayadattavarma^.

35
Needless to say that the BalaghSt

plates which as yet form the only record to have the word dvi prefixed
to the expression *n question must have been issued sometime after
the.seventeenth year of his reign.

36
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As we have seen above, the BalSghat plates have been left unfin-

ished. There is, however, no doubt that they iv*sre issued later than
the other charters of Prithivlshena II known to date. They contain an
allusion to two calamities and following retrievals of family fortunes by
him as against other two charters referring only to one such event. But

exactly how much later cannot be ascertained as the portion giving
the regnal year which is normally at the end of the record has been
left unincised.

V.B. Kolte, while editing the Mahurjhari plates, has taken a very
serious note of the unfinished condition of this (Balaghat) charter. He
feels that it could not be completed and had to be left unfinished be-

cause of a third disaster which again reduced the Vakataka power to

shambles. And when the very existence of the kingdom was in doubt,
the land-grant had no value. However, it need not, and perhaps could

not, have beeji so.
3T There could, and perhaps most probably, be some

other reason for it. The king might have decided to abandon the grant
when some unpalatable facts about the beneficiary/beneficiaries

38
or

some points about the land k> be donated 39 were brought before

him or for such other cause. And only for this reason alone we need
not assume another calamity befalling the Vakataka kiagdo&u There
aate some other examples of unfinished charters among the Vaka$akas.
The solitary Durg plate is one such example where also at the begin-

ning (in line I) space enough to accommodate the word drishtam and

space sufficient for live letters is available at the end of the fifth and
last Hue.40 If Kolte's explanation about the unfinished character of
the Bilaghai plates were to be accepted, some similar reason will have

toffee fbirad out in this case also. Under the circumstances it is best

to leave such reasons unspeculated. The case is akin to numisnaatics

where also scholars are in the habit of speculating some such reason as,

for example, insecurity caused by some alien invasion for cause of in-

terring hoards of coins underground and drawing some very important

though totally unfoq&ded historical deductions therefrom, forgetting
that in the pre^banfcing days it was a common practice to bury coins,

by themselves or In pots, underground and even after the banks came
into ffifluMwiKG, several people continued to bury their tasasure under
the earth, sometimes eweu currency ;notes with results disastrous, to the

owners. In any case, while in the field of numismatics it is common to

draw such unfounded important historical deductions,* in the field of

epigraphy we 4re not aware of any other, such inference.
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It would be seen from the above the Dalaghat plates, though left

unfinished, are of great value for the history of the branch of the

Vakatakas to which Pritliivi?hens. the donor, belonged. Even though
the charter under referen : -j is left incomplete for some indeterminable

reason which need not be speculated about, the condition in which the

plates were found perhaps sheds some welcome light on the physical

aspect of the preparation of a charter. After it was decided to issue a

grant and after the text of the charter was finalised, the plates required

for the purpose were strung together in a copper-ring to which the

disc meant for the seal was attached. The engraving then started.

And when the entire text was, incised, it was checked and as a mark
of this final act the word drishtaxn was finally engraved and the seal

engraved on the metallic disc, turning it into a regular authenticated

charter. And if in the course of engraving, some irregularity or fact

going against the grant came to notice it was abandoned. Thus so far

as the Vakatafca copper-plate grants are concerned, this set of plates

throws welcome light on the physical aspect of their preparation.

In resume we can say that :

(i) The BalaghEt plates were important when discovered because they
first brought to light Narendrasena and Prithivlshena II.

(ii) As indicated by two other charters of Prithivlshena II found sub-

sequently, the correct reading of the expression read by Kielhorn

followed by Mirashi as: puzvv-adhigaia-guna-risvasad^apahnta-

vamsa-sriyah is purvv-Mhigata-gunavad=dayad-apahnta-vamsa-
sriyah which sheds welcome light on a crucial phase in the life

of Narendrasena by showing that the demise of Pravaraseua II was

followed by a struggle for succession in which Narendrasena suc-

ceeded but was later divested of his kingdom or its major portion

by his relations, perhaps of the Vatsagulma brancE

(iii) In view" of the difficult situation in which he was placed because

of his kinsmen the statement that Narendrasena's behests were

obeyed by the rulers of Kosala, Mekala and Malava cannot be
taken literally.
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(iv) The expression dvi-magna-vaths-oddhzirtuh used with reference to

Prithivishena II does refer to two catastrophes from which he res-

cued his family. The first of these was that which had led to his

father's deprivation of his kingdom or its major part from which

he had rescued it before his tenth year and the second calamity,

perhaps the invasion of the Nalas, took place after his seventeenth

year.

(v) The charter throws new light on the preparation of the Vakataka

copper-plate grants.
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36. The Mahurjhari charter was issued in this year.

37. ABORI. LIII, p. 189.

38. As the plates are left unfinished, it is difficult to ascertain if there

was only a single donee or more.

39. It is difficult to determine, because of the incomplete nature of the

charter, ifone or more villages or piece/pieces of land were intended

to be granted. The reason for giving up the grant could have been

the earlier unknown fact that they were already donated to some

other person/persons by some earlier king(s) of his own/another

family.

40. CIL V, plate opposite p. 78.



APARNA CHATTOPADHYAY

THE TERM ;HIDA' OR *IDHA' IN ROCK

EDICT I AND OTHER ASOKAN EDICTS

In Rock Edict I Asoka says that 'here (idha) -not a single living

creature should be slaughtered or offered as a sacrifice.'
1 The exact

implication of the term has been interpreted differently by historians.

The term idha in Rock Edict I may mean Asoka's palace, or his cap-

ital Pataliputra, or it may mean his whole empire. Let us examine

the view of Bhandaxkar first. Bhandarkar says that it should be taken

to denote Asoka's palace or royal establishment because all the other

items mentioned in this edict are connected with either Asoka per-

sonally or his royal household. Bhandarkar says: "He (Asoka) may
therefore be supposed to have prohibited the performance of sacrifice

not universally in his empire but only so far as he or his family were

concerned".2

The above view of Bhandarkar cannot possibly stand for the rea-

sons given below. If this prohibition was meant for his own palace

only, the edict would have been engraved on a slab of stone or on a

pillar within the precincts of his pa^ee. But RE. I, which is one of

tlie fourteen major Rock Edicts of Asoka is to be found all over In-

dia, right from West Pakistan upto Erragudi in the south and from

Gujarat to Orissa. Secondly it is perhaps, not correct to hold that

other points in Rock Edict I are connected wifeh Asoka's personal life

or his household. In this edict we find the stoppage of samaja. Samaja

was not a function meant for the Maurya palace or for Asoka and his

family. It was a social function for the whole nation.
3 Whatever may

be the exact uature of samaja, it is certain that it was not exclusively
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meant for Asoka or Maurya dynasty or Maurya palace. So the term

idha or hida in RE. I does not mean just the palace of Asoka,

If the prohibition %Vs meant for Pataliputra as suggested by

Mookherji
4 and V.S. Smitu5

it is more logical that this edict would

have been located somewhere within the city of Pataliputra, or in its

immediate neighbourhood.

The third alternative is that the term means Asoka's dominions.
6

Since the edict along with the remaining thirteen is noticed all over

the Maurya empire, this alternative seems to be more appropriate.

Another alternative, a fourth one as suggested by an author/ is that

the term idha means the particular spots where stood the versions of

Rock Edict I. It is needless to say that this suggestion seems unaccept-
able because the very spots where the fourteen Rock Edicts including
the first one stand, had no such special significance so that only those

spots bloody sacrifices were to be stopped.

The possible reason for the lack of clarity regarding the exact mean-

ing implied in the term idha can be the following: Asoka wanted to

stop bloody sacrifices; but he could not be so drastic as to give clear or-

der for its stoppage throughout his empire. It would have caused great

resentment among the followers of Brahmanical faith. And in India

the Brahmanas formed the foremost community as noticed in Greek

sources.
8 And we learn from Hsuan Tsang that India was a land of

the Brahma^as.
9 So Asoka's undefined term idha was meant to see

the reaction of the people to his desire of stopping bloody sacrifices.

From Sahabazgarhi and Mansehra upto Erragudi and from Girnar and

Sopara to Dhauli and Jaugada, the Rock Edict I, conveyed to the peo-

ple this message of the king that bloody sacrifices were to be stopped.

Now it was to be seen how far Asoka's wishes were respected by his

subjects.

To understand the implication of the term idha. one has to analyse
the nature of Asokan statesmanship. Maurya officials used to mis-

use their power particularly m distant provinces. So Asoka introduced

five-yearly and three-yearly tours of high dignitaries of the central gov-
ernment and the state governments to put check on royal officials.

10

But Asoka does not. specify any punishment for officers misusing their

power or position. He noticed arbitrary imprisonment made and tor-

ture of prisoners which sometimes became the cause of their death.
11
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But to check all these he did not introduce any specific punishment
for orfficers who were responsible for such injustice done to people.
At least our sources of Asokan history including Iiis edicts are silent

about it. If he had done so it might have made his officers much
more cautious and alert in perfoming their duties,

12
It is only in his

schism edicts that we find him giving orders to his mahamatras to

expel those monks and nuns who were fomenting schism, from the

Buddhist church. 13

It seems Asoka's policy was a policy of moderation. He wanted to

see how far his proclamations received due response from the people
and his officials. So, when he desired that bloody sacrifices were not

to be performed, he made his proclamation in such a manner that the

reaction favourable or unfavourable on the part of his subjects, would

be clearly understood.

Some more points that we can add are the following. The term

idba or hida has been used in the sense of Pataliputra in Rock Edict V,
as the study of Rock Edict V at Girnar, Mansebra, Kalsi and ShaLbaz-

garhi shows, and in the sense of Asoka's dominion in Rock Edict XIII

and Minor Rock Edict I (Rupuath). It is the context of the term which

needs consideration to find out its implication. In Rock Edict V, Asoka

says about the Dharmamahamatras that 'they are appointed to look

after the welfare of all sects' ..... they are occupied everywhere here

and in all the outlying towns ,...
14

, In the Girnar version of Rock
Edict V we find

*

they are occupied everywhere, both in Pataliputra
and in the outlying

5l4 Instead of idba or bida we find Pataliputra
in Girnar version of RE, V. But the nature of the narration in all

the versions of Rock Edict V is such that it specifically points to all

kinds of sects and communities and social groups and people living

in Pataliputra and also within the heart of the empire and the peo-

ple living on the borders like the Gandharas, Kambojas, etc. Asoka

says Hhey are employed for the welfare and happiness of the Yonas,

Kambojas, Gandharas, the Ristikas and Petenikas and also of those

other people who are inhabitants of western border, 15 So the term

hida in other versions of RE. V could be taken as Pafcaliputra even if

the term pataliputra instead of hida is not written in these versions of

Rock Edict V.

In Rock Edict XIII we find the following:
4

this conquest has

been won by Devanampriya both here and among all his borderers
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even as far as at (the distance of) six hundred yojaaas, where the

Yona King named Autiyaka is .ruling
'

Likewise here in the king's

territory.
16

Here in this RE. XIII the term hida clearly means king's domi-

nion.
17 The same point is noticed in Minor Rock inscription I.

18

But in the matter of stopping bloody sacrifices, in none of the

fourteen versions of Rock Edict I, it is made clear whether the term

idha means Pataliputra or the whole empire or Asoka's palace or the

spots where the Rock Edict I was engraved. The fact that the context

will matter most in understanding the true idea behind the term idha

or iida used in different edicts is clear when we pay attention to the

use of the term in Lumbini Pillar Inscription and in Rock Edict XIII.

In Lumbini Pillar Inscription the term is used in its narrowest sense

meaning just the Lumbini garden where Lord Buddha19 was born and

in Rock Edict XIII it is used in its widest sense, that is, the empire
of Asoka. So we can conclude that by the term idha or hida in Rock

Edict I, Asoka wanted to convey the idea of his whole empire but he

left it to the people's noble choice to follow the new principle laid down

by the monarch, since the new principle was not in conformity with

the existing Vedic practices.
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M.SRtMANNARAYANA MURTI

RAMAYANA THEME AND SOCIAL CHANGE

0.0 TheVa/miii-fiamayana (c. 500 B.C.) stands midway between

the sacrificial literature - comprising the prayers (samhifca), the doc-

trine of sacrifice (brahinana) with the auxiliaries (vedangas) -, and

the philosophical literature (aranyaia and upanisad). Further the ab-

stractions found in the Vedic sacrifice are illustrated in the Ramayana
and again it has become the source for further abstractions in the

form of ialpa-suras. A chronological study of the mythical episodes

of the epics, puraaas, their recasts as ornate and folk-song literature

corroboratd by the abstractions in the JcalpasO&ras and smrtis reveal

the history of evolution of the Indian cultural heritage which is char-

acterised by a continuous search for finding a balance in the material,

tiepfcai and spiritual aspects of life against the ideas and ideals about

fc&e conduct ofhuman being and the social institutions with formidable

belief in transmigration and destiny. .

0.1 Again the social practices as found in the kalpa-sutras under-

went several changes of which some lapsed into oblivion
1 and some

modified or altered, the causes of which could not be ascertained oth-

erwise than by literature. The literature on the other hand developed

from epic to folk-son^ with bias retaining the names ofmen and women

<$f'Ihfe Spiles f<>f Hheiir heroes and heroines without changing in corre-

s^widerice to their times. Thiiis Sita and Rama reappear time and

again in different situations reflecting the period in which each piece
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of literature was composed. Thus Slta and Rama are certainly differ-

ent from poem to poem; but they are landmarks of different cultural

epochs. Here we shall observe how the episode of Rama's marriage is

distorted and made use of to popularise the culture of the day, without

disturbing the basic concepts.

1.0 The use of Rama's marriage episode of the Valm&i-Ramayana

for propagation of the child marriage in the post-Valmiki period is

very striking and interesting. The practice of child marriage gained

the attention of the legalists and code-writers as early as the third

century B.C., as some of the grhya-sutras have clearly given preference

of child marriage to the post-puberty marriage.

1.1 The episodes of Apala (RV, 8.91; JB. 1.220), Akupaia (SV.

2.1.26; PB. 9.2.14) and Slta Savitri (TB. 2.3.10) and such words like

kumariputra (VS. 30.6; TB. 3.4.2) in the Vedic literature give clear ev-

idence of the post-puberty marriages.
2 In the Valiwki-Ramayajia also

Slta was certainly a grown up lady as there a^e two evidences. Firstly

Slta herself says to Aaasuya: "My fafebs* looking at my age which is

fit to be associated with h*jsha&4 beeanae ag&ated as a pauper at the

loss of wealth."
3
After the aai**eeiwfit of the svayaipvara 'self selec-

tion (of the bride by pWg&g *aiw* y&jT^iifca)' a long time elapsed

when Vifivamitra brought H4$i^wt Irak?r^a^ to Mithila.
4
Secondly

Slta is described as eg^eii^g into* the bedroom of Rama to enjoy the

pkaswes of sec$$, $o& aft^r waning from Mithila to Ayodhya after

marriage. Not only t$f N* ^B the brides were courted with carnal

pleasures by their

..

2.0 Some of the ritwat cocks hke the Gobhilagrhya-sutra prescribe

ctHd macria^eswie feffSKia Slie post-puberty marriage. Their prescrip-

tions abo express a dikmma in ancient India regarding the marriage-

able age <rf gitb* We find paradoxical and indecisive statements even

withia t^e 4e3tt of an author.
6 For example Gobhila prescribes that

the biade should be from outside the families of the father (asagertra)

arwj of U^ xa&tlier (asapi&da)J He also prescribes that it would be

p^^^We if the bride is a u^giuia *a gkl of eight years'.
8 The exegetic

Bhattanarayaaa briskly holds that it is preferable for the

father to give away his daughter in marriage when she is eight; for,

prescribes that a brahmacarm can marry a gauri
4a girl of twelve

Bufe they did not rule out the post-puberty marriages, as the
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legalists like Manu have upheld the gandharva, raksasa and vihma

marriages, in which the girl is certainly grown up, as legally valid.
10

3.0 We find the influence of these dilemmas in the puraaas, ornate

poetry and folk-songs. For example the Visnu-purana evidences the

admittance of the sapinda marriages,
11

in spite of their being vehe-

mently condemned by all the legalists right from Manu. Similarly the

heroines of Kalidasa like Sakuntala, Malavika, Indumati and Parvati

are grown up ladies with wisdom to choose their spouses.

3.1 But Bhavabhuti (8th cent,) on the other hand advocated child

marriage and depicted his Sita of the Uttararamacarita as a girl of

eight years with cavities in her teeth row because of the fall of decid-

uous teeth. Sita came along with Rama after marriage and delighted
her parents-in-law:

WA child having a face the expression of which

was engaging by reason of her bud-like teeth, not very

dense, some having fallen off at the intervals, and

with fine locks dangling about the temples, gave de-

light to my mothers by her sweet limbs, exceedingly

charming, delightful like the moonlight and possessed
of natural grace".

12

To reaffirm his predilection for child marriage, Bhavabhuti reiter-

ates the
; same idea in other words through the mouth of Janaka, who

laments at Sita's distress in the forest, recollecting her face at the time

of bidding farewel to the newly married bride to Ayodhya along with

Rama:

"I remember thy lotus like face as a child,

prone to capricious smiles and tears, in which glit-

tered the points of some soft bud-Hke teeth, the sweet

prattle of which was faltering and senseless".
13

4.0 We find a similar reformatory attitude in folk-songs also. For

example the Andhras have advocated and promoted extensively child

marriage and extended the sapinda marriage from offspring of the

mother' side to the offspring of the sister. In other words the boy's

marriage with his maternal niece (sister's daughter) is legally valid.
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These concepts were very well popularised through folk-songs with

Rama and Sita as their dear hero and heroine. The marriage episode

of Rama is so popular in the Andhradesa that the marriage ritual of

taking hold of the hand of the bride (panigrahana)
14

shall be accom-

plished with the recitation of the verse from the Vabwki-Ramayana:

iyam sita mama suta sahadharmacarmi tava/

praticcha cainam bhadram te panlm grhnisva panma// 1.72.17

"This Sita my daughter is your helpmate in

fulfilment of your ritualistic duties. Accept her hap-

pily. Hold her hand with your hand".

4.1 To propagate child marriage and to educate the populace the

social customs and codes of conduct, groups of folk-songs were com-

posed by poets of unknown identity on the theme of Rama's marriage.

To mention there are four songs called 1) Sita's Farewel, 2) Sifca's Hide

and Seek, 3) Sita's Puberty and 4) Sita's Latch deserve a special men-

tion here.
15 These four songs are to be read together to connect with

the facts available in epigraphs, sculptures and paintings* These songs
are recited by womenfolk in domestic functions on different occasions.

4.11 Sita's Farewel (Sita-appagintalu): In the Andhra tradition a

social ritual is performed as the last item of the marriage function in

the night in which the bride is given a warm farewel to her husband's

house and she is handed over to the bridegroom, parents-in-law and
other important members of the family like daughters and sons-in-

law. The song is thus consists of two parts; one part is the message
to the bride and the other is the request to the groom's party to look

after the girl well. This song is composed against the background of

the customs of child marriage and sapinda marriage. As the function

is held at night, the bride is asleep, being a small girl. So Sita was
woke up and brought to the marriage hall. The parents teach dos and
don'ts in the house of the parents-in-law. The bride is so young that

she cannot digest the spirit of the ceraion. Now the mother of the

bride (i.e. Sita's mother) turns to the mother-in-law to acquaint the
bride's nature and skills. So Sita's mother addresses Kausalya:

"This is surely Oh! sister-in-law, your younger brother's daughter
I give this to you drenched her (hands) in milk."

16
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Note: This verse testifies the popularity of the sapinda, marriages by

which even in distant matches the relationship of sister and brother-in-

law between the pairs of parents is reciprocally associated along with

the relationship of wife and husband between the bride and the groom.

Now Sita's mother addresses Sumitra:

"Oh! sister-in-law this little girl does not indeed know

to make ghee from butter

Teach her with tact all the work of the household

A very tender child is the Earth-born not knowing
to eat herself alone

Oh! friend, sister-in-law, she does not know how to churn curd

Treat this lad as one among your own

She forgets herself when she goes to play

Mildly call her back home with tact."
17

Sumitra gives assurance to the mother in reply:

"Dasaratha's daughter is Santa

and indeed the fond child of Kausalya

Your Slta shall be the same as our Santa

Believe Oh! flower-like tender lady with eyes

as broad as lotus,*
18

4.12 SM's Side and Seek (Sita-dagudumutalu): Slta is sent to

her m-law's house. Promise given by Sumitra is fulfilled in another

song, *Slta*s Hide and Seek'. Santa organises the play 'hide and seek'

with her little sisters-in-law in the gem-decked quadrangle. The young

Rama enters into the quadrangle and the girls fight shy to play in his

presence. So Santa reacts in tender tone:

"Why do you Rama! come here?"*

"Because of the desire to see the game
played by your sisters-in-law"

19

is the reply. So Santa responding to his childishness sends all the

girls excluding Sita and jslays with Sita and Rama, in which Rama is

defeated and Sita wins. Santa says with affection for a joke:
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"Sita! you won the game.
Claim your prize money from Rama." 20

Sita holds the edge of this garment and demands the prize money. But
Rama says:

"Is it right to hold my garment Oh! lady".

"Why do you play?

Why do you get angry when demanded for a prize?"
21

is the reply. Santa intervenes and tells :

"Rama! is not Sita your prize money?"
22

4.13 Site's puberty (Slta-samaita): Days rolled in this way. One
day the little girl becomes a young lady. Now the 'Site's Puberty' is

sung by women to introduce the innocent lady to the secrets of bed
and charms of married life. The song ends with Rama's happy note:

"In association with woman like Sits day and pight

*

no hunger, no thirst and no fatigue felt."
23

Vulgarity i$ expression is inevitable and hence the song ends with a
phala-sruti 'merit for listening

5
:

w

"Sung or hew! wi*k ppmp this Sita's Puberty
(ge) bestows protection, all desired wealth and prosperity."

24

4.14 Slta's Latch (Slta-gadiya): Now she is grown up and has to
be taught of household duties before she goes into the bedroom at

night. Thus 'Sit^s Latch* is sung. It gives a list of duties of the

daughter-in-law which includes service to paxents-in-law with rever-

ence, shampooing the feet of the mother-in-law, preparing the bed for
the father-in-law, fanning the mother-in-law to sleep, besides looking
after the house. It is already late. Now the daughter-in-law takes a
bath, dresses herself, combs her hair, puts on costumes and ornaments
and proceeds to the bed room holding a water pot in one baud and
betal leaves in the other. To her dismey Rama bolted the latch and
was rolling on the bed restlessly.
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"I am standing at your door

Open the door, I am getting skep".
"What if you do not have enough sleep
The bell like light is my companion.
What if you stand at the entrance

The sandal and saffron are my companions
What if you stand at the entrance

The bed on the cot is my companion."
25

Poor Sita seeks the help of the mother-in-law to get the door opened.
At Kausalya's intervention in the romance the door is unlatched. Sita

at once cuts a joke at the expense of Kausalya:

"Mother-in-law! Dasaratha is alone

Oh! mother-in-law please proceed to him." 26

5.0 Leaving alone the literary merits in these poems and folk-songs,
the interpolations and distortions

27
in the Valmlki-Ramayana themes

signify several facets in the Indian tradition and manifest unity in

diversity. Tfce reformatory ideologists of different epochs of culture,
in their earnest desire to change the mentality of the people and to

alleviate their sufferings resort to interpret, reinterpret and also mis-

interpret the Vedic, the epic and the puranic themes, so as to afford

illustrations/ to popularise their beliefs, superstitions, customs, ethics

and morals #mong fche elite and the masses. As the mythology rein-

forces the beliefs, the characters of yesterday and today gain in the

hands of reformatory poets the garb of the epic and puranic heroes

and heroines of reverence.

?! :

5.1 The ornate poetry reaches the elite and the folk-songs the
masses. The poet of the ornate poetry remains prominent and his

ideologies aye distinctly felt. The poet of the folk-songs, on the other

hand, goes to the background with his ideas gaining acceptance for

being passed on to the common man as of originated in the remote

past. Thus the influence of the folk-songs is far reaching. A thor-

ough investigation into this literature on the basis of the recurrence of

themes and phenomenology of religion shall provide clues for the elimi-

nation of the legendary portions in the mythological episodes and rein-

force the conclusions drawn from the epigraphs, coins, sculptures and

paintings. The corroborations between literary and physical evidences
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give strength to validate the historical information known hitherto

exclusively from the ancient literature.
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asiitra (with Bhatta Narayana's Biasya),

;
Calcutta Sanskrit Series, 17.

ibid. 3.4.5, p. 612. A girl is classified into

nd ianya; cf.

prapte rajasi
robin!/

'anya, kucahlna ca nagnika // Angira. 2.18.

Bhattanarayana interprets this on the basis of

dr; 9*94 and Atrisaiphita, 55. The Manusmrti, 9.94

that a man of 30 years shall marry a girl of 12 years and

f^f ^4 yeaira a ^rl of 8 years:

y&het kanyam dvadasavarsikmi /
'stevarsam va dharme sidati satvarah //
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The Atrisaipliita, 55 prescribes that one should have many sons,

so that at least one of them can marry a girl when she is a gauri:

estavya bahav&li putra yady eko 'pf gayam vrajet /
gaurim va udvalied bbaryam nilaip va vrsam utsijet //

(This verse occurs with variants in the Visnusaiinhita,

8.5.67 and Brhaspatisainhita^ 1.12).

10. Manusmrti, 3.21-34.

11. For example Krsna spares the life of Rukmin, in spite of the latter's

resolve to avenge the abduction of Rukminl, in order to allow the

bonds of fraternity to grow and to soften human relations besides

solving problems arising out of politics. Kjsna's son Pradyumna
marries the daughter of Rukmin. Even though Rukmin harboured

hatred and enmity in his heart he concedes for the marriage of his

grand-daughter (pautri) with his grandson (dauhitra) Aniruddha,

Visflupurana, 5.28.6-8.

12. English translation by P.V. Kane and C.N. Joshi of the verse:

patanaviralaih prantonmilanmanoharakuntalair
dasanamukulair mugdhalokam sisur dadhati mukham /
lalitalalitair jyotsnaprayair aktteimavibhiamair

akrtamadhuralr amba&ain me kutuhalam aiigaiazi //
Utaararajnacarite, 1.20, MotUal, Delhi 1971.

13. aniyataruditasniitaip vir&jat

katipayakomaladantakudmalagram /
vadanakamalakain sisoh smaiami

skhalad asama&jasam anju jaJpitain tc // ibid. 4.4.

14. The whole marriage ritual is called in the grbyasutras and smrtis as

panigrahana, because of its utmost importance; ctGobbUagrhya-

sutra, 2.1.11: panigrahane purastac chalaya agnir upasamahito

bhavati; Manusmrti, 3.43: panigrahanasarpskarah savaxnasupa-

disyate.

15. These folk-songs were compiled and edited by Krsnasri (Sripada

Gopalakrsnamurti) and published under the title: Strila-Ramaya-

napupafalu (*Women Songs of Ramayana') by Andhra Sarasvata

Parisat, Hyderabad 1986 (2nd edn.). Even though they are meant

for singing by the uneducated women, each line is fuU of

literary merit and of high language. So some lines are reproduced

in transliteration.

16. jiitu tammuni patti nijainn vadina

palalo mumcetti nii-jstjji-ajnijja, ibid. p. 82.

17. neyi kacaneradu nelata $umi yadina

nerputo panulella nerapavumma
'
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kuduvaneradu cinna pasib&la sunwii

verugan-avanija tan-aragiipcadu
calla ceya neradu sakhiya sum! vadina

mi balalalon-okka haJ- ga cudu

adabdyinacota atte yumdenu
mellaga nerputo piluvav^mma, ibid. p. 82.

This refers to the social custom that a daughter is expected to

attend to the churning of curd into butter and making ghee out

of butter in the house of the parents, more particularly so in the

village domiciliatiou. Interestingly this practice corresponds to the

derivative sense of the Indo-European word duhita (Skt), derived

from the root duh 'to milk (a cow or her udder)'. Its cognates are

Eng. daughter, GL thugatro, Goth* daughter, Lat, dukte.

18. dasarathu-kuturu $a&ta~girikanya

kausalya-garabu-patti suw vadina

mi sita ma santasa^namugaii-umdu
nanwiuma puboni nalinayataksi, ibid. p. 82*

19. ikkada ramacandra, nlku panulu elara?

akkada ni-maradamdzu aducumdaga
veiiasamnga cuda vast* v$dukayenn, ibid. p. 109,

20. ata nivu gelki&avu atlvaj&naki

kotidbanamul-iyy&mani idmal-a^igave, ibid.

21. komma nakorngu batta sammatavun.-ate

adanela tamaru mttid votfanetiki

^Unadhanamid-aduga iopara-ejifcj, ibid.

22. rama nidu dhanainu kada rama sita.9, ibid.

23. sita nivamti sirSato ratii pagalu kudunna
aiali dappiia bayunu alasate tocadu, ibid. p. 98.

24. vedukato sita-samarta paduia vinna gani

istasaxnpadalu vaibhogamul-icci raksbncunu> ibid.

25. talupeya kopanwnu talamgagalaiia
nilucunxia padalu cStulunu nocce, ibid. p. 105.

liaarnci oia nidrafua saranomdi podu, ibid, p. 106.

uidra u3ru lekumte n$k-emi sita

gamtavale dlpammu adi n&ku todu
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nivu nilcumtenu nak-emi sita

gaxndhamu kasturi adi naku todu

nivu nilcumtenu nak~emi sita

pattemamcam parupu adi naku todu, ibid.

26. ma mama dasarathulu okkar-unnaiu

atta nuru pomdi mamakadaku, p. 106.

27. A best example of the distortion is found in the Biahmavaivarta-

purana, in which Slta was connected with Draupadi. When Rama

was in the forest, Agni appeared before him and advised him to

send Slta to safety and replace in her place another lady of the

same configuration, Rama consented. As the replacing lady is

similar to Slta she is called Chaya. Havana abducted her and

Rama released her from abduction. In the meanwhile Chaya fell

in love with Rama, But Agni took her away to safety and substi-

tuted her with real Slta, when she entered into the fire to prove

her chastity. Now Chaya moved to fcbe bank of Narayana-sarovara

and meditated upon Siva for hundreds of years. She was blessed

with a boon of five husbands; but all of them are different phys-

ical configurations of Indra, ^fho in turn is an aspect of_Visnu
or

Raina, So Chaya is called VedavatI in the Krta-yuga, Sita in the

Treta-yuga and Draupadi in the Dvapara-yuga:
krte yuge vedavati tretayam janajzat&iaja /
dvapare draupadJ chaya tena krsjia trihayani_//

Brahmavaivaxta-purana, 116.23, p. 863: Anandasrama ed.





R.S. BETAI

KALIDASA
NATYAKARA AND MAHAKAVYAKARA

Discussing the problem of the sublime, A.C. Bradely in his book

Oxford Lectures on Poetry narrates one incident. After gazing at the

falls for some time he (Le. Coleridge) began to consider what adjective

would most precisely lead to the impression he had received, and he

came to the conclusion that the proper word was 'sublime'. Two other

tourists arrived and standing by him, looked in silence at the spectacle.

Then, to Coloridge's great satisfaction, the gentleman exclaimed, "it

is sublime", to which the lady responded, "Yes, it is the prettiest thing

I ever saw".

In her Feeling and Form, when Sussenna Langer discusses the prob-

lem of emotional experience in the theatre, she refers to the Indian

'Rasa Theory' in words of admiration.

"Some of the Hindu critics, although they

subordinate and even deprecate art in favour of the

literary elements it involves, and understand much
better than their western colleagues the various as-

pects of emotion in the theatre, which our writers

so freely and banefully confuse; the feelings experi-

enced by the actor, those experienced by the specta-

tors, those presented as undergone by characters in

the play, and finally the* feeling'that shines through
the play itself - the vital feeling of the piece.'"
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This admiration of the 'Rasa Theory' by the Western aestheticiau

shows how significant the theory is and how it enters the ve$y depth of

the emotional experience of the spectator, samajika in the Indian ter-

minology, even though he: exposition of the Rasa theory that follows

is far from satisfactory. 'Sublime and Beauty' on one side and 'Rasa'

on the other, are the real pivotal points in poetry.

Kalidasa is the poet of the sublime and the beautiful and he attains

to his lofty poetic heights on the path of depiction of Rasa, based as it

is on multifarious emotional experiences of human beings, coming as

they do from the unfathomable depths of the human mind and heart.

It is rightly stated that Kalidasa gives poetic expression to what is

the best in Indian culture, the greatest and noblest human and divine

traits that it has cultivated through the ages. The greatness of this

poet, the brightest and the most beautiful star in the galaxy of Indian

poetry, is based on his seven poetic compositions - 3 <lramas, 2 epics

and 2 Laghukavyas. Unlike Bhasa, Bharavi, Mggha and Btavabtiuti,

Kalidasa has experimented upon three popular fcrms inste^i of o4e of

poetry and in each he Las given to us the best representative works:

Safcuiafala in Natya, Raghuvamsa in Mahakavya and Meghzduta in

Laghukavya.

A poet is naturally free to choose his own poetic form for each

of his poetic compositions. He is expected only to know as to which

poetic form will be most suitable to his creative work. But once the

poet chooses bis form, certain questions arise:

i. Has the poet's poetic composition found expression at its best in
the form chosen by him?

ih Could any other form have been chosen instead?

iii. Which is the form which is conducive to revealing the pr&tibha of
the poet at its best?

iv. Which is the form in which his prafo'bia has free and natural play,
IB which his imagination moves to the loftiest ^eights unhindered?

It can be accepted as a general rule that criticism follows creation
and any form that comes to poetic usage is based on poetic compo-
sitions that give shape to it. Later poets of mettle can also modify
it or shape it further. If TCre to study KSlidasa from the pointof vie* of form and get &*wers to the above mentioned questions,1* mil have to study how hfe .pi*t,Ma 'imagination' has formed in
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the realm of Natya and in the realm of Mahakavya, This means a

comparative study of Kalidasa's achievements as a Natyakara and as

a Mahakavyakara.

L NATYAKARA

Kalidasa has given three rupakas to us; two are Natakas and one -

the Vikramorvasiya - is a Ttotaia as some scholars opine, even though
it has all the traits of the form of a Nataka. Without entering into this

controversy, we examine Kalidasa's attainment as a Natyakara from

the point of view of form and his pratibha that works on it.

The very first and most important feature of Kalidasa as a Natya-
kara is that both poetic and dramatic qualities are found in his works

which are of high order and further, these form a unique identity. As
a result, Kalidasa's plays have all scope to be folly successful on the

stage as is expected of a rupaia form, and they give lofty poetry to us,

so that he lives for-centuries. Kalidasa is rightly adjudged as a front-

rank dramatist and also as a front-rank poet in these three rupa&as.

Kalidasa's popularity as a poet rests on his rupakas as some scholars

opine.

Rupafca is a drsyakavya and therefore it has naturally greater ap-

peal because of its stageability and the rasasvada that it can yield

more easily to us. Rasasvada of an epic is definitely not easy and a

higher pratibha as a reader is expected. This is so in spite of the fact

that dramatic composition is a very difficult art indeed. If the form of

drama facilitates the composition of a rupaia, it can also place grave

limitations on the poet who prefers to compose a rupa&a.

That the three rupakas of Kalidasa are a great success on the stage

from most of the points of view, is a matter beyond doubt. With the

exception of Bhasa, Sudraka and Bhavabhuti he has no rival in the

sphere of dramatic success. But with this, it cannot be forgotten that

the stories in all the three compositions are conventional and comprise

of the usual jealousies of other queens, the sure success of the hero

in the end and the forced reconciliation of the jealous queens. The

psychological depiction of events and characters that can take drama

to far higher heights and command greater respect, are very poor in

all the three plays. This is so in spite of the fact that the suffering
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of Malavika, Ausmarl, Kasyapa, Sakuntala, etc., and the chance that

the poet had for its depiction in his Vikramorva$iy& and S^iuateJa, is

limited.

Elements of conflict and suspence are the very soul of drama, and

these elements are also poor in all the three plays. The stories, the

way they develop, are too well-known and therefore not much likely to

make the spectators stunned, all-attentive and identifying themselves

with the emotion in the play. This is in spite of the fine depiction in

the 4th Act of the Vikiamovtv&siya and the 4th, 5th and 6th Acts of

the Sakuntala.

The greatest, the most dramatic and the most poetic would have

been some of the events on which the poet is forced to keep the curtain

down because of the limitations of the form of drama in which these

do not fit in:

Malavflcagnirruira: Mental affliction of Dharim, and IrHyfttL . ,

Vxfrramorvasiya: Mental affliction of Austaari, propriety of Urvasi

hiding her pregnancy, growth of Ayus.

Saturate: Propriety of Kaava's behaviour before departure of Sakun-

tala, after-sorrows, sorrows of Sakuntala till she is reunited with

Dusya&ta, how Dusyanta passed his years, etc.

The poet h^s preferred to adjust his plots in the popular form of

Nataka available to hirn, and, except in Rasa-depiction, he has not

done much to shape the form or to modify it, evolve and shape it bet-

ter. He succeeds in revealing the potentialities of the form, but he has

not contributed much towards its modification or for the betterment

that we might have expected. This also shows that his pratibha is not

able to move freely in the form. He concentrates more on the art.

II, MAHAKAVYAKARA

Keith opines that by western standards, the Kumarasarabiava of

Kalidasa is aa epic in the real sense of the term. If we were to read the

two epics, we will feel that from the point of view of the problem of hu-

man life posed, the lively story and its construction, the extraordinary

characters and their meatal conflicts, psychological analysis, depiction

of the ait of the epic - in all these, the two kavyas are equally great and

it would be difficult to prefer one to the other. The Kumarasambhava
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is an epic with one hero and the R&ghuvamsa has may heroes. The

story of the love of Siva and Parvati, who win each other through
austerities and its fruition into marriage for the sublime good of the

universe in the Kumarasar*2biava and the story of the great Raghu race

starting with the awe-inspiring greatness of kings from Dillpa to Rama
and the sad downfal of this great race with the lusty, \veak, fickle and

immoral king Agnivarna - these are stories with maximum potential-

ities of epic composition. The poet takes maximum advantage of the

potentialities of the two stories and brings the problem of the "Love

in human life and its fruition" to the utmost blessing and happiness of

the lovers as also the entire universe in the Kumarasambhava, and the

grand problem of the realms of love, heroism, martial and other at-

tainments, highest ethics and morality, realization of the best that life

offers in the Raghuvamsa. The greatness of the work is suggestively
laid down with the very description of the race,

As we study the two. epics and enjoy them, we find:

1. Kalidasa is a grand success in the epic shape that he gives to the

two stories mentally shaped by him along with the grand human

problems are universal from Indian point of view. Everything is

great, dioicy both from the point of view of ait and the emotion

depicted in his two epic works.

2. Some of the loftiest events in the two works unforgettable aad it is

notable that there is a series of these in both. Some of the events

that touch the very vitals and depth of our heart are: the sublime

description of the Himalayas; the picturesque and description of

untimely spring with J,ord Siva in meditation about to be attacked

by the very delicate arrows of Kama in the presence of youthful
Parvati who is the very incarnation of woman's beauty; Rativilapa;
Parvati in meditation; marriage of Parvati; the monsoon season in

the Ifumarasamb&ava, and Dijlpa in service of Nandini; dialogue
between DiUpa and the lion, battles between Raghu and Indra;

Svayainvara of Indumati; Ajavilapa; hunting pursuit of Dasaratha;
abandonment of Sita, etc. in the.Raghuvanpsa.

3. The descriptions of nature are brief and infused with suggestion far

wider, identified with the story and add to its loftiness. They show
Kalidasa's art of miniature painting, picturesqueness, the play of

Dhvani and Rasa and his unique artless art,

4. Nowhere is the pratibha of the poet found suffering from limita-

tions of the form; it has full free play throughout the works and he

composes both with exuberance and enthusiasm on one side ajid
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the calm and quitetude on the other as any natural and great poet

should do.

5. Actually the form of Mahakavya as denned by acaryas, beginning
from Bhamaha down to Visvanatha, is, for the first time, shaped
in these two great epics of Kalidasa* There is nothing in the defi-

nitions of the acaryas that we may not find here. Thus, the shape
of Sanskrit Mahakavya owes its origin to these two epics,

6. Visvanatha describes the exact form of Mahakavya in his detailed,

all-embracing definition. The two kavyas of Kalidasa have all

traits in entirety found here. Actually the definition is shaped by
Visvanatha on the basis of the two grand works of Kalidasa, Here,

creation has shaped criticism, or, the definition finds all traits as

if as the creator, the poet would have them.

7. More important are the elements of Mahakavyatva, epic heights
and epic depths that we come across in some definitions like those

of Bhamaha and Agnipurana. This Mahakavyatva is found in its

entirety in these two works that pose before us grand problems of

human life*

In Sanskrit, Kalidasa has no rival in the realm of epic form in which

he attains to the top of epic heights. We can go even a step further

and state that these two are the only Mahafcavyas worth the name in

Sanskrit language while most of the rest are only Mahakaya-kavyas.
This is o in spite of the accepted poetic worth of the epic works of

Bharavi and Magha. They too cannot claim to stand near Kalidasa.

Even if the western concept of epic and the epic heights as also the

types of epic ate considered, Kalidasa stands the test with all success.

Conclusions:

In this comparative study of Kaiidasa's dramas and Mahakavyas
from the viewpoint of form, we come to the following conclusions;

i. Kalidasa is greater m his Mahakavyas than in his Rupakas even

though the latter are of ao mean value,

ii. Sis epic prafc/bha works in aU independence and freedom in his

MaliSfcavyas, not so in his Rupakas.

iii. KSlidasa has contributed the most in shaping of the form of Sail-

sfcrifc Mahakavya in which the convention laid down by him is over-

ruled by none; not so the form of the Rupaka. No other Mahakavya
has contributed anything substantial towards shaping the form.
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iv, Kalidasa has some rivals of high order in\thc Riipaka form, but

none in the Mahakavya form in which he reigns supreme in Sanskrit

poetry.

v. As compared to many of the Mahakavyas in Sanskrit, including

the principal ones, Kalidasa only proves the meaning of the word

mahakavya, maham particular. Long descriptions and a vast num-

ber of verses are rare. What matters to him is the lofty Himalayan

heights of poetic achievement in all aspects of poetry, separately

and as a whole. His art of suggestion, his life-like picturesqueness,

his flights of imagination and depths of the human heart that he

effortlessly touches, in all these he stands unrivalled. This Kaviku-

laguru, the vilasa of poetic beauty and the very soul of poetry

stands unrivalled almost for all time.

vi. The two Mahakavyas place him as an epic poet of no mean order

even on the international plane.

Kalidasa is therefore first a Mahakavyakara and then a Natyakara
even though he is praised more as a dramatist for obvious reasons

discussed above. The greatness and the secret of his Mahakavyas de-

serve patient, careful, deep study following their enjoyment by readers

of high talent and taste. So far very few such studies and xasasvadas

are available in print. Tagore would be our guide in this matter. We

may dispute the interpretation of Sakuntala given in his "Inner mean-

ing of S&kuntala", but surely not his papers on the Kumarasambhava

and Raghuvaipsa in his Pracma.





B.N. MUKHERJEE

SRI AUROBINDO

TRADITION AND MODERNITY

In a literal sense the term 'tradition' (pratha) means transmission

of social, economic, religious, technological and cultural elements in

a community from a generation to its next and so on. But in a re-

stricted sense 'tradition' denotes only those elements which indicate

an idea expressing a value judgement. Such elements or ideas are part

of the heritage (aStihya) of the community concerned. A set of such

social norms, apparently practised through the ages, was referred to

as porana pafcifc" (<Skt. purana prakiti) or ancient practice in the

Second.Minor Rock edict of Asoka. On the other hand, modernity is

an attitude of mind which tends to subordinate the traditional to the

novel and to adjust the established and customary to the exigencies of

tlie recent and innovating. *The practical effect of this attitude may

be conservative or revolutionary. It is conservative where the subor-

dination of t^e old to the new saves the old from destruction through

desuetude or attrition. It & revolutionary where the
subordination

takes the form of aullrfisafcicm of the old via desuetude and attrition",
1

On the whole, tradition is the sum total of beliefs and practices,

material and spiritual, handed down through generations. Modernity

nullifies, modifies and replaces the tradition and adds novel features

to the society. But there are often elements which do not change or

change a little and which form the eternal ethos of a people. These

axe sanitaria, even i
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In an article published towards the end of the first decade .of this

century Sri Aurobindo observed that anything old was not acceptable

only because of its age, if it was not eternal The eternal (sanatana),

which is appreciated by self-realisation, is omnipresent and imperish-

able. It transcends ages.
2
Sri Aurobindo stressed on the essentials (In-

dianness) in the early art 1 thought, literature and religion as the forces

that must uplift the nation* He declared that to recover them and "to

solve the problems that perplex the world in an Indian spirit aad from

an Indian standpoint ....... is the mission of nationalism
51

. National

Education was a means to achieve that end. But material develop-

ment must be at par with ,that of the outside world. So Aurobindo

conceded that 'as in politics, so in commerce, we must leain and mas-

ter the European methods Jn order that we may eventually rise above

them'. The practice of commercial svadesi and a new school of art

was a part of national awaJ&ening. But Aurobindo warned at the same

time that 'industry can only become again beautiful if poverty and the

struggle for life are eliminated from society and the co-operative state

and commune organised as the fruit of a great moral and spiritual

uplifting of humanity.'
3 So here was a superman, deeply rooted in the

values of the past, rejecting all old superficial and accepting modern

beneficial innovations in order to build in future an egalitarian society

based moral, spiritual aiid material values.

In his writings from 1914 to 1921, Sri Aurobindo again and again

delved deep into the cultural ethos of India. To him the culture of

a people is the expression of a consciousness of life which formulates

itself in three aspects, "There is aside of thought, of ideal, of upward

will aojd the souPs aspiration; there is a side of creative self-expression

and appreciative aesthetics, intelligence and imagination; and there is

aside of practical aud outward formulation,*
1 He found philosophy and

religion as the soul of Indian culture and spirituality as Hhe master-

key* to the "ludiaii mind.* He also thought that actions based on

the great objects of life (dfiarma, artha, kama and moksa) facilitated

the growth of Indian civilisation. But realisation of the existence of
6

the eternal aud impersonal behind one's being and action and the

attempt at unity with it* were considered by him as desiderata to

achieve "largest greatness and power." This spiritualism as well as

materialism he traced to early Indian art, literature and polity. Even in

polity dharma (ethnical, social and religious laws) had been supreme.
4
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The spiritualism and inner beauty are perceptible in early Indian

and also in mediaeval Indian art. Aurobindo discovered spiritual and

psychic beauty as well as dignity in the human figures created in the

best Indian tradition.
5 This observation is largely true of many of the

representations of deities produced in ea$y india, Sri Aurobindo also

remarked that 'the Taj is not merely a sensuous reminiscence of an

imperial amour or a fairy enchantment hewn from the moon's lucent

quaxries,but the eternal dream of a love that survives death. The great

mosques embody often a religious aspiration lifted to a noble austerity

which supports and is not lessened by the subordinate ornament and

grace. The tombs reach beyond death to the beauty and joy of par-

adise. The buildings of Fatepur-Sikri are not monuments of effeminate

luxurious decadence (an absurd description of the mind of the time of

Akbar), but give form to a uobility, power and beauty which lay hold

upon bujb do not wallow on the earth,'
6 In these monuments an Indian

mind, absorbing west Asian influence, uplifts seusuousness to a cer-

tain immaterial charm or tt
in the religious mood touches with a devout

hand the skirts of the Divine."
7 While thinking that after the advent

of Islam there had been a struggle 'between two civilisations', he did

not fail to see that
vAkbar attempted to create a common political

patriotism.'
8

It appears tfyat Sri Aurobindo noticed striking features in early

and mediaeval Indian civilization, where spiritualism, transcending

religion, formed a base and survived through the periods. The knowl-

edge of this spiritual ethos is accessary for the survival ofmodem India

and its rise to the coveted greatness.

To Aurobande adherence to nationalism was a must for achieving

freedom and future greatness for India. la a speech delivered in Bom-

bay on January 19, 1908, he declared that *
there is a creed in India

today which calls itself nationalism. Natipualism is not a mere polit-

ical programme. Nationalism is a religion that lias come from God;

nationalism is a creed in which you shall have to live. If you are go-

ing to be a Nationalist, if you are going to assent to this religion of

Nationalism, you must do it in the religious spirit. It is a religion by

which we are to realise God in the nation, in our fellow-countryn^nl
9

i

Here Aurobindo was infusing an eternal religious fervour into a sort

of modern creed, which tended to transcend the barriers of traditional

religions and thus had the capacity ofserving as the catalyst ofnational
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unitv and pride. This remarkable development, achieved in Bengal

n3S5fand several others, attracted the notice of the outside

TOMJ. Ramsav Macdonald. who later bacame the Prime Minister of

Britain observed that Beagal was idealising India and 'transforming

nationalism into religion, into music and poetry, into painting and

literature'.
10

Sri Aurobindo pointed out two paths for reaching the goal of po-

litical freedom - through active or aggressive and through passive

or defensive resistance, preferring the latter in the existing circum-

stances- The passive resistance or refusal to do anything helpful to

the British and their administration in India was summed up m one

word, viz.,
u
boycott.

w11 He seems to have been the first modern Indian

leader to kdvocate non-co-operation through his doctrine of 'Passive

Resistance'. The usefulness and modernity of his thought was proved

by its useful application by Gandhi in India's struggle for freedom.

Sri Aurobindo stood for freedom of a united India, In his message

to the nation on August 15, 1947, he noted, "India is free, but she has

not achieved unity, only a fissured and broken freedom The old

communal division between Hindu and Muslim seems to have hardened

into the figure of a permanent political division of the country..... If

it lasts, India may be seriously weakened, even crippled: civil strife

may remain always possible, possible even a new invasion and foreign

conquest. The partition of the country must go,
- it is to be hoped

by slackening of tension by a progressive understanding of the need of

peace and concord, by the constant necessity ofcommon and concerted

action, even of an instrument of union for that purpose. In this way

unity may come about under whatever form - the exact form may
have a pragmatic but not a fundamental importance. But by whatever

means, the division must and will go. For without it the destiny of

India might be seriously impaired and even frustrated. But that must

not be."13

With prophetic vision Aurobindo realised in 1947 the evils now

threatening India's stability and progress
- not only of the truncated

India bat of the whole subcontinent. The remedy is unification or a

sort of confederation of the three political units -
present day India,

Pakistan and Bangladesh. This will ensure peace and will be conducive

to prosperity in the subcontinent.
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India of today is faced with fissipaxous tendencies in different re-

gions, which are clamouring for more autonomy or even independence.
As realised by Aurobindo, early India's unity had been spiritual and

cultural (and not essentially political). Therefore, too much centralised

administration of any empire, based on military strength, could not

effect 'living political unity.'
14

The Indian subcontinent, demarcated by the Himalayas and the

seas, is from time immemorial a well defined geographical unit, An
umbrella culture was provided by Brahmanism to different areas with-

out really destroying local distinctions. In fact, the great tradition

was often influenced by little traditions and locally transformed into

regional traditions. The pan Indian culture had local variations, some-

times almost assuming the air of independence. But the presence of

a fundamental geographical as well as cultural unity led the Puranic

authors to speak of the whole territory to the south of Himalayas
and

to_the north of the sea(s) as Bharatfvarsa aad its inhabitants as

Bharati. 15 This situation was reinforced and a new hue was added to

the existing picture by the advent of Islam. But these geographical,

cultural and historical compulsions were ignored by the authors of the

partition in 1947. 16 The result is disastrous,as we now know > but which

was foreseen by Aurobindo in 1947.

Even to save the truncated India from further split, regional au-

tonomy and aspirations shall have to be respected and accommodated

by the centre. A strong but sensitive central administration, quick

to respond to legitimate local demands and ready to foster cultural

unity and socio-economic justice, can save the nation in the coming
decades. The germ of this life saving formula for the nation one may
find hi Aurobindo's thoughts.

Sri Aurobindo was a spiritual man, a mystic; but was ever alert to

India's mundane need. Even as a mystic he was concerned witli the

social results of his mystical intuition. He believed that the achieve-

ment of the supermind in the Life Divine would lead to an enriched

order of humanity.
17

Deeply rooted in India's traditional and eternal

values, he devised means for curing India's ill.

Aurobindo believed, as indicated in one of his writings,
18

that India

*can, if she will, give a new and decisive turn to the problems over

which all mankind is labouring and stumbling, for the clue to their
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solutions is in her ancient knowledge/
10 This knowledge he interpreted

in a revolutionary way. He also indicated a formula which may help

the nation in the coming century. If ever a traditional man was truely

modern, it was Sri Aurobiado.
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P. NARAYANAN NAMBOOD1RI

THE CONCEPT OF KARAKAS

IN SAKATAYANA-VYAKARANA

The concept of karakas introduced by Panini to examine the re-

lation between the words in a sentence bear an important role in the
field of linguistics. This theory leads one to accept the sense of a sen-

tence whatever be the order it which it has been presented. Here an

attempt is made to compare the method adopted by Sakatayana - the
Jaina grammarian - hi treating the karaka with that of Panini.

Sakatayana has accepted six karakas -
iarfcr, karma, ietu, avad/u

(apad&na), adhara (adhikarana) and sampradana. In fact the sam-
pradana has not been mentioned by name though the dative case*

affixes are ordained. He does not treat these karakas as technical
terms and hence no corresponding rules are introduced to state the
cases for the karakas respectively. This method has contributed much
to avoid confusion which is found in Panmi while treating the technical
terms like karman (Pan, 1.4.49) and nadJ(Pan. 1.4.3), for they have
a non-technical sense also. Anabhihita, in the domain rule (adhifrara-
sutra) of Panini under which all karakas function, is replaced by the
word apradhaiiz (Sak.l. 3.100) in the Sakatayana-iyakarana though It

is not put as an adhikara-sutra. Sakatayana introduces the cases in the
order from prafciama to saptami by enjoining the related sup affixes.

The aphorism pratiamadih, Sak. 1.3.182 allows prathama to saptami
for the triplets like su-au-jas to ni-os-sup respectively.. Sakatayana
presents the case-affixes in the following order:
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1. avyayat sv-a-jas, 1.3.97,

2. Ji&dAifc-eajn^&nj^ 'd&o

j}tarejpatas-pary-abJEu'-5arvoblz^afJ capradhane taatifsas, 1.3.100.

3. f5-WySm-bAis afddhaiJ, 1.3.127,

4. ne-bhyam-bhyas, 1.3.135.

5. nasi-bhyam-bhyas stokolpakatipayakicckrad asattve, 1,3.152.

6. nas-os-am, 1.3.163.

7. kteno ny-os-sup, 1.3.171.

Avyayat sv-au-jas (Sak, 1.3.97) enjoins the affixes 511, an, jas to

the indeclinables. In the example adho uccair mama griam^adia' and

'uccais' are indeclinables to which the su-affix is added, Sakatayana

states that all the nominal stems bear their gender and number along

with their meaning. So, by the next sutra e&a-dvi-Z>ahau, 1.3,98 nom-

inative case affixes are enjoined to every meaningful nominal stem to

denote their meaning, number and gender* The upapadfr-vibhaktis

explained by PSnini in 2.3,4: antar$ntarena yukte and Katyayana in

ubhasarvatasoh kary, Varttika 1444, and abMtah-paritah-samaja-

nifcasa?, Varttijka 1443 are presented here by one stitra: iadiii , Sak.

1.3.100.

Sakatayana simply frames the sutras admitting the accusative case

for those prefixes having the capacity to denote jfatsana, ittbainbhar

vana, biaga, ie^u, sahitya and utkfsta by four sutras: Sak.1.3.101 to

104, The iaruaan*5 characterised as nirvartya, vikarya, piapya and

akathita are brought under one sutra: karmani, Sak. 1.3,105. The

other cases applicable to fulfil the scope of karman and the negation of

this karman along with some particular roots are also presented here.

The genitive case enjouied by Panini under the heading^ sese, Pan,

2.3.50 takes the form of negation of accusative case in the Salcajayana-

yyaiarana, (1.3.166).

Panini's rule apavarge trtiya (2.3.6) is replaced by

siddhau (1*3.127); e.g. maseaa pr&bbrtam adbitam.

tthanabhutalak$ane (Sat. 1.3.128) allows the affixes ta, biyata,

the sense of hetu, kartr, karana and itthambhutzdaksana. Sakatayana
also introduces the sutras which allow^

other cases along with their

instrumental case in this context (e.g. Safc. 1.3.132).

The rule lie bhyam bhyas (Sak. 1.3.135) allots the dative case

where one wishes to-connect another with an object using the verb



d to give galh&dibhit balwlam (Sak. 1,3,149) states the optional us-

age of the dative case (c.g, devadataaya dharmtun brute, devadattam

dharmaxp sasti). According to the rule liasi-bhyam-bhyas-stokalpa-

katipaya-krcchr$4 asaMve (Sak. 1.3.152) the starting point (avadAi)
from where the departure is taken place also carries the paScawi-
vibhakti. PataiyaJi has omitted the sutras parajer asod&aA (Pan,

1.4.20) and bhlttarthaiiam bhayalietuh (1.4,25), and the varttika:

jugupsa-virama-pramadarthanam upasaipkhyanam (1072). Sakata-

yana has followed the theory of the Bhasyakara and has put the

scope of these sutras and varttika under his sutra apaye Vadiau (Sak.

1.3.156).

Nas-os-am (Sak. 1.3.163) admits the genitive case to express the

mutual relation of words, Sakatayana has placed some sutras which

allow the meanings of iawnan, kartf and iarana in the course of the

study of accusative case in the form of prohibition by which we get

the negation of compounds. Kteno nyos sup (Sak.1.3.171) shows fche

place of locative case. The abode of the action through the medium
of agent or object also takes this case. Towards the end of the third

quarter of the first chapter Sakatayana has suggested the occurrence

of more than two cases of upapada-vibhakt together with some words

like pjiiat, nanS, vina, dura, antika (Sak. L3.192f).

The axrajjgement of the sutras in the SaaFayaniya proves the feet

that he has aot given much importance to the semantic concept of

Jcaralra. He succeasfully classifies the occurrence of different cases first

and states their cjenotative capacity of karakas like karnian and kartr.

Sakatayana has $iso included some words like satra, and avabaddha

for their grammatical validity.

Thus one can understand that the concept of karakas introduced by
Panini in the most comprehensive way needs further explanation and

that Sakatayaua gave more emphasis on the morphological approach
than on mutual relation of the words in a sentence.
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PREFACE

Social mobility is one of the most striking characteristics of Me-
dieval Andhra History. The general classification of social mobil-

ity is horizontal and vertical. Horizontal mobility is geographical,
movement of persons or groups of persons from one place to another

whereas vertical mobility is moving upwards or going downwards in the
scale of social ranking. In Medieval Andhra, all important sections of

people - the brahmins, the ruling elite, the peasants, merchants and
artisans - experienced mobility of one sort or the other or at times
even both.

Several factors lead to horizontal mobility of people. Natural
calamities like draught, famine and pestilence, pressure of popula-
tion in a given area leading to shortage of material resources, shifting
of the centres of political power which were in those days the main
sources of patronage for arts and letters; religious factors such as feai

of persecution and attraction of rising religious institutions; creation
of new agricultural facilities like building tanks and clearing forests;
and finally troop-movements in course of wars and campaigns may be
mentioned as important factors responsible for horizontal social mobil-

ity. All sections of people including brahmins are influenced by these

factors in medieval Andhra.

^ t . Improved economic position, service at the court or in the camp,
liberal socio-religions reform movements and migration to distant lands
facilitate vertical or upward social movements. However, the brahmin
is not subjected to vertical mobility, He cannot move upwards as there
is no higher rung in social ladder than the one which he occupies. He
does not go downwards because his position is defended by tradition

and guaranteed by Dhaimasastra. Whatever may be the profession he
chooses and however mean it may be he is not deprived of his ritual

status. However henious may be the sin a brahmin commits there is

provision for expiation through which he regains his original status.
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On the other hand the so called but old ksatriya families like the

Cfilukyas and Haihayas, in order to buttress their declining political

power condescended into matrimonial alliances with the rising sudra

elite and got ultimately merged with it. This provides a good instance

of downward social mobility.

Particularly for the sudras and especially for the aboriginals liv-

ing on the periphery of the civilized societies this is a very fortunate

period. The politico-economic compulsions enabled the aboriginals to

get absorbed into the different strata of the society, especially into the

sudra castes. In theBrahmadeya and Devabhoga villages, whose num-

ber multiplied, the life style of the brahmin became a model and -was

imitated or adopted by the peasant and artisan classes. The origins

of the process known today as 'Sanskritisation' may thus be traced to

this period. But the agraharas provided not only the inspiration for

vertical or upward social mobility but also the wherewithal for its at-

tainment. The sudras who cultivated the giftlands as arfciasiris consol-

idated their economic position and thereby gained acrcess fed tte court

where they could rise in civil and military service which in its turn

proved the gateway for admission into the ruling elite. If economic

and political power raised them in social status, heterodox Jainism

and the cosmpolitan bhakti cults conferred ritual status on them who

started claiming ksatriyarhood and even equality with brahmin.

Increased agricultural output more than sufficient to satisfy the

local requirements broke down the fuedal rural insularism and stim-

ulated industry and encouraged intrastate and inter-state trade. A
net work of merchant-cum-artisan guilds developed improving the lot

of both the classes. Again money proved the means of many social

developments, religion playing its purifying role. Merchants started

claiming vaisya-hood, appropriating Rsi-gotras. Artisans, especially,

the teliias and the pancalas (pancanana-varo) fabricated foir them-

selves high sounding pedigrees, justifying their equality in sbcial and

ritual status with the ksatriya and brahmin respectively.
?'

In the following four essays the above complex process of social

developments in Medieval Andhra has been outlined. Th^$it>fiich to

tie subject is neither purely economic nor sociological not political but

only historical. Besides, it is far from being an attempt to fit the study
and its conclusions into any hide-bound theoretical freamework. On
the other hand, it is an assessment of the interaction of the economic,
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political and religious factors galvanising social mobility, based upon
the available literary and epigraplncal source material. But lack of

adequate source material is a serious handicap under which the student
of Andhra history works. Till about the middle of the llth century
A.D., there are no works in Telugu and even afterwards for about
more than one century the works in Telugu were only translations
of Epics and Puranas from Sanskrit and hence not of much use to
students of history. Nor are there inscriptions throwing useful light
PU the major political events, administrative machinery and socio-
economic developments. Most of the available inscriptions are short

temple records noting the gift of a lamp or half a lamp (artha-dlpa)
or a few cattle for its maintenance. However, here is an effort making
"the best out of a bad bargain".

The aim with which the study is undertaken may sound ridicu-

lously too lofty to be achieved. Misconceptions, misunderstandings
and misinterpretations of historical events and developments would
lead to social tensions and an effort at removing them is the duty of

every conscientious student of history to his society. Noting a few of
such misconceptions is not out of place. The brahmins of Andhra or
of South India in general seek to perpetuate the myth that they are

pure-blooded descendents of the great Vedic seers and therefore the
other classes of people in the land naturally look upon them as in-

truders into their life from the north. Another misconception about
the brahmins is that they had been dominant in society through out
the long milleniums of history. The word iamma is given imaginary
ineanings and attempts are made to connect them with legendary and
historical ksatriya ruling families. Still it is strange that the kamrnas
insist upon the use of the suffix caudari, without knowing its origin
and meaning. Those who claim vaisya-hood detest the word komati
and resist the use of the suffix setti though the two words axe more re-

spectable than vaisya. Among the pancajas (pa&caqam-vaiu} there is

an aggressive crusade against the use of the meaningful word kaipsala
(> karmasala) in preference to the word visvabrahmajia which iu fact
has no history. The present effort is only to to clear such cobwebs
of prejudice so that there may develop mutual sympathy and under-

standing leading to social harmony.

I thank the Indian Council of Historical Research for granting me a
Fellowship for two years and thus enabling me to undertake the study.
For giving me all facilities for the study, my profound thanks are due
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to the Hindu College, Guntur to which I owe, more than hi one way,
my career as a teacher and research worker.

B.S.L. Sanumantha Rao*

- Editor



I. PRE-SATAVAHANA PERIOD

The brahmin occupies the first place in the Vedic social heiraichy
dominated by the concept of varna. The Pwusastikta of the tenth

Mandate of the Rgveda gives an exposition of the system. According
t<> it -the brahmin, the ksatriya, the vaisya and the sudra emanated

respectively from the face, shoulders, thighs and feet of Prajapati or

Brahma,1
Assigning intellectual persuits, war, agriculture .and crafts

and service to the above four varnas the Purusasukta gives an occupa-
tional connotation to the entire scheme. The word varnameans colour

and it is rather inexplicable how it can be applied to occupations. In

the Bhagpvadgita the lord declares: "He had created the four varnas

on the basis ofguna (character or qualities) and karma (occupation)".
2

There are only three gunas - Satava, Rajas and Ikmas and it is not

known what the fourth guna is on which the sudra is based. However,
it is generally held that the Purusasukta was a very late interpolation
in the figyeda.

. The Rgveda describes Dasa-Dasyus, the antagonists ofthe Aryans,
as kr$navar$a (black coloured) and brsnatvaca 'black skinned

53 and by
implication the Aryavariia in contrast was sveta-varna 'white*. The

Aryans known therefore only two vatnas (colours), Arya-varna and
.Dasa-varna. In this ceaatext the word varaa is used definitely, to de-

note the colour of the race and hence is of ethnic significance. But dur-

ing the early Vedk" period there were only three occupational groups
- priests (brahmins), Warriors (ksatriyas) and peasant-cum-artisan-
cum-merchants (vaisyas), all of whom were of Arya-varna. The situ-

ation gradually underwent a radical change. As the Aryans steadily

expanded eastwards and southwards, developing agricultural economy,

attempts were made to extend the frontiers of the socio-economic sys-

tem by absorbing Dasa-Dasyus with whom they came into increas-

ing contact. An effective machinery of acculturation became neces-

sary.The Santiparvan of the Mahabharata4 advises the king to be kind

aiid considerate to Dasas and Dasyus and even to recruit them into

the army. .Loyal and efficient military service, it is needless to say, is

an 'open sesame' not only to more political favours but. also to upward
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rise in social respectability. Even mixed marriages were encouraged in

the frontiers of newly occupied regions.
5 As a result not only the con-

cept of varna was extended to the newly absorbed aboriginals, who as

sudras formed the fourth varna but also the higher varnas lost their pu-

rity. TheJataka literature (300-200 B.C.) holds the Udica-brahmins are

superior to those of other regions.
6
In theAmbatta-suttaJ the Buddha

(500 B.C.) ridicules the claims ofa brahmin youth Ambatta to purity of

blood. In his Vajrasfid, Asvaghosa doubts the Aryan origin of even the

Vedic seers. There is a strong view that being in the stage of pastoral

nomadism, the early Aryans could not have sufficient surplus produce
to maintain a priestly class and hence the institution of priest-hood did

not develop among them. There was no probability of occupational
differentiation and its crystallisation among them. This is supported
by Kunhan Raja. On the other hand, most of the archaeologists are

of opinion that the Harappans were probably ruled by priest-kings.
The broken image of a man with an amulet on his forehead, a trifoil

designed upper cloth worn below the right arm and over the left shoul-

der (exactly in the position of jajnopaviita) with overgrown beard and

cleanly shaved head and upper lip looks like a typical priest. It is,

therefore, likely that the institution of priest-hood was adopted by the

Aryans from the Haxappans. The Vratyastoma was probably the ritual

at which the non-Aryan priests were admitted into the Aryan social

order. Asvaghosa's description of the Aryan sages gives rise to the

doubt whether they were not the priests of the respective totemistic

tribes of indigenous origin, like Acala, Kesapingala, Agastya, Kausika,
Vasistha and Visvamitra.8

In this context another piece of evidence from the Brahmanical
literature may also be considered. The Brahmanical literature con-

demns yatis or munis. But the PancavLopsa-Brahmana says that In-

dra took under his protection three yatis that survived the slaughter.
9

TheAtharva-veda mentions Vratyastoma, a sacrifice at which the

vratyas had to pay heavy daisi^as,
10
probably with the aim ofescaping

destruction and getting admitted into the Aryan fold. A.L. Basham
is of opinion that the vraty* of the Atharva-veda was a priest of
the non-Aryan fertility cult amd great efforts were made to convert

them to the Aryan faith like Acala, Kesapingala, Agastya, Kausika,
Vasistha and Visvajaaitra, and to find room for them in the orthodox
cult and the converted vratya, was probably responsible for the new
doctrines and practices which the Aryans gradually adopted.

11 Such
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of the non-Aryan priests that were admitted as brahmins were given

high-sounding gotras - Vasistha, Mathara, Gautama and Kausika.

The Santiparvan of the Mahabharata12 contains another interest-

ing piece of evidence as to the extension of the varna system. The epic

says that the Nisada king Kapavya was an observer of ksatra-dharma

(ksatradharmanupalaka) and lavishes praise on him as a protector of

the brahmin, the woman and the cow. It is already noted that the same

epic advises the Aryan king to recruit the neighbouring Dasa-Dasyus
into the axmy and it is needless to say military service or the profession
of arms was a passage into &?atra-varna. Thus the non-Aryan priests
and princes were admitted into brahmana and ksatriya varnas and the
rest into the vaisyas, which word means 'people in general'.

The extension of the varna concept to entire uon-Aryan races like

the Andhra makes an interesting study. The Brahinanical literature,

from the Aitareya-Brahmana down to the Epics and Puranas unani-

mously castigate the Andhras as mlecchas. 13 The Manudharma-sastra

(MDS) develops the concept of mixed castes or sajptirna-varna as a

powerful machinery to integrate the non-Aryan races into the caste

heirarchy. According to MDS, the Andhras are a mixed caste along
with medas born of a vaidehaka father by a fcaivrta and nisada woman
respectively and deserve to live outside villages.

14 But MDS includes

tribes and races like mallas, licchavis, abhiras and dravidas among
the mixed castes,

15 The medas who were mentioned by MDS, along
with the Andhras appear as a caste or an occupational group in Cen-
tral India during the medieval period. The inscriptions of Chande-
las who ruled over Bundelkha^4 mention- the medas are just above
the candalas.16 But historically speaking, none of the above tribes

ever appear in Indian society as a caste. The rnallas and licchavis

were republican tribes whereas the abhiras took their tribal name (as

Pallavas) as a dynamic name. TheMateya-purana knows the Andhras
both as a race (mlecchas) and as a dynasty (satavabanas). The fa-

mous sutrakaras, Bodhayana and Apastamba, who lived much earlier

than the compilation of MDS do not include the Andhras among the

mixed castes and, therefore, Manu's concept of mixed castes is not

adequate enough to explain the process of extending the varna system
to the races like the Andhras and Dravidas and inconsistent with the

historical developments as all the four rariias appear among the above

races by the time of its compilation (3rd century B.C.).
17
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As this process of acculturation was in steady progress, the famous

stttrai&ras, Bodhayana and Apastamba appeared and framed rules

and regulations with a view to regularise the newly forming social rela-

tions and established a stable and harmonious social order. These law

givers lived roughly between 450-250 B.C. and it is agreed that they
lived in the Deccan and South India most probably in Andhradesa.
About Bodhayaaa, Buhler says, "it must not be forgotten that most
of the best MSS of Baudhayaaa's Sutras are found in Southern India.

There are also some faint indications that the Andhra country is the

particular district to which Baudhayana belonged. For his repeated
references to voyages by sea and his rule regarding the duty payable
on goods imported by sea, show that he must have lived in a coastal
district, where sea-borne trade flourished and the fact that he uses the
Andhra recension of the Ta/^iwya-Aranjafca makes it probable that
he was an inhabitant of the Eastern Coast".

18
Bodhayana was famil-

iar with the customs like the cross-cousin marriages prevalent in the
South especially among the Andhras and gave official recognition to it

Though there prevails much ambiguity among scholars about the home
of Bodhayana, there is unanimity among scholars that Apastarpba
lived and framed his laws at the mouth of the river Godavari 19 The
meticulous care which these sutrakaras have exhibited in giving de-

^

one of

.

had thirty walledT
******

fc. Andfcas is**t^b?caU^^ Jhe nailitery .night of

victory of the king JJZfc. ?%8l "^ "^ describes *h
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with Caudragupta, the founder of the Mauryan dynasty, in his march
as far as Podiyil Hill in the Tinnevelley District in Tamilnad,

The recent archaeological discoveries fully support the literary ac-

count of Andhradesa. Excavations have brought to light ruins of

townships, at times fortified, all over Andhra, the most important

being Dhulikatta, Kotilingala, Pedabankur, Kondapur and Phanigiri

(Telangana), Virapuram, Satanikota (Rayalaslma), Dhanyakataka,

Bhattiprolu, Vaddanianu and other places
25

amply vindicating the ev-

idence of Megasthanes. The megalithic culture, clear traces of which
are found almost all over Andhra, was built by the producers of rice,

black and red ware and iron implements. Recent calculations point to

700-200 B.C. as the time of the megalithic culture iii South India.
26 At

Amaravati megaliths are found T below a minor stupa assigned to 2nd

century B.C. and therefore calculated to have been built during the 4th

century B.C.27 The iron implements and weapons and gold ornaments
found in the megaJlths indicate the advanced knowledge of the peo-

ple in working with inetals* At several places in Telangana such as

Kondapur evidence of smelting of iron and casting of steel is found.
28

The concentration of Asokan Edicts in the Raichur-Anantapur belt

suggests that the Mauryan imperial rulers had cast, their eyes on the

gold mines of the region which had been in operation since a long time.

In western Andhra was thus digging and working metals, the fer-

tile, coastal plains Abounded in agricultural products- Prom the east

coast, rice and cotton were exported across the sea since very early
times. Tbe BAfcEasesa-Jataia refers to the manufacture of textiles in

Andhra, Especially, the river Kre?a was navigable from its mouths

probably upto Dhtoyakataka. Recent excavations brought to light

a navigable canal dating back to the 4th century B.C.,
29

connecting

I>hanyakataka with the river. The aggression of Asofca on Kalinga was
motivated both the by political as well as economic considerations. In

those days Kalinga; extended upto the mouths of Godavarl and was

carrying on profitable trade with Tambapanni and Siibannadlpa, on
which Asoka desired to establish his control. Aadhradesa was con-

nected with Magadha by land routes - one from Assaka via Wulafca,

Vidarbha and Avanti and the other from Dhanyakataka along the coast

across Vengi, Kaliiga and Kosala. KautOya says that the Southern

Tiade Route was more profitable than even the Taxila Route as it

passes through important mines, Asoka is believed to have visited

Suvarnagiri from which he issued orders to the governor at Isila. He
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might have reached the place along the eastern route suggested by
the provenance of his records at Dhanyakafcaka, Rjulaman4agiri and

Yerragudi and the stupas of Salihundam, Vengi and Culiye attributed

to him by Yuan Chwang. The large quantities of NBP found in the ex-

cavations at Amaravati and Vaddamanu reinforce the views about the

commercial and cultural contacts between Magadha and Andhra,30

Growth of agriculture, development of crafts based upon agricultural

products and minerals and expansion of inland and maritime trade led

to the rise of rich gahapati, iamara and setti classes of people.

Such a multi-dimensional economic activity presupposes some sort

of social organisation and the protection of well-administered ,and

well-equipped state. The fortifications noted by Megasthanes sug-

gest not only accumulated wealth but also protection to it. One of

the classical writers, Arrian states that the Andhras had 30 states

or kingdoms, which might have formed around the thirty fortified

towns of Megasthanes. The historicity of some of these states is

borne out by literary and archaeological evidence. According to the

YajTO-purana, the kingdoms of Assaka and Mulaka were founded by
the Iksvaku princes from Ayodhya

3* whereas the Buddhist literature

calls them Andhra Janapadas.
32 The rule of the Sebakas33 (sabaras?)

and mahisatas34 respectively over the Karimnagar and Mahabool>

ijagar districts is evidenced by the discovery of their coins and at

times even seals. The Bhattiprolu records of the 3rd century B.C.

introduce to us Raja Kuberaka, son of Savira.
35

Bhattiprolu is held

identical with Pratlpalapura of Jaina Dharmamrta. According to the

work, during the 5th century B.C., an Iksvaku prince Yasodhara estab-

lished the kingdom of Pratipalapura,
36 The Buddhist establishment

of Vaddamanu was built at the instance of Raja Somaka37 whereas

the early inscriptions of Dhanya-kataka mention princes Avatama and

Sainaliya.
38 Most of these kingdoms gave enthusiastic support to Jain-

ism and Buddhism. The local Buddhist monks organised themselves

into Gosthis. The Bhattiprolu and Dhanyakataka records mention

s&pha
39 and vanda40 gothis respectively. Besides thegosfife, the in-

scriptions mention njgamas which were guilds of merchants. Thus
there were political (rajaa), economic (nigama) ajad religious (g<%$)
organisations, carrying on their activities co-operating with one au-

otjiea:. The paleography of these records and the NBP found in asso-

ciation with the records and the other pieces of evidence suggest that

these rulers were contemporaneous with imperial Mauryas who wisely

allowed them autonomy.
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The accounts of the sutrakaras and of the Buddhist and Jain lit-

eratures supported by inscriptions clearly suggest that there was
^com-

petition between Brahmanism and the non-Vedic religions, Jainism

and Buddhism for drawing the peoples of the Deccan into their re-

spective folds* The attractiveness of Buddhism or Jainism was that

it permitted a warrior to achieve legitimacy and Aryan respectability

without necessarily accepting the elements of contemporary peasant

culture with which Hindu sects had become associated at that time.

Flexibility was displayed by the sutrakaras in their injunctions. The

heterodox religious thus successfully fulfilled their historic mission of

narrowing down the racial differences between the Aryans and the

non-Aryans hi the South. Such a fluid situation could easily lubricate

the process of extending the Brahmaiiical social system to the South

Indian tribes. In the words of Grierson
wwe have the process before

our eyes. Animism is discovered to be orthodoxy. Local aboriginal

deities are discovered to be identical with Siva or some other member

of the Bralimanical pantheon and the distinction of caste is conferred

upon converts - the aboriginal customs and beliefs are at first left un-

touched and are allowed to develop themselves into oue of the many
branches of modern Hinduism."

42
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II. SATAVAHANA PERIOD

The scanty literary and epigraphical evidence does not give us a

clear picture of the brahmin caste during the age of the Satavahana

(220 B.C.- A.D. 225) and Iksvaku (225-300) periods. Some scholars
1

argue that the Satavahaaas were themselves brahmins. Their view is

based upon: 1) the performance of numerous Vedic sacrifices listed in

the Nanaghat record of Naganika by her royal consort, Satakarni, 2)

the description of Gautamiputra Satakarni
2
as abode of Yedic learning

nilaya), protector ofbrahmin families (dvijavarfckutumba-

vfyardhana) and more than all as e&abraAnjana, and 3) the brahmin

queens of the later Satavahanas. But it is hardly possible to recon-

cile the conflicting pieces of evidence and ascertain the caste of the

Satavahanas, While Gautamiputra claims to have destroyed the pride

and honour of the ksatriyas (isatrij'a-darpa-manapas'ajnana-iara), his

mother calls herself as rajarsi-vadhu, Though Naganika takes pride
in having participated in the Vedic sacrifices of her husband, her &-
ther's name "Tranakayairo' sounds un-Sanskritic and quite aborigmaL
The silence of the Satavahanas about their own gotra is conspicu-
ous even whik proclaiming the gottas of their mothers. It is clear

from all this Jbat the Satavahanas were neither true brahmins nor

true ksatriyas. The Kath&saritsagara
3 and the Dvafrimsatpuftalika

4

state that the Satavlthaaias were of low or mixed origin. It may be

. recalled that the Satavahanas might have been one of the several

Andhra totemistk tribes, particularly the Assafcas. The Avasyaka-
sutra of the Jaine claims that the early Satavahanas were Jains and
built a number ofJain temples in their capital Prati thana. Tbe reeent

discovery of Satavehana coins ill caves,
5
supposed to be Jain attest

to the
associafeiou_of Satavahaas with Jaiaism. The Buddhist work

Paiawauthadipani describes how Mahakatyayana, one of the princi-

pal disciples of the Buddha taught Buddhism to the king of Assaka*
6

These accounts suggest that the Satavahanas, one of -the early non-

Aryan tribes of Peccan gained admission into the Aryan fold through
, J^inism and Buddhism, whose historic mission had been to purl down
the racial and tribal barriers.

7
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The Satavahanas who had thus entered the Brahmanical fold soon

changed over to Bhagavatism as evidenced- by the Nanaghat inscrip-

tion of NSganika
8 which opens with the invocation of Sankarana and

Vasudeva, and by the name Kanha (Krsna) of the second king in

the dynasty. In view of the politico-religious developments in Ma-

gadha, i.e. the overthrow of the non-braiiminist Mauryas by the

brahmin Sungas, political expediency dictated that the Satavahanas

too should give up the non-brahmanical religions. They soon embraced

theistic Bhagavatism. As the brahmins had already reconciled with

Bhagavatism, Satakarni and Naganika gained eligibility for Vedic ritu-

als. The result was the ritualistic exubereuce matching his unbounded

enthusiasm springing from his newly won social status. Satakarni had

excelled his north Indian royal counterpart, Pusyamitra in performing
Vedic ritual, exhibiting probably the zeal of a new convert.

The successors of Satakarni, including Ekabrahmana never cared

for Vedic sacrifices. Nor do we find any inscriptions of Satavahanas

recording their patronage of brahmins. On the other hand Gau-

tamiputra and his son Vasistiputra subordinated religion to politics

and made gifts to Buddhist fraternities of the Nasik region, which the

former had conquered from the Ksaharathas and the latter was anx-

ious to save his patrimony from the Kardamakas.9 But the brahmins

became ^ager for matrimonial alliance with the Satavahanas. The aim
of such alliances appears to have been improving their own position

in society and to win royal support to the emerging neo-braamanism

against the atheistic religions. Brahmin families with prestigious go-
faas - Gautama, Vasistha and Kausika - did not hesitate to give their

daughters in marriage to the Satavahana kings, probably because as

noted above, ethnically both Ike castes were of the same stock. But
from such alliances, as it appears, the brahmins did not gain much.

However, the Satavahanas allowed their sons by the brahmin queens
to have the gotras of their mothers as prefixes to their names and prob-

ably nominated them as their successors to the throne. This appears
to be the reason for the nietronymicsj which were all Rsi-gotras of the

the later Satavahanas. The first off-spring of such a union was Gau-

taraiputra Satakarni who tried to rise to the expectations of the con-

temporary brahmins as indicated by his titles, which were atleast flat-

tering to brahmins: agamanani nilaya, vinivartita, caturvarna-sankara

and dvijavara-kutumba-rivardhana.
1

Especially the last of the titles

may even suggest that by that time the condition of brahmins was
not enviable. But some of these titles appear to have been mere
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boasts. None of the measures that Gautamiputra adopted to pro-
mote the interests of brahmin families is known. On the* other hand,
two of his inscriptions record his gifts to the Buddhists of the !S

7
asik

region. His title viniVartfte-caturvariia-sariiara is rendered meaning-
less by the marriage between his son Vasistlnputra Siva Sri and the

Saka (mleccha) princess Rudradamanika. 11
'

The Glthasaptasati, the

core of which was assigned to the Satavahana period makes only stray

aad indirect references to brahmins. In only one sfoia it notes sacri-

ficial fire and says that fire burns in a yajnasala
12

as well as a toddy

shop. Again there are two verses which refer to vrates,
13

in the per-

fornian^es of which the services of brahmins were probably required.

But the vrata which the sudras also could perform is a means of non-

brahmanisation of religion.
14

There is no evidence to say that the brahmins occupied high po-

sitions at the court. Even Gautamiputra had a vaisya minister, Siva-

gupta.
15 On the other hand, the gahapati and setti sections by virtue

of their command over the sources of wealth appear to have dominated

the court and the camp.
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III. POST-SATAVAHANA PERIOD

The post-Satavahana period saw the gradual amelioration of the

condition of brahmins. The short period of the Iksvaku rule of about

seventy years (AD. 225-300) appears to have been the trend-setter.

Fas-reaching developments in the economy together with the momen-

tous changes in religion had a profound impact on social relations in

favour of brahmins as a caste.

In fact there was a three pronged movement to promote the in-

terests of brahmins; 1) performance of Vedic rituals which reached

climax under Visnukundin Madhavavaraian, 2) temple building and

(3) appointing briihmins in civil and military service.

The Satavahana dynasty appears to have been overthrown in a

politico-religious revolution.
1 The founder of the Iksvaku indepen-

dence Vasisthlputra Sri Camtamula
2 endeared himselfto the brahmins

by performing numerous Vedic sacrifices including Asvamedia,Vaja-

peya, Agflistoma and Bahusiivaraa,
3 The discovery of asvamedia-

vedika among the ruins of Vijayapuri is a proof of Camtainula's sac-

rifices. These axe probably the earliest recorded Vedic sacrifices per-

formed on the Andhra soil The mefconymks of CamtaraiUa may sug-

gest that the brahmins of the region had already recognised the rising

political importance of the D^vakus and started courting their favour.

The marriage affiances with the brahmins might have improved the

social status of the Iksvakus and as in the case of Satakar^Naganifcl,

access to independentVolitical power should have induced CtotamOla

to establish his claim to the corresponding ritual purity by perform-

ing Vedic sacrifices. Whatever may be the motive of CaintamuJa,

brahmins must have been the beneficiaries of the Vedic ritual*. Ite

Vedic or brahmin scholars should have officiated at the rituals and re-

ceived rich rewards. Caintamula is fuither credited with giftmg hun-

dreds of thousands of ploughs (haJa), cattle (go) and crores of *****

(hiraxya-koti),
the lion's share of which also should have gon* to the

brahmins.
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Sri Camtamula was not only a sacrificer. He was a devoted wor-

shipper of Mahasena Virupaksa,
4 Mahasena is believed to have been

the guardian deity of Vijayapuri and there was a temple of Mahasena

guarding each of the citadel gates. The images of Mahasena and His

consort Sakti have been recovered from the ruins of a temple complex
at Vijayapuri. Not only the asvapiedha-vedika but also the temple of

Mahasena must have been built by Camtamula, but temple-building

activity gained momentum from about the middle of the reign of Ehu-^

vala Camtamula, The rapprochement between Brahmanism (ritual-

ism) and Bhagavatism (devotionalism) whose beginnings are traced in

the inscriptions of Naganika has thus recorded remarkable progress un-

der the Iksvakus at Vijayapuri. Though Bhagavatism was non-Vedic iu

its origin, the brahmanists, reconciled with it, as it was atleast theistic,

with the hope of checking the progress of non-theistic Buddhism and
Jaiuism. It was through Vaisnavism and Saivism that the Abhlras,

Yava&as, Sakas and mostly Kusans were absorbed into the fold of

neo-brahmanism^ The inscriptions of the time mention a number of

temples that sprang up in and around Vijayapuri. The temples of

Pupabhadra,
6
Atabhuja/ Saxvadeva,

a
'Nodagirisami,

9
Halaippura-

sami,
10

Bhutagrahaka,
11 and Jlvasivasvarm12 are mentioned hi the

records of the age. Besides, the ruins of atleast two temples of Goddess

Hariti and those of Yaksa Kubera have been located at Vijayapuri.

The brahmins -naturally became priests in these temples. Having
mastered the Agamas and Puranas and specialised in temple-ritual,
these brahmins known as Devalakas developed into a class by them-
selves as against the Vedic scholars that generally officiated at rituals

like Asvamedha. Land grants to the temples proliferated. It is in-

teresting to note that inscriptions of Ehuvalate reign record^3 the gift

of the villdge Pradoketain probably to a tenaple as that of afcsayanivj

of dinararma&ftfeas to the Buddhist sect of Aparasailas/ The brahmin

priests might have been the recipients of the land grants, managed
them and enjoyed their fruits.

^During the SStavahaaa period, land grants to religious institutions

in Andhra are very rare. The Satavahana state was based mainly upon
industrial and commercial economy. The artisan and merchant com-
munities were the chief contributors to the state exchequer and the
chief patrons of religious institutions. The records of the age men-
tion as many as 18 craft guilds and Afahanavfias and Setti-pamukhas.
The money econorqy of the age is testified by the large quantities
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of the Satavahana coins found all over Deccan. After Gautairiputra

Satakarni, the Satavahanas lost control over western ports and flow ol

taerchandise stopped from eastern Deccan - Andhra - to those ports.

The Roman empire which had been the major market for the Dec-

cani good's also passing through troublous times. In sgite
of tftc

-^oi^meat given to overseas trade by Pulamavi and Sn-Yajna as

indicated by their ship-marked coins, trade rapidly declined, wtacn

:

&d~ a tragic effect on the local industry. The excavations in tfce

Nagarjunakonda valley (Vijayapuri,
the capital of the Iksvakus) reveal

the poor state of industry." The compulsions of changed'

fnonuc
-situation made agriculture the basis of state economy.The

^

rulers

began to bestow unprecedented interest in promoting agriculture
as

evidenced by the gifts of Sri Camtamula which included hundreds ol

thousands of ploughs and cattle. Attention was being paid to improve

ater sources and teaces ofan imgational canal
15 have been u;

ia the Nagaxjuaakonda valley. The Abhira general Sivasepha

known as Mahananda, dug two tanks and laid a palm;

near SethagirL
16 The land and village grants to

_ _. . il _j A ^ **.*mAfinsirt

point to the change in the*^^
Buddhist institutions started receiving land ifts. Theuons sar

r (Krishna district) received several
nn^anas

of land

Govindavarman gifted the village of Penkapara to the

Mabadevl-vihara at Indrapalaaagaia.

of the V 'eved to*

SSom -U. nn. hi>~* ^e taken to have been a brahrmn.
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village as a number of rathakaras (JAHRS.XX). They belong to dif-

ferent gotras and caraizas, engaged in svadhyaya and being masters of

four Vedas. possessed the spiritual powers ofsapa 'curse* and anugraha
'bless'. The Kanukollu Sanskrit grant of Salarikayana Skandavarman

(ibid) registers another grant to rathakaras. There is a difference of

opinion about the interpretation of the word rathakara in the inscrip-

tions, Some like to take its common meaning: the caste of rathakaras,

but others prefer its etymological meaning: those who adopted the

profession of carpentry.

Since the later Vedic times, the rathakaras had become an influ-

ential section of the society as their profession gained importance as

war chariots, agricultural implements and means (vehicles) of trans-

port were in great demand. Though some of the texts included him
among the victims at Purusamedha, he could rise to the position of
rathln. The siHrataras are divided about his origin and status. The
Baudhayana-dharrna-sutra count him among mixed castes of vaisya fa-

ther and sudra mother (1.9,17) whereas Yajnavalkya-smiti (1.95) holds
him as an off-spring of mahisya (ksatriya-sudra) father and karana
(vsisya-sudra) mother. He is generally placed below the first three
varnas but above the sudras. Bodhayana allows him the right of up-
aaayaaa, but Apastamba denies it.

In Andhra the rathataras are mentioned for the first and the last
time only in the Kanukollu records. During medieval times the artisans
goldsmith (kaqxaS), blacksmith (kawnari), metajsmith (iancan), car-
pcater (va&angi) and masoa or sculptor (base) are known by the term
wratema. They traced their descent from sage visvakarman who
had received parasol, throne, etc., the insignia of authority from Lord
biva. in view of the sUtraJkaias

9

accounts of noa-brahinin origin of
the rathafciras aad the later history of those artisans as revealed by
T rCCOrd8' ifc Seems not reaso^We to hold that the rathakaras
above records were of die caste of carpenters.

Salankayanas, as seen, witnessed remarkable social and
de^lopments. The inscriptions reveal that the population

>
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ol distress,
22

It seems therefore reasonable to take the etymological

meaning of the term radiaJcSra, i.e. those who adopted the profession

of catpcntry, but not the popular meaning as rathakara caste. It may
be added that if the grant was made actually to the rathakara caste,

the phrase rathakaravidhanena. is not necessary.

However, according to the foregoing account, it appears that the

brahmin caste in Andhra came to be differentiated into three major

groups: i. Vedic scholars, iu temple priests and iii, state servants, aad

professional diversification thus led to sectarian differentiation.

The decline of industry and trade arid expansion of agriculture

brought about interesting socio-economic changes which had their im-

pact eVen on the religious situation iu the land. Most of the erstwhile

craft and trade guilds disintegrated. From the declining industrial and

commercial centres people who had depended upon them migrated to

the rising agricultural villages and the erstwhile artisans and mer-

chants turned into peasants who flocked to land.

Only those crafts whose production was essential for local con-

sumption were carried on by individual artisans in the new rural set-

ting. Ttade routes fell into disuse and the trade and industrial centres

- the fortified cities of the Mauryan and Satavaliana times -
languished

and gradually fell into ruins. Agricultural land was being alienated to

temples and priests. In consequence, the poor and the needy obtained

land on lease from its owners - temples and priests. As a result there

developed a class of tenant-cultivators, who were loyal to the insti-

tutions of temple and the brahmin-priest imbibe and patronise the

culture based upon and supported by them.

No other part of contemporary ladia can boast of suck unparal-

lelled exuberance of Vedic rituaUera during the period between AD.

225-500 as coastal Andhra* la almost every dynasty known as the

successors of the Satavahanas, there is at least one who performed
a horse sacrifice. The rituals of Sn Caintamula. have already been

noted, Sivaskandavarmaa2* wd Kumaravifiju
34 of the PajJavas and

Vijayadevavarman
25 of ths Salaakayana dynasty were As\fcmedfains.

The Vedic ritualism reacted climax under Visuukundin Madhava-

varnian. He first performed Snvarnagarbkamahadaxia which, indicat-

ing rebirth niay be taken as a purificatory ritual or a mechanism of

conversion. He performed it because his parents
- Govindavarniaji and
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Paramabhattarika were inclined to Buddhism. Having thus pu-

rified himself, he performed Suvarna,PaundarIka, Vajapeya,Yudhya>

SodasI^Rajasuya, Pradhiitiya and Prajapatya, besides eleven Asva-

medbas and hundred thousand kratus (agnistoma-kratusahasrayajin)

and thereby claimed the status of Paramesthi (paramesthitva)?^

It is not known whether Paramesthi himself performed all these

sacrifices.

These reasons for such overwhelming enthusiasm on the part of

the above rulers of coastal Andhra are not far to seek. Originally

they appear to have been either local aborigins or Indianised 'foreign-

ers' who entered the fold of civilised society either through Buddhism

or Bhagavatisrn, The case of the Iksvakus has already been noted.

The concensus among historians is that the Pallavas were an Indi-

anised foreign tribe who adopted the tribal name feahlavas)
a$ dy-

nastic appellation;
27 One strong view is that the Salankayanas .too

were a branch of a foreign tribe that had settled down in North West-

ern India long time back.28 The early Visnukundins are known Bud-

dhists, Later they claimed to have combined in themselves the splen-

'dour of brahmana and ksatriya castes brahma-ksatra-tejo-bhrtam.'
29

By virtue of political power they became k^atriyas and by champi-

oning braiimanism through the celebration of innumerable sacrifices

got recognition as brahmins* All these princely families sought the

good offices of brahmins, the custodians of brahmanical culture, in

whose power it was to recognise the social status of and confer ritual

purity on any one. The situation can be compared to the one prevailed

during the early Vedic period when the yatis and munis of non-Aryan
stock purchased protection and admission into the Aryan fold by pay-

ing heavy dai&inas at vratyastoma. The princes and brahmins were

& close alliance during this period for mutual advantage and Brai-

madeyas and agraharas-multiplied- all along the coastal Andhra from

the confines of Utfcala to the Boarders of Dravida. Having thus gained
theii objective, the princes undertook to protect the system 'of Varna
and Asrama.

The inscriptional data about the Brahmadeyas and Devabhogas
may be tabulated in the following way:
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The above tables reveal that after A,D 300 temple building activity

lost much of its earlier tempo. Temple building and temple gifts be-

came very rare. The claim of pro-Buddhist Viukujiclm Govindavar-

man that he had built innumerable temples
30

all over his kingdom is

not supported by archaeological evidence. By about this time, Bud-

dhism started declining and the brahmanists might have had a sense

of fulfilment. The purpose of reconciling with Bhagavatism had been

more than achieved and probably the brahmins tried to halt its fur-

ther progress. They preferred to remain Vedic scholars than to become

temple priests, as a stigma caine to be associated with the latter. The

Manudharma-sastra includes the devaJatas by which term the tem-

ple priests were known among the apapatras.
31 The Brhaanaradiya-

purana denounces the devalakas and wains that whoever that lives ou

the earnings of a devalaka would be condemned for hell for one fcdpa

and then would be born as a candala for hundred successive terms.

Moreover, Puranic theism on which temple culture was based was lib-

eral and gave a place in its system even to the sudras. The orthodox

Vedic scholar could not probably reconcile to the idea of the partic-

ipation of sudras, their own tenants or servants, along with them iu

temple ritual.

The proliferation of agrabaras/brahmadeyas
had tremendous socio-

economic impact, accelerating the process of acculturation. The agra-

haias formed the nucleus of agricultural expansion which brought the

aboriginals of the neighbouring of the forest and hill tracts into closer

contact with the .centres of civilized life,
32 and gradually absorbed

them into different strata of the society basing Ihrir respective po-

sitions in their tril>al organisation. Some of the brahmins we con*

across in inscriptions of the period sound more like aboriginal and

non-Sauskritic. Goginaja of the Kondamudi plates,
33

Gonandija of

the Maidavilu record
*

ai*d Kottisarman of Gorantla plates
35

record

are some ofsuch names. Interestingly the gotra of Goginaja is not men-

tioned which may indicate that his absorption into the brahmin caste is

not complete. Brahmins of Kasyapagotra are frequently met within in-

scriptions. Law Givers, especially Bodhayana suggests Kasyapagotra

for the social rehabilitation of lowly born people,
36 The brahmins of

the age had either toman or aiya as the suffix of their names which

mean 'vedic scholar' and 'respectable' respectively. But some brahmins

had both.toman and arya as suffix as in the case of Bhavaskanda-

saiiiajja and Bhatti-samajja of Dharikatura j>lates
37 which reveals

their anxiety to get recognition as high born Aryan brakmms.
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The brahmins of the age appear to have been the most mobile

section of the society. Vedic scholars went in search of patronage and

the movement was generally in the direction of the centres of political

power. However, many scholars are found migrating from Karma-

rastra to the north or south *is the former was politically disturbed

and was far away from the seats of power, Vengi and Kanci. Several

inscriptions of the period refer to such migrations. Devasarman of

Kondur resorted to Omgodu.
38 Camisarman proceeded to Cura where

he obtained 100 nivartanas of land, a house site and garden and set-

tled down.39 Sivasarman of Aid received Tundi from Vikraniendra40

whereas Bhavasarman of Kondamanci obtained Tandivada as an

agrahara*
1 from Prthvi-maharaja. A Bohogika of Acantapura mi-

grated to Kaliiiga where he was granted Kindoppa by Avantivarman.42

Migration to distant places and settlement among strangers might have

helped the brahmins to consolidate their newly won social status.

The brahmadeyas/agraharas developed into centres of Vedic schol-

arship and traditional culture. The brahmin is expected to engage
himself in panca-yagnas and sat-karmas. Among the brahmins there

were dvivedins^trivedins and catuivedins. The Polamuru grant men-
tions a Sivasarman who was a master of four Vedas.43 The Godavari

plates of Prthvimula describes 43 brahmins as belonging to Upadhyaya-
kula of the Atharvaveda*4 Besides the Vedas, the brahmins mastered

Upanisads, Vedangas, Dharma-sastras, Agamas, Puranas, Itihasas and

Darsanas, particularly Nyaya and Yoga. The Tandivada plates of

Prthvi-mahafaja mentions Btavasarman who was a master of 3000

vfdyas
45

. Hfe father Prthvisaxman was devoted to the study and teach-

ing of 3000 vidyas. Guptasarman of the ^edamaddali plates was thor-

ough with 70 commentaries on Tarka.46 Ghatikas were established and

patronised by the kings probably as appendices of agraharas, where
fourteen vidyas were taught.

47 As the study consisted of sravana 'hear-

ing', manana 'repetition' and dharana 'memorisation', learning was
scholastic and was far from being intellectual. As learning was by rote

and the subjects were not committed to writing much of the knowledge
of the age was lost to the posterity. It is not possible therefore what
the above 3000 vidyas were or who the authors of the 70 commentaries
on Tarka were.

The Ellura plates of Salaiikayana Vijayadevavarman
48

contains
a hint about the economic pattern of a Brahmadeya which might
have governed the others as well. While gifting 20 nivartanas of
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land to Gmjasarman, the king granted house sites to him and to hi*

servants/gate-keepers and to the tenants. Further, the record stipu-

lates that the tenants should pay half of the produce to the douee and

by implication the tenant could retain the other half for his mainte-

nance and to meet the cost of the next crop. Fifty per cent of the

produce appears to have been the standard share of the tenant, recog-

nised even by Law Givers. The tenant is therefore called the artha-siri.

The brahmin with his profound scholarship in traditional lore and

by his systematic pious life became the idol of his tenants and servants

that lived close to him. As he was the source of their sustenance, they

naturally developed loyalty towards him and supported the culture

for which lie stood. The Brahmadeyas/Agrafaaras thus became the

keystone of Coramandal culture. The life style of the brahmin influ-

enced that of the tenant-peasants who gradually adopted their daily

habits in the villages,
49 The Brahmadeyas and Agraharas thus became

strongholds of religious orthodoxy and radiating centres of Sanskrit

culture.
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CALUKYA PERIOD

The establishment of the Vengi or Eastern Calukyan Kingdom

(A.D. 624) is generally taken to mark the beginning of medieval period

in the history of Andhras. During the period are manifest most of the

features of medievalism, domination of economy by agriculture, alien-

ation of agricultural lands to religious institutions and administrative

or military officers, insular rural economy, internecine warfare, ad-

ministrative system geated to the military requirements of the State,

theologically inspired art, learning and literature and degeneracy of

religion into a bundle of superstitions.
1
Politically too it was an unfor-

tunate period in the history of Andhras. The kingdom of Vengi was

limited to the coast and the rest of Andhradesa became a part of the

empires of the Early Calukyas, the Rastrakutas and the later Calukyas

successively, which were ruled from capitals outside Andhra* Having
embraced the rich rice-producing deltas of Krsna and Godavari and

having command over a long seaboard, Vengi became prosperous and
excited the greed and jealousy erf the ambitious western empires. She

TOS, therefore, attacked frequently by them and at times reduced to

vassiJage,
2
All these political and socio-economic developments had

their own repercussions on the brahmin community which had passed
through during the period many vicissitudes of fortune.

The Calukyas having entered Andhra as conquerors followed a cau-
tkms two-fold policy to consolidate their authority: i. conciliate the
local military chiefe a$d iafcrffectnal leaders, and ii. import sortie of
the abo*e sections ofpeople frfrte their dative land, so that there could
be built ap pockeis of fcyal% aad sappbart to their authority, Pu-
lakarfia H Mmself appears to have initiated the policy. According to
hie Marator *eco*d

3
PnfeJresin granted that village to a group ofeleven

t*aa*& and added to the territory dF Atakuraja of Mangalanilaya,
is kfc|tfi8ed with Mangalagiri is Guntur district as the other
Kolter and Mara|0r meaiioaed ip the record are in the same

may be the safiae as fo%al^ya of the Nagarjunakonda
of the 3rf-4tt uaHqrie0 AjJ.^ But some scholaxs prefer to.

identify Aiukur^i wilh the Ufd of Atupa in the western parts
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Calukyan empire
5 and there is some support to the identification as it

is stated in the record that Alukuraja met Pulakesiu of Kollur after a

long and arduous journey even dispensing "vvich food on certain days.

As it is stated that Pulakesin granted the agra&ara on the recommen-

dation of his queen, it may also be assumed that even the brahmins

too were immigrants from Karnataka. It appears therefore that with

Calukyan conquest, Andhradesa was exposed to the immigration of

princely and priestly classes from outside.

Kubja Visnu whom Pulakesin appointed as his Governor over Vengi

continued his brother's policy. He took into his service Buddhavar-

man who was a Durjaya.
6 The latter might have been a scion of the

Durjaya family of Pithapur whom Pulakesin had defeated in the bat-

tle of Kunala. Atavi Durjaya was another general in Kubja Visnu's

service.
7
His name which means 'irresistible in forest' suggests that

he was the leader of a forest tribe, probably in the Kalinga region.

The Cipurupalli plates
8
say the Atavi Durjaya belonged to the Mat-

sya family. It may therefore be said that he belonged to the family

of fish totem or to the family of fisherman (besta) caste.
Thesis

no

basis for the assumption of R.N. Nandi that be was a brahmin.
9

The process of acculturation assumed new and interesting dimen-

\ sioiis under Jayasimha, the son and successor of Kubja Visnu. 3aya~

sirnha was an ambitious king who extended the southern frontier of the

Wngi Kingdom into the Boya Kottams.
10 The boyas were no doubt

an aboriginal tribe but. interposed between the Pallava and Calukya

Kingdoms, thoy could not remain in a stage of savagery. The word

Koftam means either a territorial division
11

or a fortified settlement

and it suggests that the boyas had already organised themselves po-

liticaBy into tribal states each around a fortified town. Even socially

as their na*nes such as Alabqya (cow-boya), Dudiboya (cotton-boya),

Manduboya (medicine-boya) and Koilboya (temple-boya) reveal, they

were organised into occupational groups.
13

More than all, the term, pri*iivi-vy%ira which is believed to be

tho name of a boya chieftain
13 would reveal the love of the bovas for

Sanskritisation. The great Sanskrit writer of the 7th century,
Da^n

who is said to have composed his Dasakuniaracantra at the PalUna

court wails over the deplorable plight of the brahmms who had to

live among the forest tribals,
14

eating their food. These brahmms
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TOM compelled to live in the Doyakof(aim, teaching the boyas Sanskrit

and training them in religious practices,

In imitation of the brahmins of the neighbouring regions, the boya

priests might have taken the goteas of the brahmins of more likely the

gotrasof their brahmin teachers. D,N, Majumdar draws our attention

to the aboriginal societies in North India that live hi the periphery

of the Brahminical society adopting Brahmanical gotras. Some of the

Gond clans of Madhya Pradesh call themselves as oponymous groups

of Kasyapa and Sandilya,
15 A more interesting instance comes from

an inscription of Kakatiya Ganapati's reign.
16 A certain Somamantri

claims to have belonged to the lineage of Bharadvaja-muni. He does

not claim Bharadvaja-gotra biit says that his ancestors were worship-

pers of gods and brahmins. Evidently, Somalia was of non-brahmin

origin but was unable to identify himself with any of the politically

rising castes - Velama, Red<*li and Kapu. By virtue of his office he took

the suffix mantri and tried to fabricate a Rsi lineage for himself.

Jayasimha conquered the boyakottams but left the task of con-

solidating the Calukyan authority there to his successors who car-

ried the policy which Visnuvardhana had followed in Vengi into the

boyakottam. The records of his immediate successors, the Kondanagur

grant of Indravaiman,
17

the Reyur grant of Visnuvardhana18 and

the Candgdur record19 of Sarvalokasraya Mangi contain the names
of brahmin donees which end in the suffix -boya. These appear to

have been boya priests whom the Calukyan rulers enticed with land

grafts to settle in Karmara^tra which was an integral part of the Vengi

kingdom. The names of the donees in these grants reveal the process
of acculturation. In the Reyur grant the names of the donees end
in the Brahmanical suffix -sarman which means Vedic scholar. They
are further described as Ala-boya, Mandu-boya, Dudi-boya, Koil-boya.

which might have been their family names derived from their erst-

\vhile occupations or as Lajtalur-faoya, Rampur-boya, Cantur-boya,

Katmur-boya, Muddanur-boya and the like with reference to the vil-

lages from which they hailed. The Candalfir grant recognises the high
soclo-ecoiiomic status of the boyas in the village by inviting them to

be witnesses to the gift. Wil.hia a short time of thirty years more
than seventy boya brahmins were settled in Karmarastra which may
indicate the first attempt of the Eastern Calukyas to break up the

boya concentration in the Kottams and their hope to get the boyas
reconciled to their newly established rule through the good offices of
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their own priests. The Eastern Ctiukyew might have further expected
that the boya brahmin villages within Karmar&sfra but adjacent to

Boyavihlradda might even serve as the buffers between their own
kingdom and the troublesome Kottams or the Pallava kingdom.

The boya priests too readily, as it appears, accepted the alluring
offers with a two-fold hope: improving their economic status and going

higher up in social heirarchy and gain equality of ritual purity with the

brahmins of the traditional
6 4Hindu' order, which would be very easy

in distant lands among strangers, and with the support of the king or

his officers. They were not disappointed is demonstrated by the Reyur
grant which added the suffix -sannan to their aboriginal names such
as badi, pa/a, jetti, eddonda, gobota, etc. In the Kondanagur record

there is one Somayajulu among the witnesses, simply demonstrating
the ritual status which the boya priests had already gained.

In the Korraparru grant of Vijayaditya II (A.D. 8Q8-&47)
20 we come

across brahmins with peculiar names with the suffix -sarman. They are

veiiaa, cafi, vida, mavindi, gunja, badadi. B.V. Krishna Rao remarks

that "the names are very peculiar. They have long ago fallen into

disuse, but it will be an interesting study for the linguist to trace

the origin of these curious names to the Prakrit names of the earlier

period. Some of the village names (from which they had hailed) too

are peculiar,'"
21

It may be recalled that Vijayaditya II who had the

title
;

Narendra-nirgaraja' is said to have fought 108 battles22 with his

younger brother Bhlma Saluki and his allies the Rastrakutas and hence

the troubled condition of the kingdom was favourable for acculturation

and unless otherwise proved the above names may be taken to be non-

Sanskritic and of some tribal priests who had been absorbed into caste

lieirarchy.

Not only the names of brahmins and their villages are peculiar.

The names even of some of the officers sound strange, betraying prob-

ably their aboriginal ojigin. We have seen the case of Atavi Durjaya.
Kala Kampa is also a strange name. Mangiyuvaraja had a dutaka by
name Nissaranoijji who carried out the order of the king records in the

Nutulaparru grant.
23

According to the Peakaparru grant
24

Jayasimha-

vallabha II (A.D. 706-18} gifted four (nivartanas) of laud to Era Drona

Sarxnan at the request of a certain Gobbadi, who might have been

been a Calukyan feudatory or officer. The first word era in the name
of Drona Sarman also is not Sanskrit and a popular name among the
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aboriginals, In the service of Visnuvardhana III (A,D, 719-55) there

were dutakas or the ajfiapatis of his records whose names are Nis-

saramixuii and Eriyama \vlio was also known probably as Kata Eriya

battaya,
25

It is, therefore, quite evident that like the boyas many other

aboriginals had been absorbed gradually into the traditional social or-

der during the early days of the Eastern Calukyan rule.

This process continued till about the middle of the 9th century AJX
R.N. Nandi cites the case of the Krovi family.

26 The word krovi means
a shrub with red fruits (Bryonia grandis). Gundamayya and Musiyya
of the family who received land from Arnmaraja II

27 and acculterated

with the brahmins received Bharadvaja-gotra and were absorbed into

the traditional order.

One important result of the acculturation leading to the absorption

of the aboriginals was increase in Brahmin population. The inscrip-

tions of the period give an eloquent testimony to this development,

which can be observed from the following table:
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Another interesting result was the horizontal movement of the

brahmin community. The migration of brahmin families might be

due to the stress of increased population. More interesting is the fact

that migrations took place mostly from Karmaiastra northwards, i.e.

to Vengirastra and Gudrakara. It is also likely that the traditional

brahmin families could not reconcile to the absorption of the boya-
brahmins into their own order and left their homes. The tables IV
and V on pages 145-148 reveal the rise of temple culture and its ef-

fects.

Rise of Temple Culture & its effects

From about the middle of the 8th century A.D. Andhra witnessed

remarkable socio-religious developments. Since the Calukyan con-

quest, Jainism had made steady progress in Andhradesa. All those

sections of people - the peasant, artisan and merchant classes who
had earlier patronised Buddhism became enthusiastic about Jainism.

The Vedic orthodoxy of the Brahmins might have once again driven

them into the fold of another heterodox religion* Even several brahmin
families, disgusted probably with the exclusiveness of their own caste

preferred the Jain cosmopolitanism. It appears that Jainism also fol-

lowed a clever policy. It recognised the ritual status of the brahmin28

promising the stidra at the same time rise to higher social status* ap-

proaching almost ritual purity
29

. The earliest epigraphical reference
in clear terms to the prevalence of Jainism in Andhra comes from
the Misinikun4a plates of Visnuvardhana III (A.D. 624-4J42).

30 The
Rastrakuta who overthrew the Calufcyas of Badami by about AD. 750
and their subordinates like the Calukyas of Vemulavada were great
patrons of Jainism31 and innumerable Jain centres sprang up all over
Andhra. The liberal social outlook of Jainism the royal patronage it

was enjoying, the profound and subtle logic of its Acaryas and its adop-
tion of vernaculars to propagate their religion posed a serious threat
to the exclusiveness of the Vedic scholars32 so far confine themselves
to their agraharas. They were, therefore, forced to shake off their com-
plascency and devise ways of saving not only their economic condition
but also their status iii society.

The first step in the direction was to reinvigorate and uphold
puranic theism to counter-balance the menacing influence of Jainisra.
It is interesting to note that till about the middle of the 8th cen-
tury A.D,, the Vengi Calukyan records are silent about temple building
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and temple gifts. The earliest vefcraacvu during this period to tem-

ples come from the records of Vi;$uvardhaua III who had renewed

the giant of Mu^inikuncla to the Neduvnbi Jam \asadi, The Se-

lap4u lithic record33 of the reigu notes a private grant to a temple,

of which the details are not available. The Ahadanakaram record34

assignable to the same reign mentions the gift of the village named

Bejttduvadalanadimipajtana to the temple of Karigalla Vodiayai of

PftbvipaUavapattana by a local merchant guild. The name of the god,

Karigai|a Vagayai betrays Tamil influence and Prithvipallavapattajgai

in kU probability was a colony of Tamil merchants. The village isiden-

tified with Pallapatla in Bepalle taluk, Guntur district, which is not

for off from the searcoast.
35 Kari (galla) Vodayar may mean the Black

Lord or Lord Krsjjta and the temple might have been built by the Tamil

merchants. In Tamilnad, it was a period of vigorous theistic activity

by (Vaisnavite) Alvars and (Saivite) A
r
ayaiiars under whose influence

the Jains and Buddhists were even persecuted.
36 The Ahadanakarain

record may therefore be taken to contain the earliest reference to the

.^influence of Tamil Vaisaiavism on coastal Andhra,

Gradually temple gained importance, eclipsing the agrahara. Nare-

ndramrgaraja Vijayaditya II (AJ>. 818-846) claims to have built 108

Siva temples,
37 one on each of the sites where he fought his agnates

and their allies, the Ratrakutas. Another great warrior king among

the Vengi Calukya&is Calukya Bhlma I (A.D. 892-922) who is said to

have built the famous temples of the five great aramas - Amaravati,

Dakarama, Bhimaxama, {ftrbSn* and Calukyarama besides the

Coda Bhlmesvaxa' temples of Cebrolu.
38 One of his officers Cattapa

is kiiown to have built the Parthivesvara temple on the Indrakila lull

at Bezwada.^ It was probably the beginning of Bezwada as a &uvite

Jcseera. Thus the attention of the rulers and people was diverted from

the Vedic scholax and the system he stood for to the maintenance of

temple and promotion of its culture. Earlier mostly the rulers evinced

interest in upholding the culture of brabrnadey* whereas from A.D. 750

both the rulers and more than the rulers, th^^e^
in promoting the culture of devabhogas as indicated by the

and Ahadanakaram records

The political deployments
of the period abo tended to redu Ae
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A.D. 750 had further adversely affected the political situation in Vengi,

Taking advantage of the family feuds at Vengi, the Rastraktitas made
constant efforts to reduce that kingdom to vassalage. The aggres-
sive imperialism of the Rastrakutas therefore increased the military

requirements of Vengi, which had to concentrate on building up its

resources.
40

In consequence, the rulers of Vengi showed great concern

for creating military fiefs than adding to the number of Brahmadeyas.
Such a process which was started during the reign of Gunaga gained

greater momentum as the conflict with the Rastrakutas grew more
aad more fierce.

The brahmins too could understand the changed situation and
realised that they had two alternatives before them. Either to migrate
to places where they could find patronage to their scholarship or to

come out of their scholarly exclusiveness and accept state service - at

the court and in the camp.

Brahmin migrations

Large scale brahmin migrations are observed from about the mid-
dle of the 8th century, from coastal Andhra, especially KarxnarSstra,
where there was an excessive concentration of brahmin settlements

during the earlier period. Added to the socio-religious and political

developments frequent military operations and the pressure of rising

population might have caused these migrations.

The Taio^atottam plates
41

of the Pallava king Vijaya Nandivar-

man record the gift of several villages in Tamilnadu to Vedic schol-

ars, as many as 204. Among them there were 104 Caturvedins, 20

Tnvedinsi 20 Sadangavids and others were Bhattas and Karmavids.

They had hailed from several villages, the names of which correspond
to the names of those in Vengi and Karmarastra, They are: T&nukkil

(Tanuku), Karambicedu (Karamcedu), IraikondCLru, Irugaj3,di,

Nambtiru, Karaajai (Kaj), Pmukiparoi (Penkaparru), Velipiru
(Velpur), Popaxru, Nuttilaparru (Nutulapamt), Vangiparru, Attam-
barru, Mudiparru, Viriparru (Vipparla) and Arasaparru (Asanapura).
The Vedic scholars of Vengi might have been attacted to Kafcci which
had already established a~wide reputation as a centre of Vedic leaxu-

ing and they expected patronage from the Pallavas. It is further in-

teresting to note that a large number of the villages now held by the
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3rivaiij,ava families m T&milmuiu *;:ui ,>s Vaugipari-i, Karaihbicedu,

PutnGr, Urputtfcr, Settalur (Satulfir), Vlravalli ad Kundur arc the

villages In Audhradesa. It is probable that the above Ve<lic scholars

built these villages and their descendeuts embraced Vaisnavism dur-

ing the time of Ramanuja. It is also likely that the presence of these

Vedic_
scholars in Tamilnadu was largely responsible for the emergence

of Srivaisnavism of Ramanuja as an approachment between Vedism
and the devotionalism of Tamil Prabandha.

Again several brahmin families migrated to the west and distin-

guished themselves in different fields of activity. Many of such

families were Jains, In fact they could not find favour with the Eastern

Calukyas, most of whom were stout champions of Brahmanism and

now hopeful of patronage from the Rastrakutas. their subordinates

and their successors, the later Calukyas (of Kalyan). The KaiRyat of

Warangal
42

says that as Rajarajanarendra launched a vigorous policy

of persecution (probably under the influence of the Colas), many Jain

families migrated to Anmakonda from Rajamahendravaram.

The first great poets in Kannada were Pampa, Nagavarman I and

lonna who were Jain brahmin emigrants from Karmarastra.
43 The

family of Pampa lived originally hi Vangiparru near Guntur and his

grand-father was a Somayajin, His father Bhlraana might have be-

come a Jain and he left his native place for Vemulavada where at

the Court of Arikesari II (A,D. 940-55) Painpa composed the Kan-

nada Mahabharata and thus won the honour of becoming the first

poet hi that language. Another great Kannada poet also claimed

to have been a native of Vangiparru, 'one of the seven delightful

villages of Vengivisaya'. Ponna migrated from Pumganur in Kain-

nianadu to the Rastrakiita court where he was honoured by Krsna III

with the title ubhayakavicakravaiti. One of the ministers of Krsna

III was Gajankusa whose original name was Narayana
44 and he too

is held to be a Telugu emigrant. Several inscriptions from the dis-

tricts of Dharwar, Hasan, Chitradurg, Chikmagalur and
Mysore^re-

fer to fcammarbrahmins. Vennaya-bhatta, the Mahasenadhipati of

Calukya Vikramaditya V (A.D. 1010) was of Kammakula.
45 Sarvadeva

and Camun4araya^the generals of Vikramaditya VI were of the same

Jtula.
46 Rfore interesting is the history of the family of Basavesvara, the

rounder of Vlrasaivism. His father Madiraja was the Chief of Baza-

wada (purawradliSrara).
In the poem, (Basavaraja-devara-ragale) ,

Madiraja k described as belonging to kamma-kula. In this connection,
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P.B. Desai remarks48 that Karama-nlelu "roughly comprised the north-
ern part of Nellore district and the southern part of the Guntur dis-

trict. The emigrants of this area consisting of a community of the

family units by themselves were apparently styled with reference to

their original territory as belonging to Kamma-kula. Durgasiipha (c.

1025 A.D.) an eminent scholar and author of Kannada Pancatantra
was a scion of Kamma-kula. The famed poet Janna (1209 A.D.) is de-

scribed as of Kammavanisa ...faithful emigrants (from Kamma-rastm)
made memorable contributions to the language, literature and religion
of Karnataka. Among such Basavesvara stands out foremost."

Incidentally it may also be noted that the family of Gangadhara,
the minister of Rudradeva migrated to the Anmakon,da region from
the agraiara of Vellaki in Vengi. The family might have left their

native agraiara three generations earlier and sought service under the

Ivakatiyas. Gangadhara joined service under Prola II and rose to the

position of minister under Rudradeva.49

In State service: -

'

. /'.

Brahmins probably with a lesser spirit of enterprise joined the

service of the Eastern Calukyas but it is interesting to note that they

distinguished themselves as valiant generals and had to their credit

astounding military exploits.

Gu^aga Vijayaditya had in his army several brahmin generals, of
which the family of Kadeyaraya stands out prominent. Kadleyaraya is

the Prakrit form of Katakaraja, which means officer in charge of mili-

tary camp which in other words means commander-in~chiel50 His fa-

ther was Bhattakala, which word means Kala (Yarna) among Bhattas

(brahmins) and suggests that he too was a distinguished soldier. Kade-
yaraya laid down his life on the battle-field while fighting by the side
D his lord. His son, Panduranga succeeded him as the commander-in-
diief of Gunaga's army and had won most of the victories which axe

usually Ascribed to Ounaga. He raised to the ground the battlements of

Kattam, burnt down Nellore Pattana, the strongholds of the boyas and
shattered the boya concentration in the region.

51 He was the leader of
;he great Lahala expedition, in the course of which he inflicted crush-

.ng defeats on the Rastrakutas and their allies the Ceidis and reduced

3akrakutapura, Kiranapura and Acalapura to ashes, thus enabling his

.naster to assume the pround title
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Vinayidisarnian was another brShniin general in Gu^aga's
service*

53 Besides being well-versed in the Vedas and Ved&ng&St

Vinayidisarman appears to have been a master of logistics. In the bat-

tle against the Nolambas, Vinayidi's timely advice turned a threatened

defeat into a victory and Gunaga expressed his gratitude by granting
him the village of Tan4aparu in Gudrahara-visaya. Rajaditya was the

other brave brahmin general who served Gunaga.
54 He was an immi-

grant from Tondai-mandalam. His father Kumarainurti was the com-

mander of king Kaduvetti (probably a local Cola chieftain). Rajaditya
rendered valuable service to Gunaga on the battle field, in recognition
of which Gunaga granted him the village of Katlaparu, as a tax-free

agrahara.

Calukya Bhima had a number of brahmin generals in his service.

Kadeyaraja, probably grandson of Panduraiiga was the Commander-

in-Chief of Bhimas' armies. His cousins Ayyaparaja and Bijayaraja

also held the positions of generals. Rangadhi Kakkara of Kaundinya-

gotra and son of Vidisarman took active part in most of the battles

of Bhima. Bhima openly acknowledged the services of Kakkara when

he granted him the village of Pandipaka by declaring asmat-khadga-

ivahaya-Jiirnftte.
55

Besides, Kakkara was made the lord of 18 neighbour-

ing villages. Two brahmin generals Viddamayya Gundamarebhatta

were in the army of Calukya Bhima II.
56 The former who had hailed

from Vangiparu was steadfast in his loyalty and service to Bhima

throughout the civil war and received as reward the village of Digu-

baru. Gu^amabhatta is said to have pleased the king in both the

royal council and the battle field.

Brahmins held several offices under Ammaraja II (A.D.

Katakadhipati Vijayaditya Durgaxaja was the conunander-in-chief of

Ammaraja II.
57

Durgaraja appears to have belonged to the family

of KadeyarlyarPanduranga of Gunaga's times. One of his predeces-

sors was Paiujuranga who held the post of KatakarSja under Calukya

Blunia. Durgaraja was called mahasamanta and enjoyed the honour of

using the pancamahas&bdas at public places. His fiefextended between

the rivers Svarriamukbi and Gundlakainma with Kandukur as its head-

quarters, He had Musiyasarman of Krovi family and Bhaxadvajargotra

as his minister. Durg&raja built Durgarajapattana which is presently

called Arnmgam. Another distinguished brahmin officer in the ser-

vice of Ammraja II, Kuppanayya of the Mitrayu (maitreya)
58-

gotra.

He is described as a devoted amatya and samanta. Kuppanayya was
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a native of Rucipatu i\Iahagrflma and received from the king the vil-

lages of T&icleru and Betipundi in PSvunaravi?aya,

Koramiya of Kasyapa-gotra was the Srikaranamukhya-suvarna-

bhandagarika of Ammaraja.
59 The members of the family are de-

scribed as hereditary officers in the service of the Calukyas, Koramiya
in particular was a man of excellent qualities and character, discerning

intellect, devoted and loyal to the king. Ammaraja granted him the

village of Yelavaru in Karnmanadu.

It may be added that the pressure of constant warfare in which

Ammaraja was involved appears to have compelled him to set up a
network of Samantas who could look after the local administration,
maintain armies and held him in his wars against his hostile agnates
and their foreign enemies* The Vengi Calukyan kingdom thus acquired
feudal character under Axumaraja II. Durgaraja was even allowed to

enjoy royal insigia (paficamahasabdas). Both Durgaraja and Kup-
panayya built and patronised temples by themselves, Kuppanayya
who had the title vipraqarayana built the temple of Kuppesvara at

Daksarajna, whereas Durgaraja built the Katakabbarana Jinalaya.

.Vimaladitya was ably served by a number of able brahmin officers.

Nrpafcama
60 was his dandanayaka and GajasahinI, whereas Racarya

Pedderi held the post of Katakadhls'a or the superintendent of the

capital city. However, the most important of the brahmin officers was

Vajjiya-preggada
6* who was the Prime Minister and CoramandeMn-

Chief of Vimaladitya. He appears to have been the last of the series'

of brahmin officers hi the service of the Eastern Calukyas. By his

statesmanship and diplomacy, Vajjiya helped Vimaladitya in consol-
idating his authority on Vengi and extending his sway over Po$tapi
which was given to the loyal Mudigonda Calukyan chiefs. Out of
gratitude, Vimaladitya almost shared his power with Vajjiya, He
granted the Preggada special distinction of royalty, the saptangasand conferred on Sim the supreme honour of the state, namely the
use of mayurapinch* (white patasol) and Srldrara- ornamental Sn*al
arch

like_the naaiaratorana in the forefront. Vajjiya was described to
poet Bhimanabhaf|* (son of Racaya Pedderi) as budfei^xrfcffia,

ni and saujaaj-arataafera. Vimaladitya granted*.

the village of Sanasfchipudi together with Paruvala. Bhlmanabhatta
says that there was, there is and there will be no god like BMmtoatha
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of Daksarama, no king like that of Vengi and no minister like Vajra-

preggada.

By the time of Vimaladitya, the Veiigi Calukyan kingdom as-

sumed atleast politically the characteristics of a feudal state. There
was a network of Samantas consisting of the Durjayas, Haihayas,
Pattavardhanis, Mudigonda Calukyas and probably the Matsyas which
was hoped to serve as a bulwark to the Vengi Calukyan authority. In

addition, there were created a number of military fieds held by officers

and self-governing brahmin agraharas all of which worked for extreme
decentralisation of authority. Ammaraja II and Vimaladitya were gen-
erous even to share their authority with the officers of distinction and

loyalty. Ammaraja allowed Durgaraja to use the paiicamahasabdas
whereas Vimaladitya. granted the saptangas and SndvSra to Vajjiya-

preggada. Officers like Durgaraja and Kuppanayya built temples in

their own name and patronised them. Durgaraja built Katakabharana-

jinalaya whereas Kuppanayya built at Draksarama the temple of

Kuppesvara and was praised as viprauarayana,
62 'God Narayana for

the brahmins'.

Sectarianism

The multifarious developments which the land witnessed broke up
tlie unity of the brahmin caste and led to the growth of sectarian-

ism. The emergence of feudal principalities in the wake of the de-

clining Vengi Calukyan kingdom and the mutual wars between them
generated among peole narrow loyalties limited to their own terri-

'torialdeivision or nadu* These differences were reinforced by mar-

riage traditions dominated by endogamy. Of all such territorial di-

visions Kamma-naxju, Vela^nadu and Aruvela-nadu (satsahasramaii-

daJa) were the most prominent as they formed the core region of king-
dom of Candol, ruled by Durjayas, the most powerful of the ruling fam-
ilies who exercised authority over the entire coastal Andhra, first as the

viceroys of Calukya-Colas of Tanjore and later as independent rulers.

The people of these region$ began to describe themselves with refer-

ence to the region of their nativity. Several inscriptions from coastal

Andhra and western Andhra refer to Kamma-brahniins 'brahmins
of Kanuna-nadu.63 Today kammanati-brahmins are not found in the
coastal Andhra* As Kamma-nadu, Vela-nadu and Aruvela-nadu were

overlapping, it is likely that they got merged in the Velanati and
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Aruvela-na^i sects. Even the agricultural castes or the pa$Ja-kfipus

(especially velamas and kainmas) came to be differentiated on regional

basis.

The brahmins mentioned above were also divided on the basis of

the profession they adopted. Those who took to socio-religious or

priestly occupations settled down as vaidikas as those who .accepted

state service - secular occupations - became aiyogis (which word means

employed). The former were distinguished by the suffixes peddi, arya>

bhatta and suri and the latter added the suffix preggacfa or mantri or

amatya or raju to their names. These occupational divisions in fact

cut across the territorial boundaries as both vaidikas and niyogis are

found all over the land. However the niyogis are generally qualified by
the territorial name aiuvela probably because the satsahasra-mandlala

was the nucleus of the sect. That this division vaidika and niyoga did

not grow rigid even by the Kabatiya period as evidenced by the case of

Gangadhara. His was a family of Vedic scholars who had migrated to

Telanga^a from the agraiara of Vellekki in Vengi. Having become a

minister, Gangadhara received the insignia of his office (myogavrtti)
64

and ultimately became Gangaraju. Many families might have under-

gone such a transformation during the period.

Several sections of brahmins who could not traverse the path ei-

ther of Kumarila (Mlmainsa) or of Samkara (Vedanta) accepted the

devotional path of Saivisin. The different sects of Saivism -
Pasupata,

Kalamukha, Suddhasaiva or Golagi were merged in the Aradhya. sys^
tern of Mallika*juna.-pandita and the aradhyas formed a prominent
sect among the Andhra brahmins. The system became agreeable to

brahmins as it did not totally repudiate Brahtnanism but brought it

into compromise with Bhagavatism, Mallikarjuna is said to have de-

clared to Basava that he could neither give up his love for devotion
nor his association with Brahmanism. Thijs approchment reflects in

the principles and practices of the aradhaya brahmins. They "wear
the sacr$d thread and the linga and worship Ga^apati* They adopt
the Lingayat forms in private worship but intermarry with sjnarte-

brahiwns and will &ot done with other I46g^yats". They perform
sraddha to their pitfs but do not use ius$ grass and seasamum (tUa)
and with TajSopavi^a in the apa^avya position* Their widows do not
have tonsure but,weax only white plofches,

tt
ln sjaort they axe best

regarded semi-lingayats (virasaivas), half converted
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Vai^navism had spread rapidly among the fourth caste after R&nfi-

nuja, but was limited only to small sections of brahmins. But even

these Vaisnava brahmins were divided into Srivaisnava and Vaikhanasa

sects. An inscription frorn Bapatla
66 dated in A.D. 1023, i.e. earlier

than Rainanuja, mentions Srivaisnavas. The record makes it clear that

; Ramanuja was not the originator of the system but he perfected and

l>rpad-based it so that it could command wide popularity. Most of

the;former were immigrants from Tamilnadu and sought employment

-mainly as temple priests. The latter claimed descent from the Vedic

seat Vikahanasas and that their system is Brahmauical. Famous tem-

ples
like Tirupafci, Simhachalam and Srikurmam are the big centres of

Srivaisnava concentration. Besides the srivaisnavas, there are nambis

among the priests in Vaisnava temples and the distinction between the

two is pointed out in several temple inscriptions.
67 The srivaisnavas

had their m&thas and kutas attached to temples and the poiitifs used

to undertake tours of prosylatisation.

Econimic condition of brahmins:

Kumarila and Sainkara tried to revive the waning faith in Brah-

manism. But neithr the Mimainsa system of the former nor the

Vedanta of Sainkara as destined by their very nature could not find

favour with the people. However furious the polemics of Samkara had

been they could not undermine the popularity of non-Vedic Jainism.

The religious situation in the land was therefore, favourable to the old

devotional cults of Saivism and Va^avism, Tbese cults provided al-

ternative not only to the orthodox Brahmanism but aba to heterodox

Jainism. Especially ftom the middle of the 9th century, the radical

system of Kalamukha Saivism had spread all over Andhra* breathing

new vigour and vitality into temple culture. They developed the insti-

tution of initiation into religious knowledge and ritual. Their mathas

which developed as appendices of temples became centres not only of

religious propaganda but also of popular learning and training. Bight

from the middle of the llth century, entire coastal Andbra and parts

of Tetengaaa felt the impact of Srivaisnavism of Ramanuja who laid

emphasis on Bhakti T aad made Karma aad Jfiana its aids.

Devotionalism is the religion ofcommon people, the bulk of whtch

axe the fourth cast$. As arthasiris, in agrafaaras and brateactejas, the

sudras not only unproved their economic condition but adopted the
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life style of their braliuiin landlords. They now found in the devo-

tional cults a promising means of raising themselves in social status

and respectability. They threw themselves, therefore, heart and soul

into promoting temple culture. In consequence, unlike during the ear-

lier centuries, 6th to the 9th, from the middle of the 10th century

the sudras actively participated in religon specially in temple festi-

vals. The peasants, the artisans and merchants and their womenfolk,

once again as during the Buddhist epoch, gave enthusiastic support

to the temple and its institutions. Temple gifts steadily increased

in number and variety. Even the lowly and the humble appears to

have made it his or her life's ambition to visit temple and make a

gift atleast a lamp or half of a lamp. Statesmanship requires that the

ruler should support the religion of his people and most of the rulers of

the period were themselves sudras. The attention of the ruling class,

therefore, turned from the brahmin to the temple. Such a process
of non-Brahminisation of religion adversely affected the economic po-

sition of the brahmin. Formation of agraharas and brahmadeyas is

rarely found during the period. It is observed above that even from

the 8th century the Calukyas preferred to create more military fields

than brahmadeyas. Interestingly several inscriptions dated during the

llth and 12th centuries record instances of brahmins selling away their

gift land which were mostly purchased by rich sudras to be donated

to temples, mathas and satras.

In the town of Ponnur, Vedic scholars (asesavidvanmohajanalu)
sold away their la^ds in favour of the local Visiiu temple and the

Papavlsu-matha attached to it-
68 An inscription from Munagalapalli

70

(Nandigama taluk, Krishna distirict) records that the brahmins of

Kandruru, Nandigama, Muppala and Ipur villages sold away their

lands most of which were gifted to the temples. la the village of

Kodamagundla,
69

taxes such as Perusmpkalu, Vaddaxavalamu, blra-

uaJu, KolacusumkamUj etc., which were due to a brahmin by name

Kanapreggada were diverted for the maintenance of worship in the fo-

cal temple and for the support of students. The mahajanas (brahmins)
of the village were ordered to respect the new arragement. In another

instance, a certain Appana Preggada, an ekabhog? is found selling

away his lauds. The Telangana region too, especially the kingdom
of Kaaduru Codas, witnessed similar developments.

71 These instances

dearly reveal how under the pressure of the new socio-religious devel-

opments the earstwhile agraharas disintegrated, replacing to a large
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extent brahmin' landlordism by temple landlordism. It may further be

noted that though the ownership changed - from brahmin to temple -

the tenancy was mostly retained by the same people, A comparison
of the following tebles(6, 7 and 8) makes the point clear.

Even at the court, the number of brahmin officers was on steady
decline. No doubt they are found in high position of responsibility

such as pradiani, s^masta-senapati and rajadhyaksa but their number
sank down to a minimum. With the exception of the above noted

topmost positions, the rest of the adminstrative machinery, civil as

well as military was dominated by the members of fourth caste. They
are found occupying such posts like mudiseli-mulabhrtya, padifeari,

pada/u, preggada, daqdaxiayaka, sarvadhikari and mahamandalesvara

(mandalikasekhara) Even in temples they held such responsible and

respectable positions as that of bhaiidaruvu.73 The srlkarana of the

Srikurmam temple was a kayastha.
74 The village administration has

also passed into their hands. Several inscriptions mention raddifcams
75

held by the Nayakas of the fourth caste, The raddikam may be an office

for a group of villages. The members of the fourth caste holding such

responsible posts must have been properly educated to discharge their

duties efficiently. It is not unreasonable to hold that they should have

received appropriate training in the institutions of Jainism and the

devotional cults of Saavism and Vaisnavism.
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The process climaxed under the Kakatiyas, especially the later

rulers of the dynasty -which is a period of conflicting socio-religious

developments. From the time of Kakati Rudra there were efforts at

gradual brahmanisation and Sanskritisation of religion. Rudradeva

was the first Kakatiya king to have a clear Sanskrit name. His minis-

ter was Gangadhara
77 a smarta brahmin and his court was under the

influence of Ramesvara Diksita who was a srautakriya-karmatha.
7* He

built Rudresvaram in which he installed Siva, Kesava and Surya,
79 the

principal deities of pancayatana^ the worship of which had been ad-

vocated by Kumarila and Samkara.80 Ganapatideva was a patron of

Suddhasaivism of the Golaki-matha81 which was also pro-Vedic. This

process of Brahmanisation and Sanskritisation of religion appears to

have culminated at Vijayanagara court dominataed by the school of

Vedic commentatotrs headed by Sayana and Madhava. But peculiarly

as religion was brahmanised, the state was non-brahmanised. From the

time of Ganapatideva most of the offices at the Kakatiya court and in

the army were held by the sudras - reddis and velamas. Brahmin minis-

ters and generals were almost exceptions. The Induluru family was the

only brahmin family that enjoyed considerable influence at the court

of Rudramadevi82 but they too were non-brahmanised with their mar-

riage alliance with her.83 The most important officers of Ganapatideva
- amatya, (Alluru Prolaraja), pattasahini (Boppayadeva), tantrapala

(Prolurautu), pancakaranadhipati (Madhavadeva), sakalasenadhipati

(Boppayadeva), bhandaru (Kondapareddi) and bahattara-myogadhi-

pati (Gandapendaru Gangayayasahini), asvasahini (Gangayasahinl),

gajasahini (Jayapa) were all non-brahnuns. The court of Rudramadevi
was dominated by the Recerlas. The most influencial officers hi her

governement - Goua Gaunareddi, Nagadeva, Potinayate, Parvata-

nayaka, Misaragunda, Adidamma, VaJlanayaka (probably katakapala

Ds4i Gannaya, and Dadi Somaya were all of the fourth caste. The
situation did not change under Rudradeva. Among the 75 or 77

nayankaras between whom Prataparudra divided his kindgom, it is

rather doubtful whether there was a single brahmin.84 It is not far

from truth to say that the Kakatiya state was a sudra state par excel-

lence.

The fast changing socio-religious milieu compelled the brahmin
scholar to ababdon his native home and go in search of a living. They
had to shake off their scholarly pride, outgrow the traditional inhi-

bitions and accept service in temples, where they became not only

sthanapatis but even pujaris.
85

Along with their womenfolk, they
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further condescended to undertake menial ervict. Some became cooks

and others water carriers and their ladies held thu v$*j)itf in the

sanctum.80 An inscription from Simhachalam speaks about the ap-

pointment of brahmins to several activities in the temple of Nysimha
on the hill.

87 One of them Kesavabattu (the suffix -Wiaffu suggests

that he was of an orthodox scholarly family) sought employment as

water-carrier.
88 There were altogether in the temple of Srikurmain 30

brahmin and 15 Vaisnava brahmin employees.
89

It is too well-known

that temple culture was not based upon the Veda. But we find in

the temples of the period brahmin reciters of the diiferent Vedas of

different sections of the Vedas as the Purusasukta.
90

In temple ritual

there is practically no place for brahmin masters of such subjects like

grammar (Vyakarana), aesthestics (Alamkara), literature (Kavya and

Nataka). Strangely enough even these scholars are found employed in

some temples with their services to the employer unspecified.
91

The Puranic theism, of which the temple was the core came thus

to the rescue of the brahmins in these difficult days. The "extrava-

gances and superstitions" of puranic theism 92
reflected in the nurtured

beliefs in tirtha and dana proved advantageous to the brahmins. Es-

pecially the concept of transfer of merit led to the practice of priests

or brahmins officiating for the yajamanas. In order to offer oblations

to their own pifcaras, people used to send brahmins on their own be-

half to Banaras and Gaya.
93

Again brahmins undertook for money

pilgrimages to sacred places and even austerities like taking bath in

the Ganges and during winter circumambulating sacred hills such as

Srlisailain^
4 R.C. Hazra is riglit in observing that the "puraaie rites

and customs were mainly influenced by the economic and social needs

of the sacerdotal class
15

.
95 The Vedic scholars thus took shelter xiuder

temple culture whkh they had once despised. Charles Eliot praises

the wisdom of brahmins in making such compromises
96 with a view

to retain their supremacy atleast in socio-religious life of the land,
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COMPROMISES IN THE HISTORY OF ADVAITIC THOUGHT.
By Mahamahopadhyaya Prof. S. Kuppuswami Sastri. The Kup-

puswami Sastri Research Institute, Madras 600 004, 1993 (reprint)

Pp. vi+37+xx. Price: Rs. 20-00.

HIGHWAYS AND BYWAYS OF LITERARY CRITICISM IN SAN-

SKRIT. By Mahamahopadhyaya Prof. S. Kuppuswami Sastri. The

Kuppuswami Sastri Research Institute, Madras 1993 (reprint). Pp.

vi+94. Price: Rs, .25-00.

<: . SPOKEN SANSKRIT, [ed. by S.S. Jaaakij. The Kup-

puswami Sastri Research Institute, Madras 1995 (2nd edn.). Golden

* Jubilee Year Publication. Pp. xxv+195. Price: Rs. 120-00.

ECLIPSES IN HINDU LIFE AND THOUGHT. By Jayasree Hari-

haa&. T&e Kuppuswami Sastri Research Institute, Madras 1995.

GtoMeu Jubilee Year Publication. Pp. viii-f-105. Price Rs. 70-00.

J

II js an acknowledged fact that Mahamahopadhyaya Professor

$3 iKUppuswami Sastri was one of the early stalwarts of the Indian

mclologisis who pioneered the studies in Indian Philosophy, Sanskrit

Poetics in Sanskrit curriculum on western style in South

e Europeans at that period were chiefly engrossed in the

The introduction of the Vafcyapadiya, Divanyafofca,

Tariasaragraha, etc. into the classroom of post-

goes to his credit. The first two books under re-

are indeed endowment lectures delivered by him, stand
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testimony to his foresight and wisdom, These two books have been

productive in generating interest in modern research methods among
Indian students in Sanskrit ever since they were published, They con-

tinue to serve the cause; hence their republication is commendable

by the Research Institute, which was established by his admirers and

named after him.

In his Compromises in the History of Advaitic Thought, Sastri

gave a over view of the accommodations and compromises made by
the Advaitins from the Vedic age upto the times of Sri Brahmananda

Sarasvati (18th cent.). In fact the two lectures demonstrate the com-

promising behaviour as the foundation for uninterrupted continua-

tion of the Indian heritage. For example while accounting for the rise

of Visistadvaita and Dvaita, Sastri said: "In the history of Vedantic

thought there are two groups of teachers who seceded from Advaita.

One group is headed by Ramanuja, who is solicitious to accommodate
his way of monistic thinking on the one side to pluralistic realism, and

on the other, to advaitic monism. ...Another group of seceders from

Advaita, showing a somewhat unaccommodative attitude, is headed by
the strongest and the boldest of India, viz. Madhvacarya" (pp.31-32).

Tie Highimys and Byways ofLiterary Criticism in Sanskrit speaks
of Sastri's catholic view for a synthesis of traditional Indian interpre-

tation with modern western literary criticism. Eventhough sixtyfive

years elapsed since he delivered these lectures at Annamalai University,
it is very doubtful whether the Indian research fulfilled his aspirations,

perhaps it is the reason why the book still remains fresh and attracts

for a reprint. Here is his watchword: "Complete pessimism is unknown
to Indian culture. Sometimes, people in their mistaken zeal for certain

modern ways of alien philosophy proceed to condemn Indian systems
of philosophy as being pessimistic in their tone" (p. 75).

So we look forward that these works of Sastri remain to inspire the

ybunger generation too to realise their goals of research in Sanskrit.

The last two books show the zeal of the Institute to .propagate
Sanskrit and Indian culture. The publication of a second edition of

Spoken Sanskrit in 1995, just after 5 years of its first edition in 1990,
sweats of its utility and popularity. One of the causes of its success is

that these lessons were finalised on the basis of the response from the
studettts in the classroom. The eighteen lessons with notes at the end
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of each lesson axe graded and the glossary shall be of use for learning
the language in translation method,

Smt. Jayasree Hariharan has presented in her monograph Eclipses
in Hindu Life and Thought the concept of eclipse from the points of

view of mythology, religion and ritual, carefully collecting materials

from the Vedic, epic, puranic, astronomical and ritualistic literatures.

Thus it provides a bird's-eye view of the holistic approach adopted
by Indians and oi the nature worship from time immemorial. The

convincing astronomical calculations of the eclipses confirm that the

metaphysics of our ancient Aryans stands in perfect harmony with the

modern Astronomy. But the Indian science needs to be updated by

adopting corrective methods in calculations to readjust with the cycle

of the moving zodiac evolving a new system to perfect the computing
and forecasting future eclipses with the one actually observed . The

symbolism of darkness and white, etc,, are also touched upon. The
words dark (tamas) and light (bhasa/tejas) represent metaphorically
bad and good. At times an evil may envelop good, but it cannot be

permanent and the light again returns to its normal position. The
darkness that can envelop light is very strong and dreadful (drugdha)
and hence symbolized as demon. The act of it is thus metaphorically
called swallowing (garit) (p. 17). The nature, which taught the man as

to how he should behave in order to derive full benefit out of it without

over exploitation, is also worshipped with due reverance by such rituals

like sraddha and japa. S.S. Janaki and Jayasree Hariharan deserve

hearty approbation for their endeavours in popularizing Sanskrit and

Aryan concepts of harmonious life.

RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY OF THE JAINS. By Virchaud

Gandhi, ed. by Nagin J, Shah, Jain Internationa!, 21, Saumya Apart-

ments, Navrangpura, Ahmeda-bad - 380 014, 1993. Pp. 232. Price:

Rs. 80-00.

CONCEPT OF PRATIKRAMA3STA (An abridged version of

Pt. Sukhlalji's Introduction to Panca Pratikrarnana). International

Centre for Jaina Studies, Gujarat Vidyapith, Ahmedabad - 380 014,

1993, Pp* viiH-31. Price Rs. 40-00.

The Vedic and its substitutioual counterparts
- the Buddhist and

the Jain religior --j^itions
- arc based upon three common principles
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truth (sftto'euw), consecration (dlkfR) and penance/meditation (tapas/

dhyruia). They differ of course vastly with regard to the philosophi-

cal and logical tenets, For a proper understanding of the basic values

of Indian socio-religious conduct in the present juncture of Indian na-

tional discomfort, easily readable monographs representing the correct

ideas about each religion are of great demand. The two books under

review are of such type.

The Religion and Philosophy of the Jains is by Late Virchaud

Raghavji Gandhi who represented Jainism at the World's Parliament

of Religions held at Chicago in 1893 A.D. He dedicated to disseminate

the knowledge of Jaina philosophy in America for nearly three years.

The present book under review is a selection of passages from his lec-

tures and arranged in a connected and coherent manner by Nagin J.

Shah in order to provide a systematic account of the Jaina philoso-

phy. The book is divided into four parts. The cultural environment

in which Jainism had its origin was shown in the first part. The basic

Indian culture is neither Brahmanic, nor Jaina nor Buddhist. The es-

sentials of Jaina Philosophy like liberation, nine 'reals', six substances,
six kinds of living beings, four states of existence, karma, transmigra-

tion, soul are elucidated in a lucid style in the second part. The third

part is devoted to the exposition of the Karma theory. The fourth part

extensively deals with the doctrine of spiritual development. "Protec-

tion to life in all forms is the behaviour natural to a highly developed
soul" (p. 152). The universality of Indian Philosophy is time and again
manifested by the statements of Gandhi like: "The truth of the phi-

losophy must not be blamed, but the cause of the suffering should be
looked for in the past actions" (p. 167).

This monograph is published in commemoration of the centenary
celebrations of the First Parliament of Religions (1893).

In correspondence with six acts of adhyayana, adhyapana, yajana,
yajana, dana and pratigraha recognised in the Brahmaaical Vedic so-

ciety, some Jaina sthavira conceived six essential acts called samayika,
catuTvinisatistava, vandana, pratikramana, kayotsarga and pratya-
kbyana, for Jaina monks, which are dealt with in the Avasyaka-sutra.
The pratikiamana *to go back 5 means the process of refraining from
sinful acts and seeking forgiveness for those acts committed hi the

past. The word pratikramana is also used in its broad sense for all

the six acts of spirituality. There are five types of ptatiramana, namely
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devasiJcii (daily), fttrxto (nightly), m&&& (monthly),

(four-monthly) and sAipvatsariJra (yearly). These five processes arc

elaborately discussed in the book Paficapprafciiramapa which was pub-

lished in 1921 with an introduction in Hindi by Pt, Sukhlalji. This in-

troduction was abridged and translated into English by Nagin J. Shall

(pp. 1-16). This was prefixed by a Forward by Ramlal Parikh and

Preface by Dalsukh Malvania and suffixed by Madhu Sen's explana-

tory note on Pratikramana (17-23) and selected Pratikramana-sutras.

These two monographs are published with a view to revive research

in Jainism and to promote complete toleration of all established reli-

gions.

FRAGRANCE FROM BENGAL, By Amal Sarkar. Pub, Krishna,

262/B, Regent Park, Rahara - 743 186, N. 24 Parganas, West Bengal,

(1996), Pp. xxiii+272. Price Rs.160-00.

The regional, social, religious, political and communal considera-

tions work jointly or separately for finding affinity with or alienation

from persons or groups. But they are needed to perpetuate culture. In

spite of adverse effect on nationalism and integration. Here is an exam-

ple from Amal Sarkar. He has offered in his book Fragrance from Ben-

gal poetical renderings into English of the Sanskrit lyric Gitagovindaof

Jayadeva, 50 pieces of Maifchili (Brajaboli) Valsnavapadavali, and se-

lections from the Bengali Sricaitanyacaiitamrtain of Krsnadas Kaviraj.

Eventhough the media of compositions are different, the poets are

borne on the soil of Bengal. But the philosophy and religion couched

in them represent in fact the Bhakti movement that has revolutionized

the Indian concept of God and service to the humanity. The ardent

faith 'in God is stressed time and again in every epoch and in each

part of the country* Thus in every region, the works of this type are

abundant.

* 'The relationship entertained by the devotee with the God form

;tjue basic principle on which depends, uninterrupted and continuous

imitation of the god. Of several relationships that between a man

and ' his wife is more proximate in human experiences in the mundane

cL Hence love based devotion has been preached atid practiced by

fa poet^ and xeligiotis leaders; The happy English rendering of the
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Olt&govind& reposes in the non-Bengali readers of faithfulness of other

two works too to the originals*

The Vaisna\f

apadavali is a chrestomathy of lyrics composed in rap-

turous melody by various poets like Vidyapati, Candidasa, Govin-

dadasa and Jnanadasa streaming in the same devotional love of Gita-

govuida. Love in separation is most amusing and exquisite to the heart

leading to quick realization of the goal. Each lyric stands as the best

of all for its excellency in imagery, in spite of identical diction.

The Sricaitanya-caritamrta, describes the exploits and religion of

Sri Caitanya, the founder of Bengal Vaisnavism mingled with his life

sketch. Sri Caitanya was born in Navadvipa in A.D. 1485 and breathed

his last in 1533, During a short span of 48 years he could influ-

ence many a devotee not only in Bengal but also in Orissa. The

poem refers to the prominent devotees like Nityananda, Jagai, Madhai,

Paramananda, KesavabharatI, Brahmanandapuri, Kesavapuri, Sva-

rupa Darnodara, Ramananxia, and Bijuli Khan. The simple style in

versification in English gives not only a good reading but also provides

a bird's-eye view of influence of Vaisnavism in medieval India.

SAHITlMURTI ACARYA JIREDDI CENNAREDDI-GARI
SAHASRA-CANDRODAYADARSANOTSAVA ABHINANDANA-
SAMCIKA (Telugu). Pub. J.A. Prasad and J. Sudati [1-5-533, Balaji

Colony, Tirupati - 517 5Q2], Pp. vi-f 138. :

MARAKATAMANIMALA (Collection of 108 popular verses from

LUasuka's Srikrsnakarnamrta)* Compiled by T, Subba Rao. [1-5-533,

Balaji Colony, Tirupati-517 502]. Pp. vii+39.

In an oriental ceremonial function blended with an occidental fes-

tive flare brought about by the admirers, friends and relatives on 31st

January 1996, Dr. Jeereddi Chenna Reddy, formerly Professor and
Director of this S.V.U. Oriental Research Institute, was felicitated be-

fitting on the occasion of completing one thousand months of fruitful

life with the presentation of these two books under review. Both of

them are znainly in Telugu. The Abhinandana-saiticUca comprises of

two parts. While in the first part the life sketch of Prof. Reddy, andtis

scholarship and contribution to Telugu literature are elucidated, in the
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second part his erudition is illustrated with reprinting of four papers

published earlier in the back volumes of our S.V.U, Oriental Journal

These two parts are complemented in the middle with compliments
showered on the occasion by literati.

The Marakatamaqimalfy a pseudonym, is a compilation of 10S

verses from the Srikrsnakatnamrta (Sanskrit) of LUasuka together with

Telugu rendering by Velagapudi Veiigayamatya of 15- 16th century.

The Krsna-karnamrta is so popular in Telugu that there are many
scholars who believe that LUasuka was an Andhra by origin. The Tel-

ugu rendering, of course, is exquisitely elegant in its idiom sometimes

even surpassing its original These two books are hoped to enthuse

the youngsters towards intellectual exercise.

- M. Srimannarayana Murti
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